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I)ue  to  the  great  emphasis  which has  been  plao®d
on  the  political  aspects  of American history for  the
middle  period  of  the  nineteenth  century,  Am®rlca. a  r®&ction
during  the  era  to  her  impressions  of Eur'opean  culture  hag
not  aroused rmoh  Scholarly interest  uni;il  r®contly.    One
of  the  best,  but  hi±herto  gli8hd;ed,  e=emplal.a  of. one  who
considered America  ln  light  of  his  image  of Europe was
Ralph Waldo  Emerson,  whoso  career  gpann®d  the  period.
Emerson  frequently,  even  as  a  young  boy  in Boston,  heard
news  about  Eul'opean  affairs,  read much. about  Europe,
e
especially in  the  1820.a,  and  traveled  through many parts
of  West;em Europe  in  1832-33Jnl847-48,  and  again  in  the    a
late  1870.a.    IIiB  reactions  to  what  he  hear.a  and  read,
his  observations  on  what  he  saw  in Eul'ope,  an.d  his  refl®o-
tione  as  ®xpr®gged  in  his  joumals,  worke,  and  l®tterg
throughout  his  career reveal  that,  Btartingiabout  the
time  of  his  great  oration,  ''Ih®  American  Scholar"  (1837),
and  continuing  to  the  close  of  his  act;ive  career  in the
1870.a,  Emel`son  compared  Europe  and Amoric&,  thought  of
Amel`ica  in  tens  of  what  he  obg®rved  in  and  about  Eur®p®,
and personally illustrated  an  avar®ne88  of a  Cultural
interaction  of  th6  two  contin®nta.
merson  studied great  men  in  both Europe  and
Amel'ica,  compared  them,  and  found  them  to  possess  Buperior
and  representative  qualities  which  Bet  them in  an  elevated
position  from which  they  could  teach  others.    He  responded  u
with  a genuine  feeling of  admiration  to  the  Saxon traits
which he  found  displayed  in  the  English  and  their  &chi®ve-
ments  and  called  upon  the  Americans,  who  were  an  extenBioa
of  the  English  into  new  and  better  oondition8,  to  d®v®1op
their  superior  Saxon  characteristics.    He  obB®rved
European  institutions ,  especially tboge  of England, . and,
in making  comparigong  between  them  and  thog®  in America,
concluded  that,  while  AmeI`ic&  would  do  well  to  copy  eon.
facets  of English  institutions,  generally,  An®rican  in8ti-
tutiong,  when  properly  altered  and  taken  as  a whole,  w®r.
better  for  her.    He  pointed  to  gom®  r®fomg  whloh  had_i_____  __                        _
been  gr.anted  by  European  nations  as  exanpl®8  whiohATrterJ col
might  follow  and  compared  facets  of  other  American ref om
movements  to  Eul.opean  conditions,  men,  and  reform  activity.
He  thought  of  hove  nature  had  conspired  to  give  the  EngiiBh
a  beneficial  geography which had node  them  proaperoug  and
believed  that A]nerica with her bountiful gifts  fran nature
would  one  day be  great,  too.    Finally,  h®  studied European
art,  literature,  and  architecture,  complained  that,  by
Comparison,  our  aocomplislmenl;a  in  these  areas  were  not
impressive,  and  called for us  to  rectify the  situation.
One  of  the  chief  results  of Emerson.a  application
• of  his  impressions  of  Europe  to  A]nerio& was  his  cultul`al
nationalistic  plea for America to  cease  her mere  imit&-
tion  of  Eul`opean  cultur.e  and  (im  a  oo8nopolitan  spirit)
to  use  the  examples  of  European  &chi'®vom®nt  as  an  insplra-
tion to  develop her -om potential  as  the  futuz.a  cultural




the  theme  of  this  thegi3  is  derived largely from
a history  seminar  at  Appalachian State  University,  in
tire  spring  of  1969,.which had  as  its  purpose  the  testing
of  the  idea that,  in  spite  of  a  strong  emphasis  within
the United States  on  internal political  affairs  in the
mid-nineteenth  Century  decad®B  (roughly  Speaking,  1840-
1870),  thel.e  was  a meritable  amount  of  cultural  interL
action  between  Europe  and  America for  the  period.    It
was  point;ed  out  in  the  Seminar  that,  while  thel`e was  still
muctr work  to  be  done  in  the  area,  i;he  problem was  receiv-
ing more  aooeptano®  and  ai;tention r®c®ntly  than  it  had
in  the  past.    A`g  early a8  1939,  R.  8.  Mowat  ln hig jig-
toriah 48±: ife 48f e£of Comfort  and Culture had uritten
(il)
that  ''it  would  bo  stupid  to  regard  any  Country by it8olf
ill  the nineteenth  Century,  particularly in the middle
period.    Ideas  pasged  from  oontinont  to  continent,  and
culture was  pooled  anong  the  civilized  peoples  of  the
world.ML    Bhe  1960  edition  of  the  New  Cambridge__ Modern
HistoI'y  echoed  the  game  topic  when  it  explicitly  Stated
that  between  |830  and  1870  an  "Atlantic  Civilization"  wag
in  the  making  and  recalled  that  Walt  Whitman had  seen
in his  poems  "through Atlantica' 8  depths  pulses  American
Europe  reaching,  pulses  of  Europe  duly  returm.a.W2    A
year  later,  Charles  Ii.  Sanford  in g±g 9I±S±± £9=
_Fior_Q_P_e  ± the  A]nerican_._.... Moral
Paradise
Imagination  developed  the
idea  in  his  treatment  of America.a  image  of  her  destiny
as  compared  to  her  concept  of'  an  old  corrupt  Europe;  and,
iri  1963,  Gushing I.  Strout  wrote  a history  of  the  llNow
World"  impression .of Europe  ae  it  has.  influenced American
development  in  a book appropriately called !Eg
Imarre  of  the  Old  World.ife q£ ± 9¥
LR.   a.   ntlow.at, Victorian ife:   E±4B£9£
American
Coofort  and
gi:±±±±=£  (London:  George  a.  Harrap  a  Oo„  1939)i   PP.   95i
2r.  p.  I.  Bury,  ed..  IE9
1870
Zenith of  European  Power
__   ___                   __                 _ _           _____        _ELffi6Vol.  X:     Phe  New  Cambridge___            __     __i Modern




It  is  the  object  of  thig  thesis  to  investigate
the  cultural  inter-relationship ae  reflected in the
thinking  of Am®I'ical®  I''first  philosopher"  and  Chief  oul-
tural nationalist,  Ralph Waldo  Emerson,  the height  of
whose  career  spanned  the  decades,  1830's-1870.a.    The
approach  is  to  look  at  Ein®rson's  impressions  of European
aspects  of  selected  topics  as  he  related  them  to  Am®ric&
and,  Simultaneously,  at  sel®oted  phases  of American  8oci-
ei;y  as  he  aggociated  them  with Europe.
In  spite  of Emerson.a  central  position  in most
questions  I`evolving  around mi.a-nineteenth  Century Ameri-
cam  intellectual history  and  particulal`1y the  question
of American  oultur&1  nationalism,  the  books  of  Strout
and  Sanford  tend  to  slight  discussion  of  their  them®g
over  the  Civil War. and. Reconstruction  decades  and  of
Emerson.s  thought  im  oormection  with  their  themes.    Etr®n
inersonl a  chief  biographers,  Jones  Elliot  Oabot  (1888)
and Ralph I.  Rusk  (1949),  fail  to  specifically  emphasize
his  Comparison  of European  images  with  the  American  Situa-
tion,  although  they inadvertently mention ..occasional
exanples  of  it  in their. disougsions  of  other topics.
Similarly,  works  analytical  of Emersori.9  thougivt  lned®-
quately treat  the  th®m®. Sherman  Paul. g  Emerson' 8
(iv)
ffi
of  Vision for  example,  devotes`  only  about  two  pages  to
it  by  discussing Enerson's  interpretation  of  the  praise
of  Englis]rmen  as  praise  of  the  Americans.3    I,ikewise,
while  R.  W.  8.  Iiewig  in  The=____ American  Adam (1955)   dovoteg
full  chapters  to 'the  call  of Walt  Whitman,  Herman Melvill®,
and  others  for  an American  ''Adan''  to  succeed  the  old
European heroes,  he  deals  only  intermittently .with
Enersbn.a  thoughts  on  the  znatter.
I  am  indebted  to  Dr.  Eugene  Drozdowski  of  App&-`
1achian State  University for his  presentation of  the
theme  jm  the  seminar,  for  his  aid  in helping me  to  choose
and  define  the  sub5eot,  alLd  for  Buperviging.my r®gearch
and writing of  this  thesis.
Russell  11.   Scruggs `
Appalachian  State University
3sheman Paul , Emerson' s
Harvar'd University Preps ,
(v)
of  Vision
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COMPARAIIVE  IMAGEs:     EUROpE  AND  ArmlcA
IN  IRE  IHoeeRE  OF  RALPH  WAIDO  ERERsON
CHAPTER  I
THE  IMRACT   OF  PREPARAIORY  INFliuENOES
In  an  old  parish  house  in Boston,  the  `'fourth
child  and  third  son  of  the  Reverend \'/illiam  and Ruth
(Haskins)  Emel'son  was  born,   on  the  25th  of  May,  1805."I
Had  he  personally been  given  the  choice  of  his  birth-
date,  the  babe,  Ralph ',f/aldo,  might  well  have  chosen
the  same  time,  for  as  Ralph I.  Rusk,  his  leading biog-
rapher,  has  noted:
The  year  1803  was  a  good  year  for,  an  American
to  be  born.in.    On  the  day  of  Ralph Waldo.s  birth,
Reuben  Puff er,  the  guest  of  the  Emel.son.s,  uttered
some  truths  that  tuned  out  to  be not  wholly unre-
laded  to  that  event.    For nations,  as  well  as  for
individuals,  he  said  in  his  election  sermon,  these
were  times  when  heaven  was  propitious.    Now  the
United  States  came  formrard  to  enjoy  their  day.    The




Waldo  Einerson (NOW
3
Like  those  of  other  typical  your.gsters,  the
earliest  experiences  of Ralph Waldo  oentered  in  his  home.
Here,  at  least  for  eight  years,  his  father  dominated  and
set  "persuasive  examples."    the  Reverend William.a  ''atten-
dance  on leaned  societies,''  his  preaching,  and his  ''1it-
erary  labor"  all  must  have  made  some  favorable  impression
on  the  future  intellectual.    Unfortunately,  however,  these
influences  were  cut  short  by the  father.s  death  in  the
spring  of  1811.3    The  misfortune  left  the  family  in  poverrty
and  dependent  largely upon the  charity of  friends  and
parishioners.    As  a  I`esult,  his  mother's  energies  wel.e
so  taxed by the  practical  task  of  providing for. her fan-
ily that  Ralph filled  the  vacancy not  by an  increased
closeness  to  his  mother,  but  to  his  aun.t,  Mary Moody
Emerson.    Aunt .Mary  combined  the  "Moody  enthusiasm  and
impetuosity and  a good  shave  of  Puritan rigor"  with  "a
keen  appreciation  of modern .ideas"  and  left  their  brand
on  the  future 'refomer  and  religious  rebel.4   She  l.liked
solitude,"  ''found  a kind  of mystical  delight  in nature,"
and  imparted  these  attii;udes  to  one  who  would  later
speak of  individual  self-reliance  and  of the  influence
of nature.5    In  addition,  it  was  she  who  instilled  in
the  your.g Ralph his  love  of  I.eading  and  of  serious
3ERE.,  p.   28;  Cabot,
4cabot. Memoir I,  30.
5Rusk,  E±,  p.  24.
Memoir I,  26.
4
discussion.6    I,ike  her  nephew,  who  later  would  be  des-
cribed  as  having a  ''dualistic  nature,"  Aunt Mary was  a
''bundle  of  contradictions."    She  was  simultaneously a
mystic,  a  "fiery Calvinist,"  and  a  "liberal  daughter  of
the  Enlightermenl;,"  and  tried  to  teach RaLlph  accordingly.7
0n  the  Calvinist  side,  She  was  reinforced  tty Emerson.a
mother  who  expected  her  son  to  digest  Sunday  semons  so
well  that  he  could  recapitulate  outlines  and  texi;a.    While
this  was  not  without  impact  on  the  young  life,  ''the  terror
of  the  .Crack  of  doom.  must  have  been  lessened  for  ELer-
son,"  Rusk says,  by  ''his  saving  sense  of  the  ridiculous
..,.,  and  the  harrowing  of  the  emotions  in  youth was
sure  to  have  important  I`epercussions"  in  the  making  of
a future  religio`]s  liberal.8   In her assertion  of liberal
ideas,  Aunt  Mary was  reinfol'ced  by  the. neighbors,  for
Finerson was  greatly. influenced  by the  "comnuriity  in gen-
eral,W ,and .the  ''Bost.onian  oormunity  of  the  tine  was  more
progressive  Thai  conservative. w9
At  nine,  Ralph  entered  the  Boston  Latin  School..
there,  the  headmaste-r,  a Mr.  Could,  emphasized  good
speaking  to  the  futur.e  lecturer  and  devoted  Saturday
mol.ming  exclusively to  it.    It  was  thel.e  also  that  com-
position was  emphasized  and  that  the  futul'e  essayist
:::aid::±C  ±¥:Se?aE=:??e:§5g¥;=S=± ¥andbook  (New York:
7Rusk,  E±,  p.  24.
8E.'  p.  55.
9oarpenter, Handbook p.   5.
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and  poet  learned  to  be  critical  in  expression.]°   As
far.  as  achievement  in  specific  subjects  was  oonoemed,
Emerson  did  poorly,  but  he  did  reveal  an  ''insatiable
curiosity about  history"  and  especially about  "its  bio-
graphical  parts,"  an  indication  perhaps  of  the  ideas
which  i;he  future  author  of  "History"  and  of Representa-
tive  Men  would  express.11__I  ____  T=          ___  I
In  1817,  after receiving  the  pl.omise  that  he
would  be  appointed  ''Presidentls  freshman"  and  would  be
granted  "other  privileges ,"  Emerson  entered Harvard Col-
lege.    Although his  college  studies  did not  receive  the
llindividual  attention which  the  authorities  wished and
expected,"  he  did  learn valua.ble  lessons  at  Harvard.12
the  room  to  which he  was  assigried was  under  the  presi-
dent.s  study.    FI.om  ibis  location,  he  was  able  to  take
Wlessons  in  human nature"  as  he  watched  that  worthy  pres-
ident  ''in  the  routine  administration  of  academic  lawl'  or
"quelling  a  iiot  between  town  and goon .... wL3    |n
addition,  the  denands  of  some  of  the  professors  helped
him  direct  his  thoughts  toward  later  conclusions.    On
one  occasion,  for  example,  the  futur.e  expounder  of  the
limpaot  of  geography and  enviroment  on men had  to  write
Memoir I,  41-42.
1LRusk,  E±,  p.  68.
12cabot' Memoir I,   50,   54.
13Rusk,  E±,  p.  65.
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an  essay for William Ellery Charming  on  the  ''influenoe
of  weather  and  skies  on  the  mind."]4    Emerson  learned
these  lessons,  and many  others,  before  being graduated
from Harvard  in  1821.    At  his  gz.aduation,  he  wag  belatedly.
chosen  class  poet  and  adopted  the  theme  which  dominated
his  futur.e  thinking:    he  bewailed  Eul.ope.a  imhaLppy  dos-
tiny while  congratulating America  on her noble  future.
On  the  same  day,  Robert  Bushaell,  the  class  valedictorian,
had said similarly:
The  childhood  of  our  country has  past ....":efg:¥:£r£=::r:=3nLet£:dm€g:a±o¥g=;:ff¥£e¥:e:¥¥c¥
We  will  live  for  ourselves ....
From Harvard,  mel.son  went  to  Boston  to  help
keep  a  school  for  young  ladies.    He  was  an  unwilling
schoolmaster,  however,  and  sought  consolation  in  reading
history,  particularly  on European  subjects.    Meanwhile,
his  mother  moved  from Boston  to  a  ''woodlan.d  distl'ict"
about  f our  miles  away.    Here  the  future  author  of  ''ENature''
and  prorioter  of  the  acceptance  of  geographical  influences
had his  appreciation  of natul.e  again reinforced as  he
went  on  long  wal]Is  with  his  broi;her  Edward.16
In  1825,  following  the  tradition  of  the  male
members  of  his  family,  Emerson  decided  to  study for `the
14EE¥.,  p.  8o$
15RE.,  p.  84.
16cabot. Memoir I,  83ng4.
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ministry  at  Hal`vard  Divinity School.    Almost  immediately
after  his  entrance,  however,  his  eyesight  weakened  and
he  had  to  withdra;w  temporarily to  the  countl.y until  it
improved.    During  this  period,  he  may  have  worked  on  a
farm,  but  at  any rate  he  lived  close  to  the  soil  im a
rural  community where  for  another  time  he  would  be  in-
structed  by the  power  of  natur.e.]7   Eventually,  he  returned
to  Harvard  and  as  a  result  was  "approbated  to  preach"  by
the Middlesex Association  of Ministers  in  October,  1826.
Thirty months  later,  he  was  ''ordained  as  a  colleague  of
Mr.  Ware"  at  the  Second  Church  in  Boston.18    go  be  pastor
of  the  Second  Ohul`ch  was  am  honor  and  the  salar.y was
good,  but  Emerson  remained  there  only three  years.    In
1832,  in  a move  that  changed  the  course  of  his  life,  he
resigried his  office  as  a result  of his  liberal religious
beliefs.19    |n making  the  break,  Emerson  sigriificantly
redefined` his  role  as  a  "religious  teacher more  broadly
as  the  American  scholar,  and  spoke  with  eloquence  from
the  lecture  platform  instead  of  the  pulpit.''    As  Frederic
Eves  Carpenter  says:    ''Emerson failed  as  the  minister  of
a  small  parish  of  a minor  sect,  in  order  that  he  might
`9
succeed  as  a minister  to  all  serious  and thoughtful
People  thronghout  America  and Europe.w2°
17Rusk,  ap,  p.  113.
18oabot. memoir I,  .118,   146.
L9E.,  pp.154-59.
20oarpenter. Handbook p.   15.
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In June,  1827,  during  his  ministry,  ELerson had
journeyed  through  the  South for  his  health.    In St.  Augus-
tine  the  future  reformer  and active  speaker  for  emanci-
pation was  shocked  and  angered  at  discovering  that  while
sitting  in the  cathedral hearing the  "glad tidings  of
great  joy"  he  could  also  hear  shouts  of  "Going,  gentle-
men,  going!"  coming  from  the  slave  auction  next  door.21
On  the  same  trip  he  met  and  became  friends  with Achille
Mural,  an  impressive  Frenchaan  and  nephew  of  Napoleon,
and  apparently  en5oyed  exchanging views  with him  concern-
ing  significant  developments  in Europe  and America.    In
addition,  as  he  had  passed  through Charleston  on his  way
to  St.  Augustine  he  had been reminded  thgit,  for  the  fiztst
time,  he  was  on American  soil  outside  New  England  and
was  struck by signs  of  the  sectional  differences,  espe-
cially in marmers.    This  strengthened  the  future  author
of  ''Marmel.s"  and  writer  about  the  influence  of  geography
in his  already  form:ulated  belief  that  ''mermers  wel.e
C'1osely under  the  influence  of  o|inate.w22
IIike  many  yoimg men,  Emerson  had  met  a  lovely
yotmg woman  and had  fallen  in  love.    As  a result,  in
.@
September,  1829,J  he  had  been married  to  Ellen  Tucker,  a
delicate  girl  of  seventeen.23    Less  than  a  year.  and a
Memoir I,  123-24.
22Rusk,  xp,  pp.  121,  119.
23oabot. Memoir I,  146.
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half  later  she  had  died,  but  during  that  short  period `
she  had  been  able  to  stir  Emel`son more  than  anyone  else
had  ever  done  or  would  do.24    ELerson  never  recovered
from her  death.  and when  four  years  later,  he  married
Iiydia Jaokson,  he  told her  of  his  abiding  love  for Ellen.
Ellen.s  death was  not  the  only unexpected  personal  tragedy
which Emerson  experienced.    In  1836,  his  brother  Charles
died  suddenly.    That  blow  was  softened  by  the  birth  of
his  first  son,  Waldo,  in the  same  year,  but  six  years
later  he,  too,  died.    Ihese  experiences  ±m  suffering,  ae
Carpenter  perhaps  overemphasizes,  helped  to  give  the
frequently  idealistic  Emerson  a  psychology which was
''praLmatio  rather  thari  romantic"  and made  him  seek  "to
heal  the  scars  of  tragedy by a life  of  action rather than
to  cultivate  them for  purposes  of  artistic  exploitation.w25
Not  long after he  resigned  from the ministry,
Emerson.s  health  broke  down  and  he  determined  to  regen-
erate  with  a  visit  to  Europe.  ` Accordingly,  he  sailed
from Boston  on  Christmas  I)ay,  1832,  and  entered Europe
to  study  ''what  this  foreign  ouli;ure  had  to  offer.''    His
+,
observati6ns  were many and  only  sharpened his  ability to
compare  Europe  and America.    the  future  commentator  on
American  and European  art  beheld Eul'opean  art  and  f ear.ed
that .such  talent  would not  soon  cross  the  ocean  to  Amer-
ica.    The  fui;ure  commentator upon nationalities  and
24Rusk,  E±,  p.  149.
25carpenter® Handbook pp.   22-23,  10-12.
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racial  i;raits  arrived  in France  while  Iiouis  Philippe  was
still  newly  in  power,  did not  find  the  beginning  of  a
French  "millermiun,"  was  "impatient  at  not  discovering
men  and  ideas"  there,  and,  as  a  result,  did not  reduce
his  prejudice  against  the  French.26    He  saw  a  Wdirty
subul.b  full  of beggars"  in Italy and  spoke  of  the  Italians
as  degenerate.27   me  future  author  of g=g±±±E± Traits
visited Iioadon  and  was  impressed  by the  English  people
and  by their  traits  as  revealed  in  their  achievements.28
I]rmoughoul;  his  entire  journey,  the  future  advocate  of  a
distinctive  American  archii;ecture  observed European
cathedrals  and-wondered  why Americans,  after  seeing  such
Structures9built  ''such mean  structures  at  hone...29    the
future  author  of  Representai;ive §Eg±  and  increasingly
rebellious  American visited men  like  Carlyle  and Words-
worth  and  foiind  in  them  kindred  spirits  who  encouraged
e`
him.3°   |n addition  to  contributizig to  the  restoration
of  his  health,  then,  Europe  had  served  as  one  of  the  best
school-I.ooms  in  which Emerson had  been  instructed.    In
Ralph Ruskls  words :
He  had  already begun  to  appraise  the  results  of
his  seven mont]rs  in  foreign  countries.    First  hand
26Rusk,  ±±±,  pp.  174.,  184-86.
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acquaintance  with Iiandor,  Coleridge,  Carlyle,  and
Wordsworth  was  worth  thankingcr  God  for.     It  warranted
his  resolve  that  hereafter  he  would  "judge  more
justly,loss  timidly  of  wise  men."    He  was  also  pre-
pared  to  judge  foreign  countries  more  confidently
and  more  intelligeni;ly.    He  could  understand  well
enough  the  feeling  of  the  uninhibited  Yankee  with
lip  curled  in  scorn as  he  passed  through Eul.ope.s
ducal  and  royal  palaces.    Yet,  he  felt  doubtful  as
well  as  proud  v/hen  he  remembered  the  young,  self-
assertive  America,  t6  which  he  was  retur.ming.    Though
he  had  pretty  definitely made  up  his  mind  to  speak
for  himself  and  for  his  country,  he  was  now  traveled
and  experienced,  not;  ignorant  of  the  Old  World,  and
so.not  singlehearted  in his  patriotism.    Having  also
read much,  he  was  steeped  in  the  thought  and  feeling
of  other  lands  and  other  ages.    He  inevitably  cared
f or  what  he  judged  the  best  tha.i  was  thought  and
]mown  anywhere  in  the  wol.ld.    It  was  therefore  impos-
sible  for  him  to  be  a  narrow minded  nationalist.    He
had  gone  only  that  far  toward  a  solution  of  the  much
:i::USL: e=:::::e:i ofe#?:::=nc*:=:: ;?a:§3g:3±c e
Upon  his  return  from Europe,  Emerson  enjoyed  better
health  than  he  had  ever  ]mown  and  it  was  not  until  then
that  he  began  to  feel  safe  from  physical  breakdown.
'  Psychologically,  this  was  significant,  for  as  he  became
physically  stronger;  he  became  more  social  and,  thus,
more  ready  to  accept  the  opportunities  which vTould  soon
send  him  on  a new  departiure  in  life  as  a  lecturer.32
Within  a  few months,  he  had  settled  down  perma-
`i`
nently in Concord,  the  ancestral  home  of  his  family.    In
doing  so,  the`futur.e  discoverer  of  hope  for America  in
the  West,  ae  Carpenter  points  out,  was  "in  a  sense  going
`'Jest  to  a  farming  community whel.e  religion had  not  become
3LERE.,  p.197.
32oarpent®ri Handbook pp.  9-10.
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genteel,  nor  society stl.atified.W33    In  addition,  the
future  Caller  for  reasonable  reforms  v/as  going  to  a  place
which was  affected  by  that  strife.    there,  for  example,
EmeI'son  found  the  Concord  gemperance  Society  and  the
recently  created I,'1iddlesex Antirsla;very Society.34    |t
was  not  long  before  he  had  begun  to  assert  mol.e  positively
his  attitude  toward  the  antinglavery movement.    He  and
IIydia  were  hosts  to  the  Grimk6  sisters  when  they  came
to  plea  the  anti-slaver.y  cause  in Concord,  and  shortly
th.ereafter Emel.son  read  an  address  on  slavery  in  the
Concord  church.35
It  was  from  the  home  base  in  Concord  that  Emerson
began  to  travel  and  to  lecture.    His  topics  were  many
and  varied,  but  his  centra.1  theme  remained generally  con-
sistent  and  was  not  interrupted,  even  by the  Civil War.
• Indeed,  it  continued until  the  end  of his  active  career
in  the  1870's.    In 'keeping with  the  intellectual  current
of  the  1830.s  and  1840ls  as  expressed  in  such  other
writers  as  Melville,  Thoreau,  and Whitman,  Emerson  called
f or  an American  cultural  nat;ionalism.    Advancing  beyond
the most  strict  cultural nationalists  who  wanted  to  break
completely from European  influences ,  he  urged Americans
to  study European  culture,  to  pattel'n  some  of  i;heir  foms
33ERE.,  p.  6.
34Rusk, ±,  p.  227.
35EE¥.,  p.   260.
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after  it,  to  be  inspil.ed  by  it,  and  to  seize  the  oppor-
tunities  of  their  land  by  developing  a  culture  superior
to  that  then  curl.ent  in Europe.    One  of  the  largest  ob-
stacles  which  he  saw  standing  in  the  way  of  the  matul.ing
of  the  spirit  needed  for  such  a  development  was  slavery.
Thus,  slavery  became  a  s.ubject  on  which  he  repeatedly
spoke  and  over  which  he  became  progressively  excited.
To  i;he  abolitionists,  at  first  Emerson  appeared  too  cool
and  philosophical,  but,  by  1844,  in  his  famous  Concord
addl`ess  on  the  armiversary  of  the  liberation  of  the  slaves
in  the  British West  Indies,  although still  comparatively
moderate  in his  views,  he  roused  himself  to  the  full
sense  of  the  occasion  and  thought  of  Americari  emancipation
in  terms  of  that  granted  by i;he  British.36
While  teaching  oi;hers  and  expanding  his  views  on
his  lecture  tours,  Emerson  in  turn. was  being  taught  by
Lthe  places  and  people  in  his  path.    On  a  trip  to  New  Yol`k,
as  Rusk  points  out,  he  observed  the  `'fut.1  tide  of  life
in  the  crowded metropolis"  and  in  so  doing  learned  "timely
lessons.I'    It  was  here  1;hat  the  speaker  for  mo.derai;e  re-
form was  daunted  by  other  reformers  with  their  llprecise
and  determined  plans  for  saving  the  world;"  it  was  here
that  the  increasingly active  fighter for  emancipation
was  impressed  by  the  tireless  enthusiasm  of  men  like
Horace  Greeley!  and,  it  was  here  that  the  future  critic
36iri.,  pp.  425.26.
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of  the  communal  societies  was  exposed  further  to  the
Fouriel.istic  idea.s  of Albert  Brisbane.37
During  these  years,  Emersonls  friendship  with
the  Englishman,  Thomas  OgLrlyle,   and  with  a  few  New  Eng-
land  intellectuals  had groiun  significantly.    In his  ex-
change  of  letters  with Oarlyle,  i;he  author  of  ''Self-Reliance"
I ound  reinf orcement  for  his  views  on  the  virtues  of  sin-
cerity and  individualism which he  would  later  find  in
i;he  West;.    With  Thoreau,  in  whom  he  later  saw  beneficient
characi;eristics  of  the  Saxon  man,  Emerson  took marry  long
walks  and  shared his  views.    In Alcoi;t,  the  creator  of
.`
''Nature"  and  expounder  of  geographical  influences  found
suggesi;ions  of  the  most  extreme  transcendentalist  ideas.
From Margar.et  Fuller,  the  liter.ary  critic,  writer  for
womenls  rights,  and  active  worker  for  the  Italian Revolt,
he  obtained many inspirations  for  his  judging  of American
society,  reform movements,  and  literature  in  comparison
with Europe.    The  transcendentalist  views  of  all  the  New
England  friends  was  strengi;hened  by  this  exchange  and,
as  a result,  they began,  in  1840,  the  publication  of
i;heir  own magazine,  g±8 2i±,  in which  they  could  express
their  views.38
By  the  mid-1840's,  Emerson.s  popularity  as  a
lecturer had risen  so  high  that  he  began  to  receive
37EE¥. ,  pp.  287-89.
38jEg.,  pp.  275-77.
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invitations  from England.    This,  Cabot  has  written,  was
just  the  stimulation  which  Emerson  needed.    Already Einer-
son  was  complaining  that  his  study  had  grown  "languid"
and  that  the  Americans  were  "too  easily  pleased.n39
Thus,  the  observer  of  European  and  American  cultures
sailed  for Europe  in  1847,  typically  ''delivered  a  series
of  lectures  at  the  un-literary  cities  of  Iiiverpool  and
Manchesi;er,"  and,  only  after  persuasion,  ga,ve  a  ''course
in Ijondon  before  a more  aristocratic  and  .guinea-payingl
audience.W4°    consi;antly  between  his  lectures,  Emerson
traveled  throughout  England  and  purposely visited,  ob-
served,  and  studied English historical  sites  and  individual
Englisinen.    As  a result,  he  gathered  a wealth  of  favor-
able  impressions  and  comparisons  with  his  countrymen which
he  was  later  to  record  in his  book,  EnglishTraits.41
He  even  found  time,  early  in  1848,  to  visit  France.
Arriving there  during the revolutionary activity of that
year,  he  closely  observed  the  I`evolution  and  the  French
people  and  filed  away  some  comparisons  with  the  American
scene.    the  result  was  that  he  came  away from France  with
his  old  antindallic  prejudice  slightly  corrected.42   Re-
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with European  intellectuals  and  to  observations  of  Bri-
tain  and France  in  polii;ical  and  economic  tumoil.43    He
was  able  to  make  domparisons  with  his  fellow  citizens
and  nation  and  was  moved  to  write  of  ''boundless''  freedom
in America.    He  was  forced  i;o  add,  however,  that  such
freedom  existed  chiefly in  the  North  since  the  cloud  of
slavel`y which  moved  over  the  Soul;h  was  daily  growing
darker.44   |n the  face  of  this  reality,  then,  and again
enjoying  robust  health,  Emerson more  fervently  continued
his  task  of  compar.ing America  with Europe  and  of  calling
for  improvements  which would make  his  Country  the  promised
land  of  the  future.45
43Rusk, E,  p.  357.
44dournals I,  xiv.
45Rusk, ¥,  p.  360.
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In  a  letter  to  Thomas  Oarlyle,  August,  1834,
Emerson  wrote  tha,i  so  close  was  the  interrelationship
of  England  and America  that  i;hey  should  not  think  of
themselves  as  separate  but  should  mutually adopt  one
another.s  great  men.1    In  1871,  he  was  still  pursuing
the  same  theme  when,   in  writing  about  men  `./hose  various
powers  had `.fon  his  respect,  he  listed  both  an English-
man  and  several  Ameri.cans.    Among  those  `./horn  he  cited,
for  exanble,  were  lhomas  Car`1yle,  Henry  I).  Thoreau,  A.
a.  Alcott,  and  Oliver  Wendell  Holmes.2
These  citations  were  all  in  keeping  with Finer.son.s
general view  that  ''all history resolves  itself very easily
LJoseph  Slater,  ed.,
(New  York:   Columbia
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into  the  biography  of  a  few  stout  and  earnest  persons.W3
He  did  not  mean,  however,  that  outstanding  men  were  the
chief  shapers  of  history.    Instead,  he  thought  of  them,
as  Philip  Nicoloff  has  pointed  out,  as  the  agents  llwho
to  a  pre-eminent  degree  represented  the  idea  of  i;heir
na.tional  epoch"  and  who  derived  their  power  ''from  their
closeness  to  the  8`eneral  idea  vthich  motivated  their  times."
They were  not  tyrants  wiio  forced  the  people  to  obey  them,
but  representai;ives  or  ''sirmmaries  of  humanity"  who  embodied
the  divinely  ordained  desires  of  the  people.4    When  he
thought  of  Europe  in  these  terms,  Napoleon  Bonapari;e  was
one  example  i;hat  stood  out  in  Emersonls  mind.     He  noted,
in  1849,  that  the^first  Napoleon  had  carried  with  him
the  "power  and  affections  of  vast  mum.bers"  and  that,  if
Napoleon  had  represented  France  and  Europe,  it  was  because
the  people  whom  he  swayed  were  'llittle  Napoleons.N5    |n
similar manner,  he  noted  at  the  end  of  the  American  Civil
War,  in April,  1865,  that  Abraham  Iiincoln  had  embodied
the  `'true  histol.y  of  the  American  people  in  his  time."
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moving  slowly when  they  desired  caution  and  q.uickening
his  pace  when  they  increased  i;heirs.    He  had  been  the
''true  father  of  his  country"  with  '`the  pulse  of  twenty
millions  throbbing  in his  heart"  and  ''the  thought  of
their minds  articulated  by his  tongue."6    The  achieve-
ments  in  history,  then,  Emerson  concluded,  are  due  not
to  the  leader  or  even  to  the  people,  but  to  the  prevalence
of  the  embodied  idea.7
the  great  men  of  whom  EmeI`son  spoke  represented
either  the  prevailing  idea within  their  ovm  country  or
certain  ideas  for  all  men  everywhere  and  sometimes  both.
Pheir  representation  of  i;he  chief  idea  in  their  own  coiintry
corresponded  with Emerson.s  theory  of  history  as  revealed,
in  1856,  in  his  Eriglish Ira,its.    Here  he  stated  that
nations  evolved  from  a vigorous,  savage  state  into  a
golden  age  ''which resulted  from  the  synthesis  of  an  idea
with  the  characteristic  national  trait."    The  emergence
of  the  idea was  usually  sigrialled  by the  appearance  of
an  outstanding repl`esentative  figure.    Subsequently,
another  dominant  view  or  philosophy,  perhaps  antii;hetical
to  the  first,  would  develop  and  in  turn  be  summed  up  in
ii;s  representative.    Having  used  the  examples  of  Europe
6Emerson,   .lAbrahan  Lincoln,'.
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as  a  basis  for  his  judgrent,  Emerson  then  looked  to
America  and  stated  that  our  history would  go  through  the
same  stages  and  each would  be  represented  by  its  great
men.8
Althougcrh Emerson  believed  America  had  not  yet
reached  her  Golden Age  with  her  ideas  embodied  in  one
individual,  he  did note  that  she  had great  men  who  repre-
sented,  as  in Europe,  the  prevailing  ideas  of  their  eras.
r
In  his  journals  of  1852,  for  example,  he  pointed  out  that
i;he  European Napoleons ,  Canning`s ,  Kossuths  and  Burkes ,
and  the  American Websters  were  the  `'inevitable  patriots
until  they,  too,  wane  and  their  defects  and  gout  and  palsy
and money warp  their  politics."9    In  another  place,  he
compared  Phomas  Carlyle  and  I)aniel  Webster  by noting  that
i;hey  often  behaved  similarly and  that  each  could  view
society  on  his  own  terms.    IIe  coni;inued  by  sta.ting,  how-
ever,  tha,i,  in  spit;e  of  the  likenesses  between  the  two
rien  and between  their  respective  countries,  Carlyle  was
1
so  much  an English national  figure  that  he  would  in no
marm.er  "satisfy us   cAmericans] ,  or  begin  to  answer  the
q.uestions  which  we  ask."    By  implicai;ion,  then,  the
reader  may  assume  that  Emerson  believed  that  Webster  was
satisfactory as  one  of America' s  great  representative men
8Nicoloffi
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and  could  answer  the  questions  they were  asking  during
his  era.10
In  addition  i;o  citing  our  national  great  men
alongside  those  in Europe,  Emerson  also  pointed  out  that
some  of  the  chiefly national  men  in  Eul`ope  had  a message
for  America.    Goethe,  he  wrote  in  1849,  by his  habitual
reference  to  interior  truth,  e2thibited  one  of  the main
properties  of his  nation.    In  this  respect,  he was  a
German national  representative.    At  the  sane  time,  his
wisdom  was  of  such universal  nature  as  to  speak  to  Amer-
ica,  also.]L    Generally,  however,  Emerson  felt  that  great
men  I'epresented  best  the  chief  idea  of  their  own nation.
thus,  he  wrote,  for  example,  that  Abraham  Iiinco]m  was
"thoroug.hly American,  ha,a  never  crossed  the  sea,"  and
''had never  been  spoiled  by English  insularity  or French
dissipation.wl2
Those  men  who  represented  certain  ideas  for  all
\
men  everyin/hel`e  had,  as  Frederic  Eves  Carpenter  has  pointed
out,  a un.iversal  quality which made  them  representative
LQEmerson,   "oarlyle,
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of  the  ''ideal  and  timeless  potentialities  of  all  mankind.ML3
A  man  who  was  great  enou8.h  to  fit  into  this  classification
was  one,  Emerson  said,   ''who  inha.bits  a  higher  sphere  of
thought  into  which  other men  rise  with  labor  and  diffi-
culty;  he  has  but;  to  open  his  eyes  to  see  things  in  a
true  light  .   .   .  whilst  they must  make  painful  connections
and  keep  a vigilant  eye  on many  sour.ces  of  error.mL4    He
was  one  who  could  feed  the  thought  and  imagination  with
pictures  which  ''raise  men  out  of  the  world  of  corn  and
money  and  console  them."15    The  European  poets,  Emel.son
said,  ha,d  been  Capable  of  accomplishing  this,  but  not  yet
those  in America.    rhe  United  States  had  not  then  pro-
duced  a  genius  who  could  compare  witb  the  great  European
Dante,  who  had written his  autobiogl.aphy  into  universal-
ity}  or  a  Homer,  who  could  'oe  admired  by  all  the  world.L6
Indeed,  Emerson  believed,  the  entire  raLce  of  scholars  in
America  was  a  puny  one  which  had  ''no  counsel  to  give"
and  which  v`iaLs.   Ilnot  felt.wL7
Although he  did not  find  a universal  genius  in
America,  in  writing  about  European  men  who  spoke  for  and
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to  all  mankind,  Emerson  occasionally  used  the  names  of
gI`eat  American national men  to  set  off  the  universality
of  the  Europeans.    He  once  wrote,  to  cite  an  illustration,
that  ''as  Sir  Robert  Peel  and Mr.  Webster  vote,   so  Iiock`e
and  Rousseau  i;hank,  for  thousands.nL8    Not  only  did  he
do  this,  but  also  he  constantly referred  to  the  influence
that  the  European  great  men  had  on America.    Shakespeare,
he  said,  influenced  our  literatur.e,  philosophy,  and
thought  aLnd  our  ears  were  'leducated  to  music  by his  rhythm.W]9
0n  another  occasion,  he  declared  that  he  could  think  of
no  man  who  could  be  named  whose  mind  still  acted  ''on  the
cultivated  intellect`'  of America  with  "an  enel.gy  compar-
able  to  that  of Milton."2°   In  1849,  he  stated  that
Plato  possessed  such  a  ''broad  humanity"  that  he  spoke  to
every generation  and  appeared  to  a  reader  in  New England
as  ''an  American  genius."21    In  like  manner,  Emerson,  in
a  1842  journal  entry,  had  noted  that  Homerls  univer.sality
could  make.-of  an American  scholar  an  `'unlimited  bene-
factor"  who  ''adorns  the  land.w22
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In  addition  to  those  greai;  European  intellectual
idealists  who  had  an  influence  on America,  Emerson  also
singled  out  specific  practical  outstanding Europeans  who
represented  certain  classes  of men  in America  and  thl.ough-
•  out  Europe.    To  him,  Napoleon  Bonaparte  was  the  repre-
sentative  of  i;he  class  of  businessmen  in America,  in
England,  in  France,  and  i;hroughout  Europe.    Napoleon
was  the  uincarnate  Deno6rat,"  he  said,  who  had  the  virtues,
i;he  vices,  the  spirit,  and  the  aims  of  the middle  class.23
Iiikewise,  though  somev,'ha,i;  more  idealistically,  Robert
Burns  represented  in  the  minds  of men  ''that  great  up-
rising  of  the middle  class  against  the  armed  and  privi-
1eged minorities ,  that  uprisi]ng which worked  politically
in  the  American  and  French Revolutions .... w24    when
Emerson wl.ote,  in  1865,  of  the  influence  of  Abrahan  Lincoln,
he  reversed  the  direction  of  the  American  and European
interaction  i;o  indicate  that  Iiincoln's  death would  cause
much  pain  to  all mankind  because  he  represented  l'the
mysi;erious  hopes  and  fears,  which  in  the  present  day  are
connected  with  the  name  and  institutions  of  America.w25
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Occasionally,  in  his  description  of  some  of  the
great  European  thinkers,  Emerson made  reference  to  gen-
eral American  affairs  rather  than  specific  American
counterparts.    In  an  essay  on  Goethe,  for  example,  he
vffote  that  such  superior  men  had  a  comprebcmsive  eye
which  permitted  them  to  avoid  being  confused  b.y  the
"munbo-jumbo"  in  such  issues  as  the  tariff`,  Texas,  the
railroads ,  Romamism,  or  California. 26
Finally,  in his  thinking about  the  universal
idealistic  great  men  in  relation  to  both America  and
Eur.ope,  Emerson  wrote:
.   .   .  when  the  glory  of  Plato  of  Greece,  of  Cicero
of  Rome,  and  of  Shakespeare  of  England  shall  have
died,  who  are  they that  are  to  vtrii;e  their  names
where  all  time  shall  read  them,  and  their  words  be
the  oracle  of  millions?    Iiet  those  who  would  pluck
=get::tf:€u:=S::::::¥sf:3m£:::::. ¥F.  look well
Nevertheless,  he  concluded,  we  shall not  worry if  our
hero  or  poet  does  not  hasten  to  be  born  in America,  for,
`'when  he  comes,  we  others  must  pack  our  petty  trunks  and
be  gone.w28
26Pmer_s_on[  _I_I_Go.ethe,   or  the  Writer,"   Representative  Bg£±,
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When Emerson  asked  himself  what  had  made  the  great
men  outstandingo`,  he  noted  that  there  was  a  close  tie  be-
tween  person  and  event.    In E±,  which  was  published  in
1860,  he  wrote  that  "person makes  event,  and  event  person'.'
and  concluded  that,  when  one  talked  about  the  ''times"  or
"the  age,I'  actually he  often was  referring  chiefly to  a
few  persons  who  epitomized  the  times.    Emerson.s  illustra-
tions,  in  this  insi;ance,  were  Goethe,  Hegel,  Metternich,
Peel,  and  Kossuth,  on  the  one  hand,  and  Calhoim  and  Jo]m
Quincy Adans  on  i;he  other.29
Iwo  factors  seemed  especially  important,  Emerson
believed,  in  the  relat;ionship  between  person  and  event.
One  was  pla,ce;  the  other,  time.    Put  a man  in  his  proper
place,  he  had  written  in  1849,  and  he  would  be  constructive
and  fertile.3°   Men needed  a  ''world"  to  bring  out  their
talents  and  to  make  them great.    If  Napoleon Bonaparte
had  been  on  an  island without  any men  to  act  upon,  he
would  have  appeared  stupid,  but  since  he  lived  in  a  com-
plex  dense  population  in  a  large  Country where  his  abil-
ities  were  challenged,  he  emerged  as  a  .orilliant  man.
A  Newton  and  a  Laplaoe  needed  the  "myriads  of  age  and
29Emerson,   "Fate."
IV  of  Works p.  13.
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thick-strewn  celestrial  areas"  to  make  them  outstanding.
A  Handel  had  to  possess  both  an  ear  to  create  ''harmonic
sound"  and  am  audience  to  appreciate  it.    In  similar
manner,  the  American,  Ro'oert  Fulton,  had  to  have  con-
structive  fingers  to  "predict  the  fusible,  hard,  and
temperable  texture  of  metals,  the  properties  of  stone
water  and  wood"  and  his  countryls  need.31    Great  men,
then,  Emc,rson  believed,  had  used  the  ''world"  which  they
found  and  had  done  so  in  the  place  in which  they finally
found  themselves.     ''Ihe  Jerseys,"  he  wrote,   ''were  handsome
enough  for  Washington  to  tread,  and  London  streets  for
i;he  feet  of Milton."    Having used  their  abilities  in  the
place  where  they were,  the  great  men  had  reversed  i;he
direction  of  influence  and  made  i;he  lands  where  they
lived  outstanding,  for  ''that  couritry  is  the  fairest  which
is  inhabited  by  the  noblest  minds.M32
As  important  as  the  place,  however,  Emerson wrote,
was  the  time.   `Shakespeare.s  youth,  for  example,  had
f ortun&tely fallen  in  a  time  when  the  English  people
''were  importunate  for  dramatic  entertairments.N33    A  great
man,  then,  ha,a  `to  possess  qualities  which  were  requested
3LEmerson,   WHistory,"  EEEEEi  VO1.
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in  his  age.     "Other  days  will  demand  other  qualities.w34
During  the  American  Civil  War,  Emerson  again
emphasized  his  old  theme  of  the  importance  of  the  time
and  place.    In  this  time  of  crisis  America was  looking
for  a master  of  the  situation.    Unfortunately,  he  noted,
due  to  its  inexperience,  its  past  dependence  on Europe,
and  its  unwillirigness  to  be  independent;  and  to  respond
to  the  beckoning  potential  of  its  own land,  it  had not
yet  found  one,  although  it  would  in  the  future.35    The
person  who  then  cane  closestto  beingo.  master  of  the
situation was  Abraham Lincoln,  but  his  qualities  would
probably have  appeared,  Emerson  said,  even  greater  in
another  period,  for  if  Iiincoln  ''had  ruled  in  a  period
of  less  facility  or  printing,  he  would  have  become  mytho-
logical  in  a very few  years,like  Aesop  or  Pilpay,  or  one
of  the  Seven Wise  Masters,  by his  fables  and  proverbs.w36
In his  search  for  those  qualities  which made  men
great,  Emerson  found  them  difficult  i;o  locate  and  to
34Emerson,   l`luses  of  area,t  Men,"  Representative  E9=,  Vol.
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judge.    He  noted  that  a  pei.sonal  influence  was  an  "±gE±g
I atuus . „ If  people  said  it  was  great,  then  it  was  con-
sidered  great,  but  if  people  contended  i;hat  it  was  small,
then  it  was  small.    This  meant,  Emerson  decided,  that
greatness  ''borrows  all  its  size  from  the  momentary  esti-
mation  of  the  speakers.!137    Thus,  the  fame  of  a  great  man
was  not  fixed  but  changed with  time  and,  indeed,  might
increase,  due  to  a  longer  perspective.    Milton,  for  example,
had  been  important  in  i;he  seventeenth  century,  ha.d  suffered
a  lapse  in  the  eighteenth  center.y,  but  recently had re-
emerged  as  a  great  author.    His  prose  `'Jritings  were  arigain
regarded  as  remarkable  compositions  even  if  they were  not
as  ''effective"  as  '`several masterly speeches  in  the  his-
tory  of  the  Amel.ican  Congress.''38    Greatness,   then,
Emerson  believed,  was  ''a  property  for  which no  man  gets
credit  too  soon;  it  must  be  possessed  long  before  it  is
acknowledged.N39
the  heroes  and  great  men  which  people .of  one  age
adinired  would  not,  however,  Emerson  said,  always  be  per-
manently regarded  as  outstanding,  for,  as  he  wrote:
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Every  hero  b.ecomes  a  bore  at  last.    Perhaps
Voltaire  was  not  bad-hearted,  yet  he  said  of  the  good
Jesus,   even,   ''1  pray  you,  let  me  never  hear  that  man.s
nane  again."    They  cry  up  the  virtues  of  George
#£:±:ng3::;a"Dan¥c8#:i:tv±:#astonw  is  the Jacobini a
In  a  letter  to  Elizabeth Hoar  on  July  18,  1841,
Emerson  Clearly  implied  that  great  Americans  like  great
Europeans  were  "ploughing  along  our Main  of  Time  gazed
after  by all  eyes,"  but  that  they would  ''pass,  too,"  for
llall  are  fugitive.U4L    There  were,  then,  he  concluded,  in
1856,  ''no  such  men  as  we  fable;  no  Jesus,  nor  Pericles,
nor  Caesar,  nor  Angelo,  nor  Washington  as  we  have  made.w42
In  seeking  to  judge  great  men,  Emerson  also  noted
that  there  was  a  problem  created  when  two  great  men  were
expected  to  act  alike.    Too  often  when  people  saw  a  great
man,  he  said,  they fancied  a  resemblance  to  some  histor-
ical  person,  predicted  his  future,  and were  disappointed
when  the  seq.uel  of  his  lip e  did  not  accord  with  their
expectations.43    Yet;,  he  vffote,  a  "perfect  par.allelisn"
did  exist  between most  cgreai;  men.     ''Iiuther.s  Pope  and
4QEmorson,   "Uses   of  Great  Men,"  Represeni;ai;ive  gg£±,  Vol.
p.   31.IV  of  Works
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Turk  and  Devil,  and  Grace,  and  Jusi;il-ica,tion,  and  Catherine
de  Bore,  shall  reappear  under  far  other  manes  in  George
Fox,  in  John Milton,  in  George  Washington,  in  Goethe,  or
long  before,  in  Zeno  and  Socrates.N44    frobably what
Emerson  meant  was  that  the  "perfect  parallelism"  existed
if  those  who  sougcrht  to  judge  great  men  were  able  to  select
the  correct  historical  par.allel.    The  problem was  that
often  they were  not  able  to  do  so  and  chose  the  VIffong
person  to  be  the  para.1lel  of  the  man  whom  they  were  judging.
He  wrote  conversely,  for  example,   thai;,  when  a  great  man
died,  people  explored  the  same  class  for  his  successor,
but  that  they  could  find none,  for  the  next  Franklin  or
Plato  might  appear  in  an  entirely  different  field.    I,'/hen
men  looked  into  the  past,  which  in America,  especially
contained  few  outsi;anding  illustrations ,  their mistake
was  thai;  they  looked  in  the  same  field  and  chose  the
Wrong  man. 45
Having  recognized  the  cliff iculty  of  judging
great  men  and  of  determining  `wh.at  made  thch  outstanding,
44dournals Ill,      -,   362.
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Emerson  cited  some  char.acteristics  which  he  believed
great  men  must  possess.    Above  all,  he  consta.ntly  empha-
sized,   i;hey must;  be  men  of  character,   possessing  such
traits  as  strength  and  seriotisness  of  purpose.46    |n  1832,
he  confided  to  his  journals  that  if  he  wanted  i;o  v+rite
about  grea,i  European  men  such  as  Luther,  Shakespeare,
and  Alfred  or  abc)ut  outstanding  Americ€m  men  like  Jo]m
Adams,  he  would  llnoi;  vffite  lives"  but;  would  '`draw  char-
aci;eps.w47    Again  in  1837,  he  emphasized  the  impori;once
of  character  in  the  lives  of  both European  and American
men  in writing  of  the  ''resisi;less  effeci;"  of  "genuine
virtue.w48    As  late  a.s  1870,  Emerson  was  still  referring
i;o  the  decisive  role  character  played  in making European
and  American men  great.    Moral-sent;iment,  he  wrote  on
October  2  of  i;hat  year,  was  the  foundation  of  men  like
Milton,  Wordsworth,   and  I`ilichaelamgelo.    RIen  of  rare
talent  like  Virebster  and Byron who  did  not  give  this
sentiment  its  "healthy  or norm.al  superiority"  were  great,
but  they  also  possessed  a  .aegree  of  "discco.d  and  linita-
tion.M49    |t  should  be  said  of  a, great  man  that,  as
46Raymer  MCQuiston
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Bishop  Burnet  said  of  Sir  Isaac  Newton,  he  ''had  the
whitest  soul  I  ever  lmew."     In  America,  Emerson  thought,
Charles  Sunner  fitted  this  description.5°
The  role  character  played  in making  a man  great
lay  to  a  lan.ge  degree  in  its  recogriition by  others  and
in  its  influence  on  oi;hers.    Early  in his  career,  Emer-
son  noted  the  ''vast  influence  exercised  on men.s  nindsl'
by  the  Character  of  Franklin.51   A]most  fifty years  later,
in  1870ihe  emphasized  that  chara,cter  included  the  spirit
of  justice.    When  he  thougo.ht  of  an  Americari  great  man
who  might  best  exemplify  this  trait,  he  recalled Miltonls
picture  of  the  European,  Jo]m Bradshaw,  sitting  in  proper
judgrent  on  others,  and  the  name  of  the  AmeI.ican,  Judge
Sanuel  Hoar.,  beg-an  to  stand  out  in  his  mind.52
In  addition  to  the  cumula,tive  traits  which  con-
tributed  to  moral  character,  Emerson  also  believed  that
greai;  men must  possess  and  display  courage  and  will.    In
every nation's  history,  he  wrote,  there  were  men  like
Cromwell,  Caesar,  and  Napoleon  who  had  sho`m  great  .cour-
age.    Nevertheless,  the  characteristic  was  so  rare  that
5QEmerson,   Wspeech  on  the  Assault  upon-Mr.   S`]mnel`,"
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men had  talked  for  two  thousand  years  about  Thcrmopylae
and  Salamis  and  were  still  greatly  impressed  in America
by Bunker  Hill  and  by 'Washingtonl s  endurance. 53
Emerson  had'  v/ords  of  praise  especially  for  those
who,  as  he  saw  it,  had  stood  for  noble  causes  and  who  had
courageously  faced  opposii;ion  and  even  death  as  a  result.
No  better  exanple  could  be  found  in America  than  that  of
John  Brown  whom  Emerson  described  as   Mthe  hero  of  Kansas.w54
It  was  John Brown's  merit,  he  said,  in  1860,  like  that  of
the  Europeans,  Iiuther,  lthox,  and  Iiatimer,  to  "speak  tart
truth,  when  that  was  peremptory  and  when  there  were  few
to  say  it."55
In  thinking  about  the  role  si;rong will  pla.yed
in  the  lives  of  great  men,  Emerson  automatically  thought
of  both Europeans  and  Americans.     In  early  1834,  he  wrote
that  since  i;he  "greatness  of  men  of  the  first  ages,  Homer
and  Alfred  c,arq   equa.1  to  Goethe  and  Washington,   does  it
not  seem  that  a  little  additional  force  of will  in  the
individual  is  eq.uivalent  i3o  ages-ful  of  the  improvements
we  call  civilization?"    Aboui;  the  sane  time,  he  had
53Emerson,   WCourage,"   Sociei;y  ±±±±
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`i7ritten  thai;  every  formidable  statesman,  whether  an
American  tlui'ebster,  Adans,   or  Clay  or  an  European  Ohathan,
was  a  willful  man.56    In  1878,  Emerson  was  still  `'Jriting
about  how  rare  were  acts  of  will  a.nd  finding.laudatory
exclamations  to  describe  John  Quincy Adans  and  Andrew
Jackson.    He  noi;ed  that  men  of  will  were  courageous  for-
ward-looking  people.     "Colirm.bus,"  he  said,   "was  no  ba,ck-
ward-creeping  crab,  nor  was  Martin  Iiuther,  nor  John
Adans,  nor  Patrick  Henry,  nor  thomas  Jefferson.M57
Emerson  often  asserted  his. belief  that  great  men
must  ha;ve  the  "rest;raining  grace"   of  common  sense.    He
pointed  out  i;hat  the  European  valid minds  like  Arisi;otle,
jllfred,  Iiuther,  Napoleon,   and  Shakespear.e  were  marked  by
ii;  and  that  Benjamin Franklin  sho`'Jed  the  trait  i;o  no  less
degree.58
Since  he  admired  common  sense  in  great  men,
Emerson  frequeni;1y  singled  out  the  practical  things  which
he  felt  natur.al  genius,  made  applicable  by  common  sense,
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had  accomplished.     He  admired  public  men  who  used  their
common  sense  to  exert  a  good  influence.    \r/endell  Phillips,
he  said,  was  a  Pericles  when  speaking.    In  like  ma]mer,
the  Adanses  had  shovm  hereditary skill  in  public  affa.irs
and  Sanuel  Hoar  had  shown  himself  to  be  a  good  |a\r,jyer.59
Sometimes,  Emerson  saw  direct  par.allels  bet`'reen
European  men  who  had  used  i;heir  common  sense  and  those
oui;standing  persons  in America  who  had  done  likewise.
In  one  instance,  he  cited  the  par`allel  between  Hippocrates
of  Greece  and  I)r.  Benjanin  Rush  of  America  by  noting  that
IIippocrates  '']mew  how  to  stay  the  devoul`ing  plague  which
ravaged  Athens  in  his  time,"  and  Rush,  "in  Philadelphia,
car`ried  that  cii;y heroically  tirou{gh  the  yellow f ever  of
the  year  1793.W6°    '`Vhere  the  practical  accomplis]rments
of  the  Europeans  and  Americans  occur`red  at  apbroxinately
the  same  time  and  in  the  same  field,  Emerson  often men-
tioned  the  great  men  simultaneoirsly.    He  praised  both
Watt  and Fulton,  for  exanple,  for  realizing  that  power
was  not  "the  devil,"  but  was  a gift  from  God,  of  which
man  must  avail  himself  and  not  waste.    Then,  with  America
in mind  as  he  thought  of  practical  great  Europeans,
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Emerson  concluded  that,  althou£;rh  it  would  not  bc  safe
to  say when  a  captain  like  Bonaparto  or  a navigator  like
Bowditch  would  be  born  in  Boston,  it  was  reasonable  to
predict  that,  out  of  a  large  American  population,  the
Possibilii;y  of  producing  similar  great  men was  good.61
Although Emerson  8`enerally  expected  to  find  ad-
mirable  characteristics  and  q.ualities  in great  men,  he
did  indicate  that  many  of  the  men  whom  he  classified  as
being  outstanding.  had  bad  traits.    After  the  passage  of
the  Fngo`itive  Slave  Iia.w  of  1850,  for  exanple,  Emerson
became  especially harsh  in  his  criticism  of Daniel  Websi;er
and  continued  his  way  of  coupling  comments  on  Americans
wit;h  comments  on  Europeans.     In  wrii;insa`  about  the  law,
for  example,  he  noted  that  if  one  had  a  `'nice  question
of  right  and  wrong"  he  would  not  go  with  it  to  Iiouis
Napoleon  or  to  a  "political  hack"  for  such  a  person  would
not  be  ''esteemed  favorable  to  delicai;e  moral  perception.n
The  question  of  American  slavery,  he  said,  afforded no
exception  to  the  rule.62    Thus,  one  would  not  go  to
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Webster,  whom  he  had  admil.ed  before  he  supported  the
Fug.itive  Slave  Law,  for  ''Webster  represents  the  American
people  just  as  they  are,  with  their  vast  mcLterial  inter-
ests,  materialized  intellect,  and  low  morals.W63    of
Webster,  he  concluded:
He  has  gone  over  in  an  hour`  to  the  party  of  force
and  stands  now  on  the  precise  ground  of  the  I,'Ietter-
nichs,  the  Castlerenghs,  and  the  Polignacs,  without
the  excuse  of  hereditary bias  and  of  ancient  name  and
±±:i:x`;:±£:n::egfh&.8i5riy;  riot]t8dE:::tK,:,:£:=gi. af±:I
would  in Austria  truckle  to  the  Czar,  as  he  does  in
America  i;o  the  Oarolinas;  and  hunt  the  Hungarians
f::: ]f[::s::i:§:i::.ga does  the fugitives  of vi±.ginia
Even  as  late  as  1870,  Emerson  still  thought  com-
paratively in  indicating  faults  of  great  men.    He  wrote
in  i;hat  year  that  there  was  much which  disLmsted  him  in
Eur.opean  biography.     The  German,  Hegel,   for  example,  who
ha,d  been  ''sincerely  and  scientifically  exploring  the
laws  of  thought"  had  yielded  to  pressure  and  heeded  a
call  to  please  the  king.    Fortunately,  great  men  in America
did  not  do  this  since  they were  not  suba.ected  to  the  same
monarchical  pressures  as  the  Europeans.65
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Jinother .vital  qucLlity  of  outsi;anding`  persons,
Emerson  believed,  was  that  they  understood  poor  men,  had
a  sympathetic  feeling  for  humanity  in  general,  and  appealed
to  all  classes.    As  early  as  1834,  in  thinking  of  cgreat
men  in  both  Europe  and  America,  he  wrote  that  ''the
greatest  men  have  been  the  most  thoughtful  for  the  hum-
blest."    Men  like  Washington,  Franklin,  Fox,  and  Alfred
had  sho\..in  an  interest;  in  humanity  itself  by  paying  atten-
tion  to  i;he  o'oscure  members  of  society.66    Rousseau  and
Voltaire  had  spoken  oui;  for  the  people  in  protest  against
the  corrupi;ions  and  tyrannies  of  monarchy  and  had  been
dominated  by  a  wisdom  of  humanity  somewhat  similar.  to
that  vv.hich made  Frannin  popularize.67    In  similar man-
ner,  i;he  American  Theodore  Parker,  like  the  Italian
Savonarola had  been  a  scholar  who  was  the  tribune  of  i;he
people  and  who  defended  "every  cause  of  humanity with
and  for  the  humblest  of  mankind.w68
Such  chara.cteristics,  Emerson  believed,  gave  men
a  catholic  genius  which won  the  allegiance  of  all  classes,
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until  even  "the  very  dogs"  .oolieved  in  them.
I,'/'e  have.had  such  examples  in  this  country  ill.  Daniel
Webster,  Henry  Clay,  and  i;he  seanans  preacher,  Father
Taylor;   in  Engl£.:'md,   Char.1es  James  F`ox;   in  Scotland,
Robert  Burns;  and  in France,  though  it  is  less  intel-
ligible  to  us,  Voltaire.    Abraham  Iiincoln  is  perhaps
the  most;  1.emarkable  example  of  this  class  tha.i  \.Je
have  seen,-ra  man  w
the  humblest .... 89  Was  at  home  and  `'Jelcome  .`./ith
Part  of  the  reason  for Emerson's  belief  that
great  men must  be  concerned  for  the  h`unble  lay  in  the
fact  i;hat  he,  perhaps  reflecting  a  reaction  to  his  ovm
modest  economic  circumstances,  believed  i;hat  poor  men
themselves  could  possess  greatness.    After  publishing
Representative !ge±,   in  1849,  Emerson  wrote  that  he  had
had  many  afterthoughts.    One  of  the  most  important  was
that  "justice  .   .   .  should  have  been  done  to  the  unex-
Pressed  greatness  of  the  common  farmer  and  laborer.7°
During  the  Civil  War,  he  again  expressed  the  same  idea
in  argriing  that  a man  had  to  draw  his  power  directly
from nature,  whei;her  a  farmer,  a miller,  or  a  smith,
or  an  Archimedes,   a  Thoreau,   or  an  Agassiz.7L    As  an  old
man,  in  1870,  Emerson  did  point  to  the  greatness  of
ol.dinary  people.    It  was  then,  for  example,  that  he
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wrote  that  ''the  delicate  lines  of  character  in  .fi.unt  li.i[ary,
Rahel,  Margaret  Fuller,  Sarah A.  Ripley,  need  good  meta-
Physic,  better  than  Hegel.s  to  read  and  delineate.w72
Throughout  the  period  of  his  career  under  con-
sideration,  from  the  1830's  to  i;he  1870's,  Emerson  com-
pared  great  men  in  America  and  Eur.ope  and  found  them  to
possess,  for  i;he  most  part,  admirable  qualities  i,I/hich  set
them  in  a  position  above  and  representative  of  the  rest
of  humanity.    The  most  important  service  which  they had
rendered  to  society  and  had  contributed  to  history,  he
concluded,  lay  in  their  speaking.  i;o  mankind  and  teaching
others.    This,  he  said,  was  the  l'moral  of  biography.M73
Therefore,  when  one  encountered  a  great  man,  he  ougo.ht
not  to  have  had  a  feeling  of  poverty,  but  should  have
treated  him  as  a  '`travelling  geologist  who  passes  tlffou8.h
our  estate  and  shows  us  good  slate,  or  limestone,  or
anthracite  in  our.  brush  pastur:.e."74    This  continuing
comparison  of  greai;  Americans  and  Europeans  revealed
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within  Emei-son.s  mind  his  cultui.al  cosmopolitanism  as
opposed  to  the  si;I.ict  cultural  nationalism  of  many  of
his  contemporaries.    Herein  lay  a  theme  which  Gushing
Strout  might  well  have  i;Pea,ted  in  his
of  i;he  Old  V/orld._     _          .     .               _               .       __   ._        _       _____   __
The  American _IHta_g9_
CHAPTER  Ill
IRE   II)ENTIFYING   IFu`lITS   OF  RACES   Al\TD  NATIONAlilTIES
In  1847,  Emerson  wroi;e  in  his  journals  that  ''the
systems  of  blood  and  cull;ure  which  we  call  France,  Spain,
Piedmont,   etc.,  must  not  be  set  dovm  as  nothing,"  for  in
France,   to  cite  an  example,   there  was  a  ''man"  who  was
''the  result  of  ra,ce,  climate,  mountain,  sea,  occupation,
and  institutions,"  who  was  ''the  Frenchman,"  and  who
appeared  well  enough  to  one  wh.o  had  the  opportunity  of
conversing  with many  of  i;he  best  individuals  of  that
nation.    In  like  manner,  there  was  ''a  Spaniard,  an  English-
man,  a  Roman,   and  the  rest."1    Therefore,  as  Emerson  was
still  saying  in  1860,  when  one  thought  of  the  achieve-
Dents  of  peoples,  he  spoke  of  i;he  English  or  the
or  the  Germans
French
with  their  own  peculiar  abilities  ''planting
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themselves,"  for  example,   ''on  every  shore"   or  monopoliz-
ing  i;he  commerce  of  i;he  world.     Indeed,  we  Americans
mentioned  fondly  the  "nervous  an.d  victorious  habit  of
Our:.  own  'oranch  of  the  family.M2
These  "systems  of  blood  and  culture"  which  con-
stituted  the  genius  of  a nation  and  even  charactcl.ized
the  society,  however,  would  not  be  recognizable  in  any
singcrle  individual  in  the  country.    The  English,  to  cite
an  illustratio.Ti,  were  strong,  punctual,  practical,  and
well-spoken,  but  when  one  looked  in  the  Parliament,  in
` the  playhouse,  at  dinner  tables,  and  in  other  places  for
a  person  who  perfectly  represented  the  type,  he  did  not
find  him.    Similarly,  if  one  sear.ched  in France,  Spain,
and  Germany  for  a  Frenc]rmam,  a  Spaniard,   or  a  German,  he
would  not  find  him;  and  in  America,  he  a.dded,  the  situa-
tion  Was   ''even  worse.N3
Recognizing,  then,  the  existence  of  i;raits  which
were  cited  as  being`  characteristic  of  specific  races  and
nationalities ,  Emerson  throughout  his  life  observed  and
2Emerson,   "Fatet"
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studied  the  characteristics  of  EuropeLTn  races  and  r`.a,tion-
alities  and  made  freq.uent  comparisons  v/ith  the  traits  he
noted  in  Americans.    VI..hen  he  cited  specific  contrasts
and  similarities,  he  nearly al.ways  referred  to  the  Eng-
1ish,  but  he  did  consider  trie  peculiarities  of  peoples
in  the  I'est  of  Europe  and  sometimes  directly  compared
them  to  i;hose  of  the  Americans.
One  of  the  traits  which  Emei-son  observed  and
most  admired  in  the  Englishmen  and  which  he  detected  in
their  accomplis]rments  as  he.  viewed  them  on  his  trips  i;o
England  in  1833,   in  1847-48,  and  in  the  1870's  was  an
''excess"  of  virilii;y.    This  was  derived,  he  believed,
from  their  aboriginal  savage  forces.4    Their  strong will,
manlikeness ,  vigorous  health,  and  constitutional  energy
ha.d  come  from  their  "atrocious  ancestors,"  the  Briton,
the  Saxon,  the  Northman,  and  the  Bereserkir.    Thus,  if
these  traits  degenerated,  the  English  should  again  be
grafted  from  i;he  wild  stock.5    In  his  day,  however,  they
still  retained  many  of  i;he  savage  features.    As  he  said:
If  in  every  el-ficient man  there  is  first  a fine
anima.1,  in  i;he  English  race  it  is  of  the  best  breed,
a wealthy,   juicy,  broadchested  creature,  steeped  in
4Emerson,
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ale  and  good  cheer  and  a  little  ovcl`1oe,decl.  by  flesh.
IEen  of  animal  nature  rely,  like  animals,  on  their
:::tis:::;.6The  Englislman  associates  well  with  dogs
Thinking  of  America,  h®  pled,   "Now,   let  us  have  only
the  aborigina.i  fea.tures. "7
The  importance  of  the  virile  aboriginal  charac-
i;eristics  to  Emerson  was  that  they  had  provided  the  stan-
ina  and will  with which  the  English  had  achieved  their
flowering  period.    He  suggesi;ed  that  in  the  creation  of
the  English  culture,  Nature  had  held  counsel  with  herself
and  said:
My Romans  are  gone.     To  build  my  new  empire,   I
will  choose  a rude  race,  all  masculine,  with  brutish
strengi;h.    I  will  not  grudge  a  competition  of  i;he
roughest  rna,1es.    Iiet  buffalo  gore  buffalo,  and  the
pasture  to  the  strongesi;!    For  I  have  work  that  re-
quires  the  best  t,I7ill  and  sinew.     Sharp  and  temperate
northern  breezes  shall  blow,  to  keep  that  will  alive
::£e::er:i ]£:: :i:ms]t:1: :::±::nn:I::o::i=:;. §r°m
Ii;  was  out  of  this  savage  nature,  Emerson  said,
that  eventually  there  had  come  an Alfred  and  a  Shakespeal.e,
who  were  not  merely  outstanding  figur.es,  bui;  who  were  also
representatives  of  the  genius  (though not  all  the  char-
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They  and  the  men  whom  they  represented  wore  the  ancestors
of  the  Englishmen  in  the  modern  world.     Could  rioi;,  Emer-
son  asked,   the  traits  passed  dovm  by  such  a  splendid
ancestry  as  this  ''alone  account  for  the  English  ascendancy
in  the  modern  world?''9    Furthermore,   since  the  Americans
were  a  continuation  of  the  English  in  a  new  set-ting,  he
hoped  that  enough  of  the  savage  virility had  been  passed
on  to  Americans  to  give  ij-hem  the  capacity  to  achieve  a
dynamic  nationhood.    At  times,  he  seemed  to  fear  that
somehow  the  American  blood  was  already  lacking  in  this
element.     In  his   journals,  for  e=^:ample,  he  once  wrote
that  in America  he  grieved  ''to  miss  the  strong  black
blood  of  the  English  race:     ours  is  a  pale  diluted  si;ream.wL°
Genel'ally,  however,  Emerson  was  opt;imisi;ic  and  did  express
confidence  that  the  Americans  had  the  strength  required
for  the  flowering  of  the  country.    In  his  thinking  on
the  quest;ion  of  the  annexation  of  Texas,  he  declared  that
it  was  very  certain  that  the  stro]ng English  race  \`/hich
had  by  then  overrun  so  much  of  the  coni;inent  must  also
overrun  ''that  tract  and Mey.ico  and  Oregon,  also ....
9Emerson,   llThe  /merican  Scholar,"   gr±±2±±±=±,   ±±g±=±S_`S_ef
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Often  he  noted  tha-b  the  practical  common  sense  of  the
Americans  was  a  result  of  tl.I.eir  inheritance  of  the
English  genius.L2
If  the  Americafls  had  inherited  a  savage  strong
trait  in  their  blood  and  if  they had  the  potential  of
great  vigor,  certainly,  Emerson  believed,  they  did  not
/
yet  sho\..i  it  in  their  physique  arid  bearing.    One  of  his
first  impressions  of  the  English  when  he  ar`rived  in
Ijiverpool,  he  wrote  to  Ijidian  Emer.son  in  November,   1847,
was  that  in  all  the  streets  i;he  men  were  bigger  and  more
solid  than  the  Americarrs  and  i;hat  they  displayed  in  their
motions  a  determine-Ltion  that  could  clearly  be  distinguished
from  the  sauntering-gait  of  the  Americans.    Beside  the
mechanics,  porters,  smiths,  and  even  shopkeepers  of
England,  most  Americans  would  be  slight  and  insignificant
figures.13
Emerson  enumerated  many  other  characteristics  of
i;he  English  which  he  believed  were  then  lacking  to  Ameri-
ca  but  which  he  hoped  and  believed  the  Amel.ic€ins  would
acquire.    The  traits  were  inherent  in  the  bloodsi;ream  and






lessons  England  had  taught  her,  i;o  be  herself ,   and  to
display  i;hem.    He  saw  that  the  En8.lish  had  a  working
talent,  wel`e  practical,  and  possessed  a rna,terialisi;ic
tendency.    His  desire  was  thai;  jineric&  should  attain  i;hese
qualities,  too.L4    He  observed  i;hat  the  English  were  slow
to  speak,  but  that  when  i;hey  s-poke,   they  said  somei;hing
meaningful.    Phe  people  in  this  country  were  stimulated
to  talk  merely  by  i;he  weather,  but  one  soon  carie  to  the
end  of  all  that  they  knew.L5    Emerson  admired  the  tenacity
of  the-English  and noted  that  it  stood  in  sharp  contrast
to  our  facility.    The  facile  Amcricari,  he  said,  ''sheds
his  Puritanism  when  he  leaves  Cape  Cod,  runs  into  all
English  and French  vices  with great  zest,  and  is  neither
Unitarian,  nor  Calvinist,  nor  Catholic,  nor  stands  for
any  lmown  thought  or  thing.WL6    IIe  found  i;hat  the  Ameri-
cans  possessed  little  of  the  patience  which  the  English
displayed.     Our`  countrymen,  he  wroi;e,  were  eager,   solici-
tous,  hungo.ry,  rabid,  busy-bodied,  and  so  ambii;ious  to
convince  others  of  their  talent  that  they  too  hastily
tried  to  accomplish  much.L7    Then,  when  they  failed  in
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their  first  enterprises,  they lost  their  self-reliance
and  becane  timid  and  despondin8`  whinperers.18    The  Eng-
lish,  Emerson  ascertained,  wore  courteous  and  had  good
manners,  but  in  Jmerica  those  g.if ts  had  lost  their  power.19
Ihe  Englishmen,   as  compcared  to  the  Americans,  were  cheer-
ful  an.d  contented.     Young  people  in  America  were  much
more  prone  to  melancholy.2°
Thinking  back  on  all  the  chara,cteristics  which
he  had  observed  in  the  English,  Emerson  concluded  in  a
leti;er  to  Iiidian  Emerson  on  I)ecember  16,   1847,  that  as
individuals  they  possessed  such  a wealth  of  bra,its  that
if  a  king  died,  there  would  `'be  a  thousand  in  the  street
quite  fit  to  succeed  him.W2L    If  Americans  would  be  them-
selves  and  display  these  traits  which  were  inherent  in
them,  then,  they,  too,  could  display kingly  abilities
in  a flowering  period.
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As  implied  a,bove  in  reference  to  savage  anceEji;ors,
Emerson  believed  that  the  superior  traits  of  the  English
were  due,   in  part,  to  what  he  sometimes  ref.erred  to  as
the  composite  char.act;er  of  the  race.     The  English,  he
wrote,`were  a  mixture  of  so  many  different  tribes  that
he  had  to  lay  aside  the  choice  of  one  tribe  as  i;heir
''lineal  progenitors''  and  accc.pt  their  characteristics  a.s
being  an  "antholo8`y  of  the  i;emperanents  of  them  all.w22
Certain  of  these  i;emperaments  suited  the  geography  of
England  better  than  others  and  had  survived  just  like
oui;  of  a  large  number  of  pear  trees  only  a  f ew  tllfived
in  a  given  type  of  climate.    The  uniting  of  those  dig-
positions  which  ha,a  survived,   then,  was  a.  fusion  of
strong  q.ualities  which  had  created  the  vigorous  ra.ce
lmovun  as  English,  a  race  which  could  i;hrive  even  better
in  the  geography  of  England  thari  any  of  the  individual
types  separately.    Nai;ure,  Emerson  said,  loved  a  mixtur`e.
Ihe  aboriginal  races  had  the  required  savage  quality f or
success,  but  they  did  not  improve  until  i;hey were  grafted
to  another  stock.    After  being mixed  with  another  stock,
however,  if  they lost  too  many  of  their  primitive  energies,
they  again  had  to  be  grafi;ed  from  the  wild  stock.23
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Thinking  o±.  America  in  terms  of  the  composite
nature  of  the  En&.lish  and  in  rel{ition  to  thc  virtues
acquired  through  the  blending  of  the  races,  he  reacted
strongly  against  i;he  ''narrouness"   of  the  Nai;ive  American
Part;y  as  it  developed.    He  believed  th&t  in  this  conti-
nent  i;he  energy  of  the  Irish,   the  Gory.uns,  the  Swedes,
the  Poles,   the  "Cos`sacks,"  the  other  European  groups,   as
well  as  the  Afi.icons,  and  even  the  Polynesians  would
construct  "a  new  ra,ce,  a  new  religion,   a  ne`','  si;ate,  and
a  new  literature''  which  would  be  just;  as  vigorous  as
those  found  in  England  during  its  flowering  period.24
Within  this  composite  nai;ur.e,  however,  there
was,  and  must  loo,  one  racial  strand  which  was  superior  to
the  rest.    That  was  the  one  derived  from  the  Saxons.
Fortunately,  Emerson  wrote,  i;he  Eng-1ish  had  never  quite
effaced  all  the  traits  of  the  early Saxons  and  for  this
reason  they  continued  to  have  power  even  though  they
were  beyond  their  cull;ural  flowering  period.    Their
brutal  strength  could  sti.11  be  called  upon  in  time  of
threat.25    I,ikewise,  it  was  the  Saxon  practical  spirit
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which  made  the  English  respond  to  their  €.cog`raphy  and
boconie  comir,ercial.26     It  was  Saxon  materialism  "eyLalted
into  the  sphere  of  intellect,"  which  .had  made  t3r.e  {genius
of  Shakespear.e  and ldilton.    The  sincerity  and  veracity
of  the  English  v/ere  derived  from  their  Sa:r`on  instincts
a.nd  gave  them  a  national  singleness  of  heart.    The  repre-
s'entai-i-ive  principle  in  the  English  govern.lent  cm.d  evcm
the  Protest-antism  of  the  people  had  developed  in  I`esponse
to  instincts  irinerited  from  i;he  Saccons.    The  Celts,  for
example,  Emerson  cormiented,  preferred  Catholicism  and
unity  of  power.27    \r/hen  one  cc>nsidered  t.hat  all  of  these
traits  cane  from  i;he  Saxons  and  were  fused  into  a  single
English  race,  he  must  conclude,  Emerson  recLsoned,  that
it  v,ias  because  of  their  Saxon  inheritance  that  i;he  Eng-
lish  were  able  to  produce  and  survive  a  Cha,ucer,  a  Shalfe-
speare,   a  Milton,   and  a  Newton.28    ',,ITi'hen  he  looked  to
America  for  evide.Tlces  o=-Saxon  traits,  Henry Da.vid  Thoreau
si;ood  out  in  Emerson's  mind.     He  noted  that  while  Thoreau
was  the  last  male  descendant  of  a  French  ancestor  who
came  to  this  country  and  while  he  exhibited  occasiona.i
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traits  drar'm  from  this  blood,  he  also  h8,d  a  very  strong
Saxon  genins.     Phus,  it  was  not  sur`prisirig  thc3,i  he  had
a  robust  common  sense,  was  armed  with  stout  hands,   dis-
played  keen  perceptions  and  a  si;Pong  will,   and  possessed
&n  excellent  wisdom.29
Emersonls  hope  for  all  of  America  was  i;hat  it
would  produce  Thoreaus   (althc>ngh  more  practical  op.es)
who  would,  as  a  nation,  display  the  Saxon  trait;s  which
were  inhereni;  in  their  blood.    If  it  would  do  so,  then  it
would  create  a  cultural  flowering  period  and  a  civiliza-
tion  snperior  to  that  in Europe.
Emerson  emphasized  the  superiorii;y  of  the  Saxon
component;s  in  the  composite  race  which  he  advocated  for
America  by  proclaiming  the  inl-eriority  of  other  European
races  to  the  English.    Phe  French,  in  particular.,  came
under  si;rong  ati;ack  by  him.    rheir  traits  wer'e  so  bad,
Emerson  wrote  in  1856,   that  he  supposed  all  men  of  Eng-
lish  blood  in .inerica  or  Europe  had  "a  secret  feeling  of
joy"  that  they  were  not  French  natives.3°    Upon  witnessing
29Emerson,   "Thoreau,"
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their  traits  as  rcvcaled  duri]ng  the  PLcvolutions  of  1848,
he  decl€ured  thai;  the  French  proclamations  v,'ero  so  hyster-
ical  that  he  felt  that  il-  he  "had  a  barn-yard  fov/i  that
wanted  a  name,"  he  would  ''call  him  France.     Never  was
national  symbol  so  comically  fit.H3L
The  French,  Emerson  said  in  agreement  with  another
Writer,  \`Jere  ''`..Iorth  not;hing  but  at  the  first  push.n32
In noting  their  inpr&cticalii;y,  he  wrote  that  the
''Frenc]rman  invented. the  ruffle ;   i;he  Englis]rmam  added
i;he  shi|.i;.W33    Furthermore,   the  French,   just  as  the  iiner-
icans,  Adams  and  Jay,   and  the  Englishmen,  Nelson  and
Wellington,  had  said,  had  l'no  morale.N34    Men  of  prim-
ciple  were  ]mown  as  such  aLn:nd  their  actions  even  in  i;he
midst  of  faction,  were  indicative  of  ii;.    Among  all  i;he
French  gentry,  however,  only  one  person,  E'[ontaigrie,  had
made  his  personal  integrity good  duringcr  i;he  civil  wars
in  France.35    I,.Ioralii;y  and  ini;egrity  were  so  lacking
among  French  traits,  Emerson  said,  that  the  "single  fair.-
ness"  of  the  Engo.lish  actually  si;ruck  the  French  with
31dournals VIII'   43.
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surprise.    The  result  vv.as  that  in  1856,  anong  the  English,
life  and  personal  rig.his  were  safe,  but  \,./ith  the  French,
"I-ra.bemity,"   "equality,"  and  "indivisible  unity"  were
"names  for  assassinai;ion."36     ''Would  you  send,"   he  c;.sli-ed,
''a  youth  to  learn  Christianii;y  or  ethics  or  heroism  in
France?"    Obviously  not,  for,  in  a  summary  of  French
moral  traits,   i;he  "characi;er  of  i;he  French"   consisted  "in
not  havii+g  one."     Nevertheless,  many  of  them  \`'ore  awaking
to  ala]:in  \.i,'hen  i;hey  saw  the  resulting`  decay  of  the  I,atin
nations  -oe fore  the  "prodigious  Sarcon  race."    Bonaparte,
EmeiJ-son  observed  in  an  association  wii;h  .i.meric&,  for
example,  had  predicted  that  the  people  of  the  Unii;ed
Stai;es  with  i;heir  inherent  potential  would  in  twenty-five
years  be  v7rii;ing  the  treaties  of  Europe,. and Xa,vier
Raimond  had  tried  to  rouse  his  countrymen  to  the  ''fa,ct
that  they  have  lost  i;he  world.w37
As  Ralph Rusk  points  out  in  his  ini;roduction  to
Emersonl s  lei;ters ,  Emerson  vv'as  often  obsessed  throughout
his  life  witb  the  notion  that  the  French  intellect  was
sick.38    |n  1839,  for  example,  Emerson  vtTote,   after
36Emerson,   MAbilii;y,"  English
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reading  some  of  George  Sand's  works,   thcLt  she  was  `'her-
Self  sick  v/ii;h  the  sichaess  of  the  Frcmch  intel|eci;.N39
rwenty  years  lai;er,   in  1859,  Emerson  had  not  much  modi-
fled  his  thinking`  in  this  respect.    I-Ie  noted  then  that
the  French  often wittily  described  the  llnglishaen  on  a
steanboai;  as  purposely  endeavoring  to  detach  themselves
from  oi;-hers  in  order  ij-o  si;and  alone  and  misera,ble,  v,ihile
the  Frenchmen  did  very much  the  opposite.     If  this  was
true,  Emerson  observed,   it  hardly  complimented  much  the
brilliance  of  the  French,  for  they  paid  for  every  bit  of
this  ability with  their  poor  writing.    Ill  carmot  tell,"
he  wrote,   ''whose  book  I  am  re&dirig  without  looking  at
the  cover;  you would  think  all  the  novels  and  all  the
criticism  v.Jere  i.`.Jritten  by  one  and  the  sane  man.w4°
Emerson  observed,  in  addition,  that  i;he  French
possessed  the  unfortunate  characteristic  of  being  un-
stable  and  i;oo  changea,ble.     Suppose,  he  wrote,   the
English  v/ere  as  ''mutable"  as  the  French.    If  that  were
i;me  the  securii;y  of  the  world  which  rested  on  the  sta-
bility  of  England  would  collapse.41    In  1849,  he  \'jrote
39Eng.,Ill,  235.
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\.With  apparent  disgust  thtii;  the  "French  change  L-heir  con-
si;itution  as  often  as  their  shirt."42    I|ater,  in  a  \'.iork
published  in  1876,  he  openly  declar.ed:     "I  like  not  the
ii`rench  celerity,--a  new  church  and  state  once  a  v`7eek.w43
Furthermore,  he  had  remarked  in  1856,  when  they  destroyed
their  old  regimes,  the  new  ones  which  they  esi;ablished
did  not  appear  to  be  ''marked  by  any  more  wisdom  or  vir-
tue.w44    All  a  man  like  I,ouis  Napoleon  had  to  do  was  to
say,   ''1  will  give  you  work,"   and  the  people  accepted  him.
Of  course,  Emerson  admitted  mol`e  fairly,  in  a  comparison
with America,  many Americans  accepted  a  similar  bribe  of
''roast  beef  and  two  dollars  a  day.w45
Probably  the  most  severe  crii;icism  he  ever  made
of  French  traits  came  in  his  description  of  theirancestors,
the  Normans,   who  inv.aded  Hn`gland.     He  wrote  thaiJ-i;hey  wel`e
greedy  and  ferocious  dragoons,   sons  of  greedy  and
ferocious  pirates.    They were  all  alike,  they  took
everything  they  col,uld  cai.ry,  they  'ourned,  har`ried,
violated,  tortured  and  killed,  until  everything
English  was  brought  to  the  verge  of  ruin ....  these
fill;hy  thieves,  who  showed  a  far  juster  conviction
42aournals VI=I'   38.
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of  their  own  merits,  by  assuming.  for.  i;heir  types  the
::'::;e:e%:=:iL}a:I:::ib±::?a+€dt  `'Jolf,   and  snake ,  `.7hich
In  spite  of  the  fact  thtl4t  he  usually  made  Gis-
paraging  statemeni;s  about;  the  French,  Emerson  occasionally,
especially  when  he  was  in  France,   could  find  a.  fe.vit  good
thing.s  i;o  say  about  them.     In  1848  when  he  was  in  Paris
during  the  revolution,  he  noted  i;hcLi;  the  French  had  a
"wonderful  street  courage,"  and  although  unfortunately
it  was  ar`oused  by  the  ''1east  dislike"   or  ''i;he  smallest
unpopularii;y,''  it  made  i;hem  brave  enougc.h  to  "take  your
fire  `-.7ith  indifference."47   Earlier  on  the  sane  trip,
he  had  observed  that  the  marmers  of  the  French  were  `'full
of  entertainment"  and  as  "spirited,   cha.tty,"   "coo.uei;i;ish,"
and  "1ively''  as  monkeys.    This,  although  combined  with
''their  inferiority  as  individuals"  rna.de  it  ea,sy  to  live
with  them  and  to. characterize  them,  in  part;,  as  civil,
good-tempered,   polite,  and  joyous.48    As  a  result,  Emer-
son  was  moved  to  write  in  a  letter  to  his  wife,   on I``Iay
24,  1848,  i;hat  all  winter  he  had  been  admiring  the  Eng-
lish  and  disparaging  the  French,  but  that  now  he  was
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eni3ire  dog.Pees.     Even  here  one  should  noi;c,   hov/cvcr,   that
h. e  did  not  raise  the  French  cmough  de8.rees  to  place  tzi.em
above  the  Saxon  English.49    In  the  saine  sprinfr  w'hile  he
was  si;ill  ill  Pal-is,  he  confided  to  his  di3,ry  that  he
believed  that  the  French  had  "greatly more  influence"  in
Europe  than  the  English  and  that  it  was  due  to  their
affinity  and  talent. 50
After  Emerson  retu-rmed  home,   he  coni;inued  to
sometimes  point  out  some  good  traits  which  the  French
possessed.    Virhen  he  thou8.ht  of  i;heir  religious  traits
in  comparison  to  the  Americans  and  the  English,  he  noted
that  the  French  did  noi;  cant  as  did  they  and  relinq.uished
"all  t}iat  industry  to  them."51    In  addition,  he  noted  in
his   journals9in  1854, tha,i,  re€`ar.dless  of  their  uLnfori;u-
nate  vanity,  the  French  had  a  com.fiendable  self-confidence
which  stood  in  contrast  to  the  timidity  of  the  English.
As  a  resuli;,  he  said,   '`if  a.hundred  persons  were  si;opped
ire  the  streets  ai;  Iiondon,   and  as  many  at  Paris,  and  each
individual  invited  to  undertal[e  the  government }D ninei;y-
nine wouLld ale.c,epra;t`.Pa+JS ,       Because  of  their  confidence,
49|jetters =N,  I,.  76.
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then,   they  were  willing.  to  do  somethin&r.     The  problcm
lay  in  the  fact  thai;  their  other  trail:s  did not  add  up
to  an  ability  i;o  successfully follow  up  their  willing-
ness. 52
Generally,   then,   although  Emerson  could  some-
times  find  praiseworthy  qualities  in  the  Frencri,  he
severely  criticized  their  i;raits  and  presunedly  Pot;md
few  v,'hich  he  desired  the  Amer'icans  to  adopt.    Essentially,
as  Emerson  sa.w  it,  French  traits  were  inferior  to  the
characteristics  of  the .Eng.lish,  and,  therefore  .Americans
should  develop English  qualii;ies  rai;her  than  French  ones.
Emerson  did  not  think very highly  of  the  Scotch
either.    He  noted  that  in  compar.ison  to  the  English
they  `'+ere  plainly  dressed,  had  simple  manriers,   Tr,'ere  not
so  clean,   and  loolced  drunk  even  when  they  were  sober.53
Ijater,  in English Traits he  stated  that  in  Scoi;land
i;here  v,ias  a  "rapid  loss  of  g.randeur  of  mien  and  manner;
and,  among  the  intellectuals,  is  i;he  insanity  of  dia|ectics.w54
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In  his  estimaij-ion,  the  Irish  were  no  better.     He  observed
that  in  |relajnd  i,'.'as  ill.e  ''sane  climi`u-be  :i.i?.cl  soil  as  in
England,  but  less  food,  no  right  relation  i;o  the  land,
practical  dependence,  small  tenantry  and  an  inferior  or
misplaced  race.M55     Later,   he  v`7ro-I;e  that  in  hard  times
one  would  find,  whenever  he  `i'rerit  to  an  Irish  district,
''men  deteriorated  in  size  gmd  shape,   the  nose  sunk,  the
guns  exposed,  v/ith  diminished  brain  and  13ruta|  form.u56
Although  Emerson  admired  the  cultured  Germans
who  had  many  plai;forms  of  thought,  he  found  it  impossi-
ble  i;o  find  in  the  people  as  a whole,  during  his  age,
the  sane  genius  which  he  ai;tributed  to  the  English.    Many
men  had  thougcrht  i;hey would  find  ii;  hidden  in  Schelling,
then  in Fichte  or  Novalis,  then  in  Olcen,  and  then  in
Schleiermacher,  but  in  i;he  end  they  found  these  mast;ers
only  clever  men.57    Others,  especially  the  young  i`meri-
cans,  went,  Emerson  said,   i;o  Germany  to  look  for  it  and
could never  locate  it.    They  hunted  for  it  in  Heidelburg,
in  G6.ttingen,  in  Halle,  and  in  Berlin,  but  no  one  knew
where  it  was.    They  went  from;-Vienna  to  i;he  frontier,
55Ibid.
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but;  i;hey  still  coltld  not  find  ii;.    Finally,  very  slowly
and  mournfully,  they  realized  thcLt  it  had  escaped.58
Even  thoue;rrh  they  did  not  measure  up,   in  most
I.es|.)eci;s,   to  the  Saxon  English,   the  C-ermans  did  have,
Emerson  believed  tlmoughout  his  career,  many  good  char-
acteristics.     In  1839,  he  \.vrote  in  association  wii;h
America,,   for  example:
In  thiit  rotten  coimi;ry  of  Ge-rmany  it  sccns  as.if
sponi;iuneous  character--fresh  outbursts  of  dear
ncJ.i;ure--were  less  rare  i;ham  in  i;his  country  called
ne`tv  and  free.     We  ar.e  the  most  timid,   crippled  old
=::::tend:I:nit:ot:::te¥£: ::.:::::k:58ng the highway
I,ilany  year.s  later,  in  a  work  published  in  1876,
Emerson  still  rna,intained  i;hat  the  Ger]r.uns  were  outstand-
ing  in  some  respects.     The  Germans,  he  iiJrote  in  i;hat
year,  had  "the  most  ridiculous  good  faith"  on, the  aca,-
demic  subjeci;s  which  they  studied  and  were  so  earnest
that  they  wer;  able  ''to  out;see  men  of  much  more  talent.w6°
In  Emel.son's  view,   the  Germans  also  had  an
''integrity  of  mind"  which  set  their  science,  for  exanple,
above  all  oi;hers.    As  he  wrote,   in  a  comparison  \.,'ith
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America,   in  1856:
`,tire|l  in  Eng`land  and  in  +r`merica  tin_ore  is   the  widest
difference  of  altitude  between  tl^Le  cultur`e  of  their
scholars  and  that  of  the  Germcms,   and  here  arc  in
..!``.merica  a  group  of  Germians   living  I,.'Jii;h  i;he  OI.gar.on
of  He8.el  in  theil`  hands,  \./hich  makes  the  discovc.ries
an.d  thinking  of  i;he  English  and Americans  look  of  a
Chinese  narrowness,   and  yet,   good  easy  c3iF+ces  i;hat
we  are  we  never  suspect  otT  imf eriorii;y.
When Emerson  thought  of  the  traits  of  anoi;her
Eunopeari  na`.tionality,   the  I`ealians,  again  he  usually  found
very  little  complimelrdury  i;o  say.    He  did  adriit  in  one
work  i;hat  he  admired  the  characteristics  of  soriie  of  the
"iron  personalities"  of  Italy,  `but  in  so  doing  i..e  quickly
subtract;ed  from  the  note  of  praise  by  remarking,   in  con-
nection  wit;h  Amei''ica,  i;hat  he  valued  their  power  of
achievement  a  little  more  because  in  t'.imerica  there  seemed
to  be  "a  certain  india.Once  in  i;his  respect."     "I  think
i;here  is  no  more  intellectual  people  than  ours,"  he
continued.     "They  ar.e  very  ap|Jrehcnsive  and  curious.
But  i;here  is  a  sterility  of  talent.n62    The  |t€_`~|ians
also  had,  Emerson  observed,  an  excessive  fondness  for
''red  clothes,   peacock  flares,   and  embroidery."     "Can  ii;
be,"   he  asked  v/heri  reminded  by  it   of  +`Lmeric€!„   '`thcl.i  i;he
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Americari  forest  has  refreshed  somo  weeds  of  old  Pictish
bar.oarism  juiii;  rep.dy  to  die  out,--the  love  of  i;he  scarlet
feLLther,   of  beads  and  tinsel`."'63    In  a,ddition,   -Jmerson  .
not;ed  th.at  when  one  visited  many  of  i;he  to'`.Uns  in  It€`,ly,
he  saw  so  many  ''bcggars  and  1)eggar-boatmen,   and  'oeggar
wacheys"  i;hat  it  was  difficult  to  associcLi;e  their  char-
acteristics  wit;h  those  of  the  people  in  the  ancient  cities
When  they  v7ere  f.ounded.64
When  Emerson  thou`ght  8.enerally  of  fmerica  in
terms  of  other  "races,"  he  found  what  he  had  said  about
the  Europe`ans  to  be  very  applicable.     In  their  own  habi-
tats,  perhaps  some  of  them managed  fairly well,  but  i;he
Germans  and  Irish  had,  he  wrote,  for  example,   `'a  great
deal  of  guano"  in  their  destiny.    They  are  "ferried  over
the  Ai;1ani;ic  and  carted  over  America  to  ditch  carid  drudge,
to  make  corn  cheap,  and  then  i;o  lie  down  prematurely  to
make  a  spot  of  green  grass  on  the  prairie.w65
In  conclusion,  as  Alfred  Kazin  has  pointed  out,
Emerson  sav.r  in  the  English  a.  brilliantly  humanized  people
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`'/ho  possessed  an  arLinal  strength  and  a  materialism  which
could  be  detected  in  and  vfhich  had  been  instrumental  in
the  development  of  their  outs-bending  achievemcn-ts.66
They  had  a,chiev.ed  a  flowering  of  civilization,  and,   since
i;he  Americans  were  a  continuation  of  them  in  a  land  full
of  resources,  Emel.'son  was  convinced  that  a  similar  flow-
ering  would  occ`]r  in  the  United  States.67    |n  compari-
son  to  English  characteristics  8`enerally,  he  believed,
i;hose  of  the  other  races  or  na+-ionalii;ics  were  inferior.
Therefore,  as  America  filled  up  with  people,  and  if  she
created  a  composite  race  centered  around  her  superior
Saxon  and  English  i;ra,its,  not  only  would  she  cease  i;o
be  inferior  to  Erg.land,  but  also  she,  the  child,  would
advance  beyond  the  present  stL'.tug  of  her  parent.68    Amer-
icans,   then,   should  be  proud,  for  as  he  w'rote,   "we  ]mow
thai;  we  are  the  heir,  that  not  he  who  is  meant  to  be
sa.ved  is  i;he  En8.1ishmam,   but;  we,   we  are  the  Englis]rman,
by gravitation,  by  destiny,  and  lavfs  of  the  universe.M69
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On  April  25,  1848,  Emerson  wrote  a  letter  fran
Iiondon  to  Margarei;  Fuller  in  \n/hich  he  summed  up  ''i;he
institutions  he  had  studied  with  especial  curiosity
wiiile  in  England."    Those  to  which  he  refer.red  were  the
Parlianent,   i;he  British Museum,  I±±±Times news-paper,
the  scientific  societies,  the  clubhouses,  the  Hew  Gardens,
Oxford,  and  "some  excellent  sanples  of  the  best  varieties
of  private  society."1    Ijater,  when  v.'rii;ing  E±g±±E±Lh Trail;s
Emei-son  discussed  some  of  these  institutions  and  made
frequent  comparisons  between  them  and  those  he  found  in
America.     Indeed,  he  mad`e  similar  comparisons  throughout
his  entire  career.    Considerin8`  the  fact  that  he  traveled
etters =V'   62.
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extensively  i;irougo.hout  all  of  western  Europe,  perhaps
it  is  noteworthy  that  he  rarely wrote  about  the  insti-
tutions  in  any  oi;her  countries t.ha:to England  and  America.
V\,Then  he  studied  the  institutions  of  the  English
and  i;nought  of  them  in  relation  to  America,  Emerson
found  tha,i  i;he  Englis]anen  were  so  proud  of  their  society
that  they  disliked  the  si;ructure  in America  and  would
speak  directly`.of  it  only  by  forgei;tingo`  ''i;heir  philosophy"
and  remembering  ''disparaging  anecdotes."    They  failed  to
admit,  he  lamented  in  1856,  that  America,  was  i;he  "para-
dise  of  the  economists"  and  that  trade,  the  mills,
public  education,  and  Chartism  were  creating  a  system
of  instii;utions  in England very  similar  to  that  in
America.2    By  1878,   i;o`'7ard  the  end  of  his  career,  Emer-
son's  laneni;  had  changed  only  in  its  firrmess.    He  wl`ote
that  year  thai;  if  Americaris  found  irmigrants  I-ron Eng-
land  still  clinging  i;o  English  institui;ions  such  as  the
Chum.ch,  entailed  estates,  and  distrust  of  popular  elec-
tions,  they  would  be  disappointed.     ''Iiet  the  passion
for  America,"  he  wrote,   "cast  out  the  passion  for  Europe.''
If  there  were  those  who  found American  institutions
ifr±ag:n.  "cockayse,N  English
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insipid,   or  who  longed  for  Ijondon  and  Pal`is,  let  then
return  to  those  cities.3
Constantly,  1]merson  longed  for  an  Amer.ican  geni-
us  T,./ho  would  recognize  the  comparative  value  of  the  in-
stitutions  which  he  pointed  out  in` America.    Ii`Iany  dull
Americans,  he  said,  found  much  to  admire  in  the  Europe
of  the  ]i.[iddle  Ages  or  in  Europe:in  Calvinism,  but  were
blind  to  the  merit;s,  in  comparison,  of  American  banks,
caucus,  Methodism,  and  Unitarianism.    These,  he  added
in  thoughts  associated  v7ith Europe,  rested  ''on  the  same
f oundations  of  wonder  as  i;he  town  of  Troy  and  the  temple
of  Delphi,  and  are  as  swiftly  passing  by."4    He  expressed
a  similar  defensive  spirit,  in  a work-published  in  1875,
wheh  he  stated  that  he  would  not  say  ''that  American  insti-
tui;ions  have  given  a  now  enlargement  to  an  idea  of  a
finished man,  but  they have  added  important  features  to
i;he  sketch."    As  examples,  he  cited  the  abolition  of
slavery,  and  the  success  of  the  Sanitary Cormission  and
of  the  Freedmenls  Bureau.5
3Emerson,   I'The  Fortune  of  i;he  Republic,"
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Emerson  believed,  as  Nicoloff  points  out  in  his
summary  of  the  cycle  of  hisi;ory  found  in  English Traits
that  many  institutions  which  had  once  served  a  nation
splendidly  becane  future  encunbl.ances.6    Thus,  he  wrote
in  1841  that  he  had  little  patience  with  either Europeans
or  Americans  who  accepi;ed  the  ''st&i;e  and  chur.ch  from  the
last  generation  and  stand  on  no  argument  but  possession.''
In  comparison  to  these,   even  the  Europeans,  Burlce  and
I.Iette-rmich,  had  not  done  ''full  just;ice  to  the  side  of
conservatism.M7    These  men,  Emerson  said,   in  1837,   pirmed
him  down,  for  they  looked  backward,   and  not  forward.8
In  so  doing,  he  argued,  they fell  into  institutions
"already  made,"  had  to  accommodate  themselves  to  them
to  be  useful  at  all,  and  lost  much  of  their  individual
integrity  and  power.9
It  was  evident,  then,  Emerson  believed,  that
men must  of.ten  change  their  old  institutions.    Brave
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in  past  ages  to  take  the  necessar'y  steps  to  help  alter
outdai;ed  institutions  in  Europe.L°    `v'i'hen  the  Civil  War
was  over  and  the  prospects  for  the  usefulness  of  Ameri-
can  institutions  looked  brighter  to  Emerson,  he  urged
Americans  to  do  likewise.    Their  popular.  institutions
such  as  the  school,. the  reading  room,  the  telegraph,
i;he  post  office,  the  e.T[change  of  the  insurance-company,
and  the  immense  harvest  of  eco-nomical  inventions  were
products,  he  believed,  of  "superficial"  wants  such  a,a
''equality  and  the  boundless  liberty  of  lucrative  cal-
lings."    Thus,  the  institutions  themselves  were  ''super-
ficial"  and  had  helped  to  foster  a  self-reliance  which
was  "small,  1iliputia:n,   [and]  full  of  fuss  and  bustle
.... "LL    Those  fmerican  crusaders  "against  war,  Negro
slavery,  intemperance,  goverrment  based  on  force,  usages
of  trade,  court  and  cusi;omhouse  oaths,"  and  ''the  agita-
tors  on .i;he  sysi;em  of  education,   and  the  loss  of  propertyw
were  the  sueeessors  of  i;he  brave  Eur.opeans  and  would
rightfully  obtain  some  reform  of  the  domesi;ic,  civil,
L°Emerson,   llLecture  on  the  Times,"
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literary,  and  ecclesiasi;ical  institutions  here.L2    ghis
was  good,  Emerson  said,   but  Americans  must  rem6mber  not
to  go  as  far  as  the  French  and  establish  a  ''new  church
and  state  once  a  week.wL3
Toward  the  end  of  his  career,   on  March  30,  1878,
after  the  Civil  \'ti'ar  and  after  i;he  reconstruct;ion,  Emerson
referried  to  governmental  institutions  in Europe  and
recalled  that   hitherto  goverrment  i;here  had  "been  that
of  the  single  person  or  of  the  aristocracy."    In America,
however,  men  had  attempted  to  resist  these  '`elements."
As  a result,  Europeans  asserted  that  the  country would
be  thrown  ''into  i;he  goverrment  not;  ciuite  of  the  mobs,
but  in  practice  of  an  imf erior  class  of  professional
politicians"  who  used  new'spapers  and  caucuses  to  thrust
their  "unworthy minority  ini;o  the  place  of  the  old  aris-
tocracy"  to  win  the  posts  of  power,  and  to  ngive  their
direction  to  affairs."    This  accusation,  Emerson  believed,
was  largely `rmerited.    Thus,  he  wroi;e,  in  defense  of
American  institutions ,  that  our  congresses  and  legislatures
L2Emerson,   II|,ectures  on
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ordained  ''to  the  surprise  of  the  people  equivocal,  inter-
14
ested,   and  vicious  measures."         Here  Emerson  was  expres-
sing.  a  faith  in  institui;ions  which  he  had  questioned
prior  to  the  Civil  War  when  sla.very  existed  in  America.
Now  that  the .war  was  over  and  the  slaves  were  freed,  how-
ever,  he  chose  to  affirm more  strongly  the  value  of  some
institutions.     In  addition,  when  he  compared  American
democratic  instit-utions  to  those  in  nations  which  had
monarchies  and  arisi;ocracies,  he  could  more  confidently
conclude  i;hat  American  institui;ions  were  best  for  us.
_      _    ____        __  _   _I
As  he  said:
Ours  is  the  country  of  poor  men.    Here  is  prac-
i;ical  democracy;  here  is  the  human  race  poured  out
all  over  the  Continent  i;o  do  itself  jusi;ice;  a.11
mankind  in  ii;a  shirtsleeves;  not  grimacing  like  poor
rich men  in  cities,  pretending  to  be  rich,  but  urmis-
•i;`akably  taking  off  its  coal;  to  has.d  work,  when  labor
is  sure  i;o  pay ....    \r,rell,  the  result  is,  instead,
of  the  doleful  expi'=`rience  of  the  European  economist,
who  tells  us,  '`In  almost  all  countries  the  condition
of  the  grea.i;  body  of  the  people  is  poor  and  miserable,W
here  that  san£5great  body has  a,rrived  at  a  sloven
plenty....
Emerson,  however,  was  noi;  blind  to  the  faults  in
the  American  system.    He  wrote,  for  instance,  in  his
essay,  "Politics,''  i;hal;  citizens  of  the  feudal  states
L4Emerson,   llThe  Fortune  of  the  Republic,"
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in  Europe  vrere  ''alarmed  at  our.  democl.atic  institutions
lapsing  into  an&rchy,  and  the  older  and  more  cautious
among  ourselves  are  learning  from Europeans  to  look  with
some  terror  at  our.  i;ur.bulent  freedom."    Through  them  we
were  being  made  aware  that  in  oim  "license  of  constructing
the  consi;itution"  and  in  the  "despotism  of  public  opinion"
our  anchor.s  were  being  loosed  and  that  if  there  were  any
safeguards  lefi;,  they  possibly  could  be  found  in  ''the
Sanctity  of  marriage  among  us"  or  in  llou|.  calvinism.wL6
When  he  spoke  genel.a.lly  of  i;he  European  f eudal
institutions,  Emerson  refel`red most  often  to  those  in
England.    Although he  did  not  strongly  object  to  a mod-
ified feudal  system for  the English state,  he  believed
that  the  one  in  existence  during  his  age  was  getting
obsolete  and glared  a  little  in  contrast  to  the  demo-
cra,tic  tendencies  then  present  there.    Thus,  while  he
recognized  that  prinogeniture,  for  example,  had  built
''these  sumptuous  piles"  and  was  aL  ''cardinal  rule''  of
English  property and  institutions,  he  stated  that  ''it
was  well  to  come  ere  these  were  gone.W]7    Earlier,  in
L6Emerson,   "Politics,"  E±±±][±,  Vol.  VIII
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1844,  he  had  said  that  the  English  feudal  system  was  an
''invasion  of  the  sentiment  of  justice  and  the  native
rights  of  men."    Therefore,   ''1et  us  live  in  America,  too
thanlful  for  our  want  of  feudal  institutions.wL8
At  the  head  of  the  European  fetidal  system  was
i;he  monarch.     When  Emerson  wrote  about  European  monarchy
and monar.chists  in  1834,  he  admitted  that  frequently  the
American  republicans  libeled  the  monarchist  of Europe
because  he  had  been  pervaded  by  an  idea  in  which  he  intel-
1ectually  and  affectionately view/ed  the  king  as  the  state
and  by which,  as  a  result,  'the  worst  of  the  monarchs  had
demeaned  themselves  `"more  or  less  faithfully  as  a  state.''
A  crown,  however,  he  admitted  realistically  and  without
derision,  ''is  by no  means  a  lstripe  of  velvet  with
jewels.  nor  is  Ijouis  XVI  Mr.  Iiouis  Capet,   as  we  chose
to  affirm."    trhere  was,. then,  some  realism  in  the  catch-
titles  such  a.s  Elizabeth  of  England,  Mar`y  of  Scotland,
or  Arme  of  Austria.19    In  his  contemporary world,  how-
ever,  Emerson noted  thai;  the  title  of  king  had  been
robbed  of  all  its  romance  by  ''the  multiplication  of
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countries  to  the  daily paper,  and  by  the  effect  of  freer
institutions  in  En8.land  and  +inerica.2°    In  1848,  when
the  citizens  of  many  of  the  European  nations  were  striving
to  throw  off  the  bonds  of  existing  institutions,  Emerson
thought  of  the  first  French Revolution  and  recalled  that
the  abolition  of  kingship  or  monarchy  did  not  necessar'-
ily mean  the  end  of  i;yranny.    The  old  revolution,  he  said,
had  attracted  all  the  "liberality,  virtue,  hope  and
poetry  in Europe,"  for  by means  of  it,  tyranny,  inequality,
and  .poveri;y  were  i;o  be  ended.     The  result,  however,  was
far  removed  from  the  hope,  for  wa.s  tyranny  ended?    ''Alas!
no,"  he  responded,  "tyranny,  inequality,  poverty  stood
as  fast  and  fierce  as  ever."    Then,  with  thoughts  of
America  in  relation  i;o  this,  he  added  that  Americans  now
were  putting faith  in  democracy,  in  the  republican  prin-
ciple,  and  in-i;he  will  of  majorities,  but  one  day  they
would  learn  i;hat  some  tyrarmy  exists  in  any  system.21
Generally,  then,  Emerson  said,   "I  neither  think  our  demo-
cratic  insi;itutions  dangerous  to  the  citizen,  nor,  on  the
other  hand,  do  I  think  them  better  than  those  which
29Emerson,_"AriEto8r.Soy., "  Iiectures  ±±=g  Biographical
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preceded  them.    They  are  not  beti;er  but  only b'eti;er  for
us."22
Dirootly  underneath  the  king,  in  the  Eul`opean
monar.chial  social  systems,  lay  the  aristocracy.    \'Jhen
Emerson  observed  the  ar.istocracy  in  England,  he  noted
that  it  had  many  beauties  which  commended  it `to  the  study
of  the  traveling  Americans.    He  commented,  however,  that
while  the  English were  not  sensible  to  the  restraints  of
aristocracy,  the  average  American would  seriously resent
them  because  i;hey  degraded  life  for  the  underprivileged
classes.    Personally,  however,  as  he  wrote  as  ear.1y  as
1834,  he  believed  that  aristocra,cy was  a  good  sign  and
that  in  every  community where  there  had  been  anything
good  or  any  sociei;y v/orth  associating  with,  there  had
been  an  arisi;ocl`a,cy.    Therefore,  it  would  be  a  great
calamity  to  ha;ve  it  abolished,  as  the  French  had  tl`ied       .\
to  do  during  their  first  revolution.23    In  1856,  Emerson
was  still  expressing  the  sane  view  when  he  wrote  that,
had  this  class  rendered no  service,  it  would  have  perished
long  ago  and  that  ii;s  institution was  one  step  in  the
progliess  of  society.24    As  one  example  of  ii;s.use,  he
22aournals VI,11.
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cited, `in  1860,  the  fact  that  the  wealth  which was  se-
cured  in  a  few  select  families  was  used  in  Eul`ope  to  buy
and  preserve  works  of  artistic  value  and  to  lay  them
open  to  the  public.     In  America,  however,  where  demo-
cratic  institutions  divided  every  estate  into  small
Portions,   such  seldom  occurred.25
Emerson's  response  to  those  who  claimed  that
America  had  been  successful  without  an  aristocracy was
that  v;e  did  indeed  have  an  aristocracy.    Not .only was
there  one  of  ta,1erltand virtue  as  nature  ordained  in
most  societies,  but  also  there  was  a  selfish haughty one
here  in America  just  like  there  was  in Europe.    When  the
Quarterly Review projected  its  opinion  that  there  was  no
selfish  ar.istocracy  in  America  and  i;hat  every man  shook
''hands  heartily with  every  other  man,  and  the  chancellor
says,   'My brother,  the  grocer,n'  Emerson  said  i;hat  he
earnestly wished  that  it  could  be  proved  that  no  ''dis-
tinctions  created  by  a  contemptible  pride  existed  here,W
but  he  feared  that  Americans  did  not  deserve  the  praise
the  Review gave  them.26
25Emerson,   "Wealthi "
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When  he  was  in  England,  Emerson  visited  the
Houses  of  Parliameni;  and  recorded  his  observation  about
these  instii;utions.    He  was  very much  surprised  to  dis-
cover  tha.i  the  usual  attendance  in  the  House  of  Lords
was  vel`y  small.    Out  of  five  hundred  and  seventy-three
peers,  he  noted,  only  twenty  or  thirty were  present  on
ordinary  da,ys.    The  tone  of  his  writing  took  on  a  bit  of
irony when  he  recalled  that  the  ey.istence  of  the  House
of  Peers` as  a  branch  of  goverrment  entitled  the  members
to  fill  half  the  cabinet  and  thai;  their  "weight  of  pro-
perty  and  station''  gave  i;hem  a  ''virtua.1  nomination  of
the  other  half,"  while  they had  ''their  aha,re .in  the  sub-
ordina,te  offices  as  a  school  of  tyrarmy.w27   After
visiting  the  House  of  Commons,  however,  he  was  moved
to  write  that  "the  Houses  of  Parliament  careJ  a nagrllfi-
cent  document  of  English  power  and  of  their  intention  to
make  it  last."    Thinking  of  the  represeni;atives  in  the
House  of  Commons,  he  said;   ''Stand  at  the  door  of  the
House  of  Comons,  and  see  the  members  go'  in  and  out,
and  you will  say  these  men  are  all  men  of  humanity,  of
good  sense.M28    The  main  defense  for  Parlianent  and  all
27Emerson,   MAristocracy,"  English
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the .existing English  institutions ,  he  believed,  however,
was  that  in  spite  of  all  their  admitted  defects,  rotten
boroughs,  and  monopolies,   they  worked  well  and  every
ini;erest  did  "by right,  or might,  or  sleight,  get  repre-
sented.w29    on  the  other  hand,  this  did  not  mean  that
ever]rt;hing  which  transpired  in  Parliament  was  of  value.
Much  of  what  occurred  there,  as  in  many  "sleepgiv nations,''
was  mel`e  political  routine.    Thus,  Emerson  noted,  "England,
France,  and  America  read  Parliamentary Debates,  which no
high  genius  now  enlivens;  and  nobody will  rea,d  them  who
trusts  his  own  eye:     only  those  who  are  deceived  by  the
Popular  repetition  of  distinguished manes.w3°
In  comparison,  i;he  American  system  of  representa-
tive  institutions  was,  Emerson believed,  theoretically
more  democratic  and more  humane.    In  practical  applica-
tion,  however,  he  observed  before  the  Civil  War,  in  a
probable  ref erence  to  the  existence  of  slavery  in  i;he
United  States,  the  llAmerican  people  do  not  yield  better
or mol.e  able  men,  or  more  inventions  or  benefits  than  the
English.    Congress  is  not  wiser  or  better  than  Parlianeut.w3L
29Emerson,   llThe  Conservative, "  E±±±±=±i
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In  1843, .for  instance,  he  went  to  Washington  to  spend  four
days  and  noted  that  although  one  found  there  l'two  poles
of  an  enormous  political  battery galvanic  coil  on  coil,
self-incr.eased  by  series  on  series  of  plates  from Mexico
to  Canada  am¢  from  the  sea  westward  to  the  Rocky Mountains,"
he  was  greatly  impressed  by  ''how  little,  more  than  how
much,  man  is  represented  there.W32    In  1862,   during  the
Civil  War,  Emerson  again  displayed  disappointment  with
the  failure  of American  institutions.    He  could not  help
but  remember,  he  said,  that  if  the  Free  States  had  done
their  duty  through  their  representation  in Congress  and
had  blocked  slavery,  the  ca.Iamities  of  his  day  could  have
been  llforever  precluded."33    What  could  have  been  done
and  what  should  be  done  to  make  American  institut`ions
work  on  the  side  of  justice?    In  a  reference  to  an  example
set  for  Americans  in Europe,  Emerson  said  that  their  system
of  I'epresentation  should  have  borrowed  a  hint  from  the
Russian  requirement  that  a  soldier  be  shot  if  he  ran
away  from  a  ba.tile.     I'So  let  our  representative  ]mow,W
Emerson wrote,   ''that  if  he  misrepresents  his  constituency
thel'e  is  no  recovery  from  social  damnation  at  home.w34
32dourna,1S VI,   389T,90.
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In general,  after  the  Civil War  years  which wit-
nessed  the  emancipation  of  the  slaves,  rimerson  lessened
his  criticism  of  American  political  institutions  and
began,  more  than  ever  before,  to  write  that  the  American
governmental  system  had  many  recognizable  merits  which
made  it  superior,  for  Americans,  to  the  Eur.opean  systems.
American  institutions,  Emerson wrote,  for  example,  in
1878,  are  all  education.al,  ''for  responsibilii;y  educates
fast.    The  town  meeting  is,  after  the  high  school,  a
higher  school.    The  legislature,  to  which  every good
farmer  goes  once  on  trial,  is  a  superior  acadeny.N35
As  might  be  surmised,  althongh Emerson  did  not
like  all  he  saw  in Err.opeari  feudal  ihstitutions  or  even
in  the  native  American  democl.atic  institutions ,  he  ]mew
of  no  alternative  system  which  pleased  him more  than
these.    His  response  to  Eur.opean  socialiam  and  its  mani-
festations  in  the  thited  States,  for  example,  was  that,
first  of  all,  it  was  very difficult  "to  pronounce  any-
thing  truly  of man,"  for  the  oracle  is  dumb  ''when  it
comes  to  saying much  about  the  destinies  of  ''the  many."
35Emerson,   IIThe  Fortune  of  the  Republic,"
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It  was  true,  he  said,  that  ii;  seemed  cruel  that  scholars,
for  example,  should  find  themselves  in  ''the  most  awkward
relation  to  loaves  of  bread."    Yet,  even  thoingh  Socialism
promised  to  redeem  this  disi;orted  balance,  he  doubted
that  it  would  do  so.36    When  he  looked  at  the  European
socialism  which he  believed  had  proposed  the  confiscation
of  France  in  1848,  again,  he  doubted  that  it  would  have
been  successful.    He  wrote  then  that  "you  shall  not  so
arrange  property  as  to  remove  the  motive  of  industry.
If  you  refuse  rent;  and  interest,  you make  all  men  idle
and  immoral.    As  to  the  poor,  a  va,st  proportion  have  made
themselves  so,  and  5m  any new  arrangement  will  only  prove
a  burden  on  the  state.N37
Emerson  also. raised  many  questions  about  the
isolated  socialistic  communities  proposed  by  the  Europeans,
St.  Simon,  Fourier,  and  Owen.    He  observed  that  those
formed  in Massachusetts  proposed  ''to  give  every member
a  share  in  the  manual  labor,  to  give  an  equal  reward  to
labor  and  to. talent,  and  to  imite  a libel'al  culture with
education  to  labor,"  but  he  reminded his  readers  that
36dournals VII,   428-29.
37EEi£.,  p.   431.
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''no  society  can  ever  be  so  large  as  one  man.W38    q}hese
philanthropic  and  religious  bodies  he  wrote  around  1860,
l'do  not  commonly  make  their  ex®oui;ive  offloer©  out  of
saints."    Many  of  them were  made  possible  only by  install-
ing  Judas  as  steward!39
Throughout  his  life,  when  considering  the  church
as  an  institution  of  his  da.y  in  both Europe  and America,
Emerson  remained  the  critic.    In  the  last  volumes  which
he  published,  he  made  the  following  observation  about  the
institutions
Romanism  in  Europe  does  not  represent  the  real
opinion  of  enlightened  men.    I)he  Iiutheran  church
does  not  represent;  in  Ge]rmariy  the  opinions  of  the
universities.    In England,  the  gentlemen,  the  journals,
and  now  at  lasi;,  churchaen  and  bishops  have  fallen
away  from  the  Anglican  chur.ch.    And  in  America,
::::ea:::r=sa==::r::g:±oties  to  Churches,  the  loose_ i
Earlier,  in  1856,  he  had written  that  the  church
was  much  i;o  be  pitied.    She  had  nothing  left,  he  believed,
but  possession.    Her  false  posii;ions  had  introduced  l'cant, ,
3famerson,   ilNev;  England  Reformers,"  EEEae,  Vol.  VII  of
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perjury,  simony,  and  even  a  lower  class  of  mind  and
character  into  the  clergy,W  and  her  hierarchy was  so
afraid  of  science  and  education,  piety,  tradition,  and
theology,  that  i;here  was  nothing  left,  he  concluded,  ''but
to  q.uit  a  church  which  is  no  longer  one.W4L    Indeed,  as
early as  1838j shortly  after his  resignation  from the
ministry,  Emerson  lanented  the  state  of  the  contempoI.ary
church.    The  Puritans  in  both England  and  America  had
found  in  the  `'Christ  of  the  Catholic  church  and  in  the
dogras  inherited  from Rome,  scope  for  their  austere
piety and  their  longings  for  civil  freedom,"  but  their
creed,  he  noted,  was  passing  away,  and  none  was  arising
•lin  its  room.W42    The  llold  fail;hs  which  previously  had
comforted  an.d  made  nations,"  he  believed,  had  "spent
their  force,"  and  had  perished  away  until  they  were  a
"speck  of  whitewaszi  on  the  wall."     Yet,  Emerson  wl`ote,         {
it `would  ha.ve  been  false  to  say  that  there  was  no  religion
then.    To  do  so  would  be  like  saying  in  rainy weather
that  there  is  no  sun  "when  at  that  moment  we  are  wit- `
nessing  one  of  its  superlative  effects."    In America,  at
4]Emerson, + WReligion,"  English
pp.   219-20.
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least}  there  was  hope  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  men
avoided  acts  and  engagements  which  it  was  once  their
religion  to  assume,  for  the  ''avoidance  would  yield  spon-
taneous  forms  in  their  due  hour.N43    The  problem  thus
far.,  in  spite  of  the  survival  of  immortal  principles,
had  been  tha,i  the  inevitable  changes  which had  occurred
had  been    superficial.44   Not  only that,  but  also  the
church  in  both  Eul.ope  and  America  had  possessed  a.  ten-
dency,  as  one  could  see  in  the  use  of  Greek  and  European
Catholic  legends,   ''i;o  gloze  every  crime."    In  America
specif ically,  the  church  had  acted  similarly when  it  had
remained  silent  on  slavery  and notoriously hostile  to
the  abolitionist;s  before  it  finally wheeled  properly
into  line  for  einancipation. 45
The  American  church,  however,  Emerson  recalled,
had  once  played  a  positive  and  decisive  role  in  our  lifet
The  New  England  church,  for  example,   "in  the  hey  day  of
its  strength  had  planteQ  and  liberated  America.M46
43Emerson,   "Worshipi "
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When  he  sought  for  methods  by  which  i;he  church  might
retur.n  to  a  similarly useful  role,  however,  Emerson  saw
the  answer  lying  chiefly in  the  realm  of  individualistic
fa.ith,  apart  from  the  instii;ution  of  an  esi;ablished
church.    All  efforts  ''to  project  a  cultus  with new  rites
and  forms,W  he  wrote  as  early  as  1838,   l'seem  to  me  vain
....  All  attempts  to  contrive  a  system  ar.e  as  cold  as
the  new  wol.ship  introduced  by  the  Fre.nch  to  the  goodness
Of  Reason.M47
When  Emerson  was  in  Europe,  he  often  visited
i;he  churches  there  and,  both  then  and  afterwards,  I.ecol.ded
his  reaci;ions  and  made  freq.uent  comparisons  to  the  churches
in America.    In  1838,  at  the  beginning  of  his  career,  he
wl.ote  that  he  enjoyed  going  to  a Romari  cathedral  and
thai;  it  was  "very grateful"  to  him  `'to  go  into  an English
church  and hear  the  liturgy read."48   More  than  a  decade
later,  in  his  book,  EnglishTrail;s he  described his
delight  at  hearing  `'the  service  of  the  evening  prayer
/
read  and  chanl;ed  in  the  choirn  in  ¥or]minster.49
47rmerson,   MAddress ,"  E±±!±=±i
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In  the  sane  work,  he  stated  that  the  English
church  had  rendered  am  effective  service  by humanizing
and  educating men  and  that  it  and  the  English  people
were  well  matched  since  the  church  believed  in  a  ''Pro-
vidence  which  does  not .treat  with  levity  a  poiind  ster-
ling.w5°    The  church  in America,  he  believed,  was  not
too  different  in  i;his  respect,  for  while  it  in  theory
''was  therew  to  check  trade,  in  reality  its  deacons,  min-
isters,  and  sa.ints  were  ''steaning  with  all  their  sermons
and  prayers  in  the  direction  of  trade."    If  the  city
said,  he  `'/rote,   "'Freedom  and  no  tax,.   they  say  so,  and
hunt  up  plenty  of  tekts.    But  if  the  City  sa,ys,  .'FI`ee-
don  is  a  humbug.    We  prefer  a  strong  government..   the
/
pulpit  says  the  same,  and  finds  a new  set  of  applicable
texts . " 51
Emerson  also  observed  that  the  English  accepted
their  ornamental  national  church  to  the  extent  that  it
•glazed  the  eyes,  bloated  the  flesh,  gave  the  voice  ''a
stel.torous  cl.ang,"  and  clouded  the  understanding  of  the
receivers.52    Herein,  he  believed,  lay  an  illustration
5°ERE.,  pp.   2o8,   214.
51dournals VIII,   334.
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of  the  problem with  all  established  religions,  whether
in England  or  America.    Men  were  misled  into  a  reliance
on  their  institutions,  which  ''the  moment  they  cease  to
be  the  insi;aritaneous  creations  of  the  devout  sentiment
'
are  worthless.w53
The  institutions  of  i;he  Anglican  church  and  espe-
ciaLlly  the  clergy,  Emerson  noticed,  were  identified with
the  aristocracy.     ''Time  and  law"  had  ''made  i;he  joining
and moulding  perfect  in  ever.y part."    It  could  easily
be  detected  in  the  Cathedrals,  in  the  universities,  in
the  nai;ional  mdsic,  and  in  the  popular.  music.54    |n  America,
the  United  States  had  begun  well  v7ith  no  ]might,  no  nobles,
and no  dominant  church,  and  had  permitted  eight  or  ten
religions  in  every  large  town.    Its  good  begirmings,
however,  had not  continued  5m  good  order,  for  now  it  had
aristocratic  tendencies  of  its  ov\m whereby  ''a  pew  in  a
particular  church gives  an  easier  entrance  to  the  sub-
scription  ball.M 55
The  English  church  and  the  church  in America had
53Emerson,   IIThe  Conservative' "  E±±!±=±.
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in  Qommon  one  other  characteristic,  Emerson  said.     |n
each,  religious  persons  were  constantly  being  driven  out
of  the  established  chur`ch  or  ohurohes  into  sects  which
rose  to  credit  and  hold  the  establishment  in  check.    I'The
English  and  the  Americans,"  he  mu;ed,   `'cant  beyond  all
other  nations.w56
Emerson  was  frequently very  impressed  by  the
Catholic  church  and  its  institutions.    In  1847,  he  ob-
served  that  the  Catholic  religion  respected  masses  of
men  and  ages  and  that,  if  it  "elected,"  it  was  by mil-
lions,  as  when  ii;  divided  the  heathens  and  Christians.
This  was  in  contrast,  he  believed,  to  i;he  Protestant;
churches  which  brought  "parishes,  families,  and  at  last
individual  doctrinaires  and  schismatic.6  .   .   .  into  play
and  notice."    In  this  respect,  he  concluded,  the  Catho-
lic  church  was  ''ethaical  and  in  every way  superior.M57
In  1833,  when  he  was  in Europe,  he  said  in  a  leti;er  to
William Emerson  that  the  church  buildings  everywhere,
especially  those  of  i;he  Catholics,  impressed  him.    It
was  strange,  he  commented,  that  the  Americans  ''should
not  build  one  temple  in  this  magnificent  marmer."    They
56Emerson,  "Religioni "  EEfi±
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would  probably  continue,  however,  to  build  mean  churches
with  pews  for  a  thousand  years  to  come.58    |n  I,a  Valetta,
Emerson  saw  many worshippers  continually going  in  chul`ches
to  say their  prayers  and  could not  keep  from  yielding
himself  joyfully  to  the.  "religious  impl`ession  of  holy
texts  and  fine  paintings  and  .   .   .  soothfast  faith.W
How  beautiful  it  was,  he  remarlced,  to  have  the  church
always  open  so  that  ariyone  might  come  in  and  be  soothed
by  the  art 'tl`easures  inside.    Then,  wistfully,  he  added,
''1  hope  they  will  car.ve  and  paint  and  inscribe  the  walls
of  our  chul`ches  in New  England  before  this  centul.y  .   .   .
is  closed.W59    Ten  years  later,  back  in  America  in  Balti-
more,  Emerson  weni;  to  a.  cathedral  to  hear.  massj and  appar-
ently`   the  type  of  structure  which  he  had  hoped  would  be
built  in  New  England  had  been  erected  in  Baltimore:  ..
he  wrote  in  a  letter  to  Margaret  Fuller  that  he  was  vel.y
1
contented  to  see  the  chanting  priest,  the  pictured  walls,
the  lighted  altar,  "surpliced"  boys  and  the  swinging
censer.    It  b`rought  all  Rome  again  to  mind,  he  said,  and
made  him  on  tha.i  day  detest  the  Unitarians,  Martin  I.uthel-
amd  ''all  the  Parliament  of  Barebones.W6°    This  did  not






mean,  however,  that  Em'jrson  was  impressed  by  all  the
splendor  he  observed  in  the  Catholic  church.    When  he
'
was  in  St.  Peter's  in  1833,  where  ''all  Rome  and  much  of
England  and  Germany  and  France  and  America  was  gathered,"
.he  found  it  ''hard  to  recognize  in  this  ceremony  the
gentle  Son  of  Man  vtho  sat  upon  an  ass  anidst  the  re-
joicings  of  his  fickle  countrymen.w6L
Emerson  was  also  concermed  with  the  institutions
and  practices  within  the  church  in England  and America.
The  rite  of  baptis.in,  for  instance,  he  wrote,  had  been
"getting  late  in  the  world when  Selden  had  said  that
the  priests  seemed  to  him  to  be  baptising  their  own
fingers.n    The  methods  of  and motives  behind  missionar'y
conversion  pleased  him no  more.    As  soon  as  others,  like
he,  per.ceived  how  the  English missionaries  in  India  did
not  wish  to  enlighten,  but  merely  to  Christianize  men,
then  they  would  see  at  once  how  ''wide  of  Christ"  was
English  Christianity.62    In  a  similar'  marmer,  Emerson
delighted  in  relating  how  John  Smith,  when  the  Society
in  Iiondon  pestel`ed  him  a,bout  converting  the  Indians  in
61
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America,  went  wii;h  a  party  into  the  swamps,   Caught  an
Indian,  and  sent  him  to  Iiondon  telling  the  Society  to
convert  one  themselves.63    He  also  believed  that  it  was
not  expedient  to  celebrate  the  IIord's  Supper  as  the  chul'ch
did.    He  had  been  led,  he  said,  to  the  conclusion  that
''Jesus  did not  intend  to  establish  an  institution for
perpetual  observance  when  he  ate  the  Passover  with  his
disciples.M64    The  essence  of  religious  faith,  he  con-
cluded  in  1832,  and  continued  to  believe,  was  freedom.
therefore,  the  institutions  of  the  church  should  be  as
''flexible  as  the  wants  of  men.w65
Emerson  believed  that,  hirmanly  speaking,  school
and  college  could  make. a  big  differ.ence  between  men.
Thus,  when  he  was  on  the  contineni;  of  Eur'ope  and  in
England,  especially,  he  studied  the  educational  insti-
tutions.    He  learned  that  of  the  British univel`sities,
Cambl'idge  had  the  most  illustrious  names  on  its  list,..
63Emerson,   ''The
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but  since  he  had  a  Chance  to  visit  Oxford,  he  chose  to
write  about  that  school.66    It  was  at  O][ford,  he  observed,
i;hat  Wyou  may  hold  what  opinion  you  please"  as  long  as
"you  hold  your  tongrfue.M67
When  he  compared  02cford  to  colleges  in  America,
Emerson  was  moved  to  write:
The  number  of  students  and  of  residents,  the
dignity  of  the  authorities,  the  value  of  the  founda-
tions,  the  histol'y  and  the  architecture,  the  ]mown
sympathy  of  entire  Britain  in  what  is  done  there,
justify  a  dedicai;ion  to  study  in  the  undergraduate
such  as  cannot  easily  be  in  America,  whel.e  his  college
i::::fs::::e£:::d:yt:::eFr=:¥=±:,:c::65nsi8nifioant
Emerson  also  noted  that  the  losses  in  the  aristo-
cracy  of  England  were  repaired  from  the  body  of  students
at  Oxford.    As  a  result,  many  excellent  fellowships  aver-
agingf 200  a  year  with  lodging  and  diet  were  granted.
If  a  young  American,  he  remarked,  were  in  like  manner
''offered  a  home,  a  table,  the  walks,  and  the  library  in    \
one  of  these  academical  palaces,  and  a  thousand  dollars
a  year,  as  long  as  he  chose  to  remain  a  bachelor,  he
would  dance  for  joy.     Yet,  these  young  £English].  men
66Emerson,   Wunive±sities., "  E±8±±gJ±
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.   .   .  are  impatient  of  their  few  checks .... "69
A  `oomparison  of  the  examination  papers  at  Oxford
for  the  year  1848  revealed,  in Emerson.a  opinion,  that
while  the  English  competii;ors  had  perf ormed  victoriously
on  them,  they  would  be  ''too  severe  i;asks  for  the  candi-
dates  for  a Bachelor.s  degree  in  Yale  or  Harvard.w7°
Another  striking  cliff erence  between  the  English
and  our  gentlemen,  Emerson  said,  lay  in  their  use  of
the  thorough  drill  in  which  they  learned  prosody  and
to  ''tread  secur.ely  through  the  humanities."    There  was
a  great  need,  he  thought,  for  our`  people  to  have  their
"grammar,  gazetteer,   and  I)ibdin  not  so  dusty  and  cobwebbed.M7L
Yet,.  at  the  same  time,  he  believed  that  our  colleges  could
only highly serve  us  when  they  aimed  not  to  drill,  but
to  create,  for  i;hey  should  set  the  hearts  of  their  youth
on  flame.72    .Iwe  are  students  of  words,"  he  complained
with  oi;her.s  in  New  England.     ''\'/e  are  shut  up  in  schools,
and  colleges,  and  recitation-I.ooms,  for  ten  or  fifteen
year-s,  and  cohe  up  at  last  with  a  bag  of  wind,  a memory
69Ibid.
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of  words,  and  do  not  ]mow  a  thing.''73    Worse  than  this,
however,  was  the  fact  that  our`  system  was  one  of  despair,
for  America  did  not  even  believe  in  the  power  of  educa-
tion.74    America  needed  a  system  which  had  an  object
commensur.ate  with  the  objeci;  of  life.    V/ith  that,  it
would  be  moral,  would  teach  self-trust.,  would  inspire  the
youthful  man  with  an  interest  in himself ,  would  arouse
his  ourio§ity  touching  his  own  nature,  and  would  acquaint
him  with  the  resources  of  his  mind.75
When  he  looked  at  i;he  curriculum  offered  in
English  universities ,  Emerson  cotild  find many  offerings
which  did  not  fit  into  the  proper  object  of  education,
as  he  saw  it.     ''Their  university  sysi;em,"  he  wrote  in
1847,  ''which  makes  Greek  and  Iiatin  alive,  galvanizes
Greek  and  Iiatin  and  `mneoessar`y maLthematics  into  the
creation  of  a  university  aristocracy."76    When  he  thonght
of  this  in  relation  to America,  he  was  delighted  that
the  New  England  reformers  had  fixed  an  inquisition  on
our  scholastic  devotion  i;o  the  dead  languages.    He
73Emerson,   llNew  England  Reformerst"  EEEse.  Vol.  Ill  Of
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recogriized  that  these  languages  Contained  the  wonderful
remains  of  genius,  but  contended  that  for  the  average
student,  they  simply were  not  practical.77    His  condem-
nation  of  the  role  of  mathematics  in  the  American  system
was  even  stronger.     "Ma.thematics,"  he  said,  was  «thrust
into  absurd  eminence,".  was  "utterly  renounced  and  for-
gotten"  the  moment  the  student;  was  left  to  the  election
of  his  studies,  and  was  ''a  painful  memory  of  wasted  years
and  injured  constitution"  as  long  as  he  lived.78
the  ideal  college  for  Emerson would  probably
have  been  an  unorganiz©d  one  which  existed  natur.ally
around  every natural  teacher.    Iiate  in  his  life,  he  com-
mended  those  ''natural  colleges"  which  then  flour'ished  in
Europe,  or  which  had  existed  there  previously.    Among
those  he  named  were  the  gatherings  in  Athens  around
Plotinus,  in  Paris  around Abelard,  and  in  Gel:many  around
Fichte,  Niebuhr,  or  Goei;he.79    Apparently,  these  Euro-
pean  exanples  w`ere  what  Emerson  had  in  mind  when,   in  1840,
he  had  sngges`ted  that  Alcott,  Parker,  Ripley,  Hedge,
77Emerson,   WNew  England  Reformers,"  EEEse.  Vol.   Ill  Of
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Bradford,  he,  and  others  give,  in  Concord,  1ectur.es  or
conversations  to  classes  of  young  persons  on  those  sub-
5octs  which  they  studied.    If  these  or  three  or  four
men  such  as  these  `'would  associai;e  themselves  with  us  and
a]rmounce  their  topics  proposing  to  give  instruction  perhaps
for  six months  beginning  the  first  of  October,  do  you not
see  that  we  have  a  college  built  as  readily  as  a mushroom?"
he  wrote  in  a letter  to Margaret  Fuller  in  that  year.8°
If his  institution    did  achi.eve  a formal  organization  then
he  should  like  to  use  its  .resources  to  have  men  like  the
Americans  Allsi;on,  Grenough,  Bryant,  Irving,  Webster,
and Alcott  on  his  professional  staff .    If  he  had  to  send
abroad,  he  said  with  a figurative  bow  towar'd Eur'ope,  he
Would  ask  for  Oarlyle,  Hallan,  and  Canpbe||.81
Thinking  of  the  entire  English  educa,tional  system,
Emerson  observed  that  forty ,per  cent  of  the  English  people
Could  not  wl.ii;e  their  names.    Then,. p.binting  with  pride  to
New England,  the  center  of  American  education  for  the  era,
he  wl`ote:     I'One  half  of  one  per  cent  of  the  Massachusetts
People  Cannot,  and  these  are  probably Britons  borm.w82
8°Letters,  |1,  323-24.
81dotrmals V,   203.
82EE¥.,  vll,  530.
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When  Emerson  viewed  i;he  economic  institutions  as
embodied  in  commerce,  trade,  and  industrialism,  he  again
thought  of  Europe  and,  in  bum,  of  America.    The  sequel
of  trade  was  bl`inging many  Consequences,  he  noted  in
1844.    In  Europe,  there  were  many  good  signs  in  which,
for  example,  the  demand  for  beneficent  socialism  and
the  cry  of voices  for  the  education  of  the  people  indi-
cated  that  the  government  had  ''other  offices  i;ban  those
of  banker  and  executioner."    The  specific  cases  to
which  he  pointed  were  ''the  communism  of  France,  Germany,
Switzerland;  the  Trad-es  Unions,  the  English  Iieague  against
the  Corn  Iiaws; and  the  whole  Industrial  Statistics SO
called."    In America,  the  historian would  see,  Emerson
believed,  that  trade  ''was  the  principle  of  Iiiberty,"
that  it  had  planted America  and  destroyed  feudalism,
that  it  had made  peace  and  kept  peace,  and  that  it  would
abolish  slavery.    It  was  true,  he  admitted,  that  tl.ado
oppressed  the  poor  and  built  up  a new  aristocra.cy  on  the
ruins  of  the  one  it\destroyed,  but,  at  the  sane  time,  one
loo
should  remember  that  the  aristocracy  of  trade  had  no
Permanence.83
Industrialism  as  represeni;ed  by machinery,  manu-
facturing,  and  fact;ories,  was  bad,  Emerson  believed,  for
the  individual.    In  a  work which  was  published  in  1870,
he  wrote  i;hat  "tools''  like  stean,  photographs ,  balloons,
or  astronomy had  some  questionable  properties.     "Machinery,Il
he  ar.gued,   ''is  aggl'essive.    I:he  weaver  becomes  a  web,  the
machinest  a machine.    If  you  do  not  use  the  tools,  they
use  you.M84    When  he  visited  England  in  1848,  his  reac-
•  tions  to  industry there  were  varied.    In Halifa=,  he
noted  that  a  ''Mr.  Crossley"  employed  fifteen  hun.dred
workers  in  his  car.pet  mills  and  that  he  provided  ''a  school
spaciously built  and well  furnished  for  the  children.M
Near  Leeds  and  Bradford,  however,  he  observed  some  ill
effects.    There,  the  sheep were  black,  begrimed  by  the
smoke,   and  effol.ts  to  keep  clothes  white  wel`e  hopeless.
He  also  heard  that  the. sense  of `duty  which  i;he  manu-
factul`ers  had  for  their workers  and  displayed  in  esi;a--
blishing  schools  and  ''Mechanics .Institutionsw  was  recent.
83Emerson,   ''The
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In  some  oases,  he  was  told,  the  men  in  the  working  class
were  now  being  so  over-educated  that  they became  dissatis-
fied with  their  sweethearts  and wives.85
In  general,  Emerson  Was  amollg  the  majority  of
Americans  who  welcomed  the  industrialization  of  the  United
Stai;es.    As  early  as  1837,  he  remarked  that  it  was  to  him
''a  sensible  relief"  to  learn  that  the  destiny  of New Eng-
land  was  to  be  the  "manufacturing  country  of  Amel.ica"  and
thai;  he  no  longer-suffered  ''in  the  cold  and  out  of  morbid
Sympathy  with  the  fgrmer:w86
Emerson  was  also  greatly  impressed  by  the  effects
the  building  of  railroads  had  on  a nation.    ''If  this  in-
vention  had  reduced England  to  a  third  of  its  size,"  he
stated,  ''by bringing  people  so  much nearer,  in  this
country,  it  has  given  a new  celerity to  time,  or  antici-
pated by fifty years  the  planting  of  tracts  of  land
.... w87    As  he  wrote  in  his  journals:
•1  hear  the  whistle  of  the  locomotive  in  the  woods.
Wherever  thatrmusic  comes  it  has  its  sequel.    It  is
the  voice  of  civility'in  the  Nineteenth C.entury
saying,  ''Hel.e  I  am."  . It  is  interrogative:    it  iB
85aourmls vll,  378nol.
86Epe.,  Iv,  207.
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prophetic:     and  this  Cassandra  is  believed.    Whew!
Whew!     Whew!     How  is  real  estate  here  in  the  swamp
and  wilderness?     Ho  'for  Boston!     Whew!     \'/hew!     Down
with  that  forest  on  the  side  of  the  hill.    I  want    ,
ten  thousand  chestnut  sleepevLs.     I  want  cedar  posts,
and  hundreds  of  thousands  of  feet  of  b.oards.    Up!
Iiily masters  of  oak  and  pine!     You  have  waited  long
enough--a good  pal`t  of  the  century  in  the  wind  and
stupid  sky.    Ho  for  .axes  and  saws,   and  away  with  me
to  Boston!     lvvhew!     Whew!     I  will  plant  a  dozen  houses
on  the  past;ure  next  moon,  and  a  village  anon:     and
:±¥:1:h:P:::::g::v::ran::utarh:tin:::o:i::Winh±:i::?88S
In English Ira,ii;s Emerson  wro.te  that  one  of  tbe
most  powerful  economic  institutions  in Eng.land  was  the
Bank.    I'It,l'  he  said,  ''votes  an  issue  of  bills,  popula-
tion  is  stimulated  and` cities  I`ise;  it  refuses  loans,
and  emigration  emptie.s  the  country;  trade  sinks;  revolu-
tions  bl`eak  out;  kings  are  dethroned.W89    Emerson  was
not  wholeheartedly .behind  American  economic  institutions
which  had  this  degree  of  control  over  society.    He  noted,
in  a possible  reference  to  the  participants  in the  Jack-  ;
sonian  bank  and  tariff  coritroversies  and  in  apparent
disgust,  that  many Americans  did  fully approve  of  such
capitalistic  institui;ions  and  i;hat  even  those  who  opposed
the  existing  ones  attacked  ''the  great  capitalist  with  the '
88aotmal8 VI'   322.
89Emerson,   wwealth,"  English
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air  to  make  a  capitalist  of  the  poor  man.w9°
Iiooking  at  all  of  the  American  economic  institu-
tions  collectively,  Emerson  observed,  in  1863,  that  their
general  success  had  given us,  like  the  English,  a material
basis  of  such  extent  that,  "no  folly of  man  can  subvert
it.w9L    |t  had  made  the  American,  he  wl.ote  as  an  old
man  in  1878,  feel  the  "securii;y  that  there  can  be  no
famine  in  a  country reaching  through  so  many latitudesw
and  ''no  want  that  carmot  be  suppliedw  in  this  land.92
Phe  institution  which Emerson  criticized most
consistently throughout  his  entire  career was  slavery.
Although generally he  was  thinking  solely  of  A]nerican
slavery,  at  times  he  did  react  to  what  had  been  done  in
Europe  about  slavery  and  apply  the  examples  to  his
`  thoughts  about  the  instii;ution  in America.
In  1837,  he  had written  that  "slavery  is  an
institution  for  converting men  to  monkeys;"  and  in  1844,
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he  said that  ''the  institution  of  slavery seems  to  ii;a
opponent  to  have  but .one  sidg.,  and  he  feels  that  none
but  a  stupid  or  maligriant  pergoh  can hesitate  on  a  view
of  the  facts."93    Therefore,  `..hen England  freed  the
slaves  in  the West  Indies,. one  is  not  surprised  to  find
that  Emel`son  excla.imed ,,   .'1  i;hinlc  the  whole  i;ransaction
reflects  infinite  honor  on  the  people  and  Parliament
of  England."94    He  had  words .of  praise,  too,  for  the  men
in `the  Indies  who  had  fought  for  their  rights,  and  he
compar.ed  them  favorably  to  both Eul'opeans  and  Americans.
Now,  he  said,  the  arrival  in  the  world  of  such men  as
'.'Toussaint,  and  the  Haytian  heroes,  or  of  the  leaders
of  their  race  in Barbados  and  Jamaica,  outweighs  in  good
omen  all  the  English  and American  humanity ....  here
is  man:    and  if  you have  man,  black  or  white  is  an  insig-
nificance."    In  addition,  he  found  vel`y  touching  the           `
model'ation  of  the  Negro  masses  when  they  were  freed.
Instead  of  living  up  to  the  expectations  of  the  American
captains  who  left  shol.e  in  anticipation  of  insiarrection,
the  Negroes  had  spent  the  hour.  in  their  huts  and  chapels.95
93Journa|s,  |V,   200;  Emerson,   "West  India Emancipation,"I, `, `^+ .-t*L`, ,
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After  he  had  studied  emancipation  in  the  Indies,
Emerson  said:     "I  have  not  been  able  to  I`ead  a  page, of
it  without  the  most  painful  comparisons.    Whilst  I  have
read  of  England,  I  have  thought  of New  England."    When
he  did  so,  he  found  himself ,  he  noted,  oppressed  by  the
situation  in America  and  unable  to  under.stand  those  who
complained  about  a  party  of  men  united  in  opposition  to
slaver.y.     ''Who  makes  the  abolitionist?"    he  asked.     IIThe
§laveholders.    The  sentiment  of  mercy  is  the  natur.al
recoil which  the  laws  of  the  universe  provide  to  pro-
tect  mankind  from  destruction  by  selvage  passions.w96
0n  December  8,  1862,  during  the  Civil  War,  ELer-
son  wrote  to  Oarlyle  that  all  bright  young American men
learned  one  lesson  when  they went  to  war.    That  was  "to
hate  slavery, teterrima  causa. '' This  was  good,  but  urlfor-
tunately the  issue  still was  not  clear  to  ever.yone,  for
Amel`icans  still  had  to  get  themselves  mol`ally  right,  of
their  own  accord  and  it  was  of  ''no  account  what  England
or  France  may  do."97   Earlier  in  the  year  when  the  slaves
were  fl.eed,  however,  he  wl`ote  in  elation:
96|b_i_a; ,  pp.  |58-59;  Emerson,   `'Relief  of  John  Brown's
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Iiiberty  is  a  slow  fruit.    It  comes,  like  religion,
for  short  pel`iods,  and  in  Par.e  conditions ....  Such
moments  of  expansion  in  modern  history  were  the  con-
fession  of  Augsbung,  the  plantai;ion  of  America,  the
English  Commonwealth  of  1648, / i;he  Declaration  of
American.  Independence  in  1776,  the  British  emancipa-
tion  of  slaves  in  the  West  Indies,  the  passage  of
the  Reform Bill,  the  repeal  of  the  Corn Laws,  the
Magrietic  Ocean.  Telegraph,  though  yet  imperfect,  the
passa8.e  of  i;he  Homesi;ead  Bill  in  the  last  Congl'ess,
::dtE:Wtw:==S::::gidp::S 5:;::in::::§gr ' S  Proclanation
One  of  the  institutions  of  England  which Emerson
wrote  about,  and  classified  as  such,was  The  Tines  news-__________
paper.    In  1848,  he  sent  his  wife,  Lidian,  several  copies
of  it  in  a  letter  from London  in  order  that .-she  might
''see  what  we  read  everyday,  the  best  newspaper  of  -the
world.W99    A  few  months  earlier  in  a  letter  to  Willian
ELerson,  he had  noted  that  The  Times___I__+__      _  _  _     _______ •'was  a pretty fair
transcripi;  of  England,  and  a  chief  product  of  modelm
Civilization.wloo
When  he  wrote  about  The  Times_=   _                 _   _  _       _                . in E_ngl±h Traits
he  declared  that  ''no  power  in  England"  is  :'`more  f-elt,  mol.e
98Enerson,   ..The  Emancipation  Proolanation, "
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feared,  or  more  obeyed."    H6  remarked,   comparatively,
that  in America we,  too,  were  faniliar  wii;h  the  power
of  newspapers,  but  here  they were  in  accordance  with  our
political  system whereas  in England, The  Times  stood  in_   _I      _                __  __    _
"aritagohism evith  the  feudal  institutions.ML°L
After  the  Ameri.Can  Civil War,  Emerson  was  still
vtriting about  The  Times._     _  ___                 __             _
observed, The  Times  had
I)uring  the  war,  he  sarcastically
constantly  chided  the  Americans ,
but  now  that  the  Union  had  achieved victory  and English
trade was  threatened, The  Times  hadT=+===__-==-T=:=====- suddenly  discovered
what  "temper,  valour,  constancy,  the  Union  has  shown  in
the  War,"  and  what  a  noble  ''caser  of  honor  and  pl`osperity
lies  before  her."[°2    then,  in  a wol-k  published  in  1870,
he  associated  Ehe  Times_  __I_i        _      _   __     _         _  _ and the  New  York  Tribune  as___      I__    _  ___I_
"daily  5ourmals"  which  printed  such  sickening  details
that  they had  "quite  superceded"  even  the  ''Pirates  Own
Book''  in  the  ''freshness  as  well  as  the  horror  of  their
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In  conclusion,  throughout  his  career,  Emerson
constantly  observed  and  wroi;e  about  Eul`opean  institutions
and  made  comparisons  between  them  and  those  in  America.
He  continuously found  faults  and  mel`its  in  their  respec-
tive  institutions,  but  after  the  Civil War,  he generally
manifested greater  faith  in  institutions  and  lessened
his  Criticism  of  them.    Where  one  existing  system  was
more  valuable  than  the  other,  American  instittitions,
when  properly  altered  and  taken  as  a whole,  were  better
for  Americans.    This  did  not  mean,  however,  that  the
United.States  could  not  learn much  from  the  examples  set
in Europe,  for  in England,  especially,  Americans  Could
find many facets  of  institutions  which `.were  superior  to
theirs  and  which  they would  do  well  to ;.Study  and  o`opy.
`\
CHAPTER   V
IRE  REED  FOR  REASONABLE  REFORE
''What  is  man  born  for,"  Emerson  wrote  in  1841,
''but  to  be  a  refo]:mer,  a  re-maker  of  what  man  has  made,
a  renouncer  of  lies,  a  rest;orer  of  truth  and  good ....
What  is  man  in  America made  for,` he  might  ha,ve  contin-
ued,  but  to  look  to  Europe  as  his  teacher  of  the  need
for  reform.    A  study.of .European  history would  reveal,
he  might  have  sai,a,  the  excruciating  slowness  with
which  Europeans  had  opened  their  eyes,  for  example,  to
the  monstl.ous  lie  of  popery.    Their  la.ck  of  promptness
in  action and  their  resultant  existence  under  that  l'1ie"
would  startle  Americans  to  the  "possible  depth  of  their
LEmerson`,   MMam,  the  Reformer,"  E±±]±=±i
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own  degradationw  an.d  prompt  them  to  pursue  more  8p®®dily
the  removal  of  those  evils  which might  impede  thelr'pro-
gress.2    Phus,  it  became  the  duty  of  each  individual  to
Call Amerioam  institutions  of  society  to  account,  to
examine  their  fitness,  and  to  ask  if  their  "housekeoplng"
was  .'`sac±ed  and  honorable."3    Many  years  later,  even
after  the  outcome  of  the  Civil War  had  restored much  of
his  faith in institutions,  Emerson was  still writing in
a sirilar. vein.    In  1878,  for  example,  he  stated  that
I.it  is  not  possible  to  extricate  yourself from the  quos-
tiong  in which  your  age  1g  involved.    Iiet  the  good  citi-
zen  perform  the  duties  put  on  him  here  and now,"  for  one
Could not  revel.t  to  Eul'opeans  like  Iiuther  or  George Fox
or  to  the  American  George  Washington  to  combat  the  U.dang®re
and  dragons  that  beset  the  U.  S.  at  this  time.M4
When,  in  1878,  he  thought  of  American  reformer.
who  had  done  8o,  Emerson  noted  the  vast  scope  of  the
r®foms  for which  they called.    He  observed  that  many
refomers  asked  Americans  to  ''revig®  the  whale  of  our
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mar.riage,  tl`ade,  science,  and  explore  the  foundations
ih  our  owzi  nature.W    According  to  them,  we  were  I.to  see
that  the world not  only fitted  the  former men,  but  fits
us,  and  to  clear  ourselves  of  every usage  which  has  not
its  roots  in  our.  own mind."5    The  inclusion  of  ''all  these
and  all  thil]gs  else"  into  the  areas  of  needed  reform  set
the  contemporary reformers  of  his  day,  Emerson  said,
apar.t  fl.om  those  in  past  history.    Reformers  of  the  past
like  the  European liutherans,  Jesuits,  Quaker.a,  and  other
groups  had  in  their  accusations  of  society  `'all  respected
something."    Hodern  reformers  condelmed  everything.    Yet,
he  asked,  so  what  if  some  of  the  objec.tions  were  extreme
and  the  reformers  tended  to  idealism?    That  only  showed
the  ``extravagahce  of  the  abusesM .which  had  lldriven  the
mind  into  the  opposite  extreme."6    Periodi®ity  and  reaction
to  abuses  were,  he  declared,  laws  of  mind which were  al-
ways  in  operation.    Therefore,  bad  kings  and  govermors
could  help  us  if  only  they were  bad  enough.    In England,
for  example,  ''it  was  the  game  laws  which had  exasperated
the  famel's  to  carry.the  Reform Bill.".    Similarly,  in
6Ibid.
p.   236.
p.   219.
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America  "it  was  what  we  call  plantation  manners  which
drove  peaceable  forgiving  New  Engcrland  to  emancipation
Without  phrase. w7
When  Emerson  thought  of  the  men  who  were  refomers,
he  saw  many  simil'ar`ities  between  those  in  Ainerica  and
their Eur'opean  counterparts.    The  American  refomers
of  his  age,  he  wrote,  were  a new  class  and  different  from
those  which  had  preceded  i;hem.    Instead  of  being  fiel.y
souls  bent  on  hanging  and  burning  their  enemies,  they
were  "gent;le  souls,  with  peaceful  and  even with  genial
dispositions.W    In  this  respect,  they were  like  Robert
Owen  of  England  who,  though  a  reformer,  had  benevolence
enough  to  interpret  ''with great  generosity''  the  acts  of
the. Holy Alliance  and  of  the  conservative  Prince  Metter-
nich.8    The  men  who  were  reformers`,  Emerson  wrote  at
another  time,  had  the  ability  to  ''feel  the  poveri;y  at         :I
the  bottom  of  all.  the  seeming  affluence  of  the  world''
and  to  see  through  '`the  thin masquerade."    As  a  result,
New  England  reformers  ha.d  driven  i;heir  ''steeds"  ha±d  in
the  "violence  of  living"  in  order  ''to  forget  its
7Emerson,   "Progress  of  Culture,"
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illusion.W9    These  reformers,  and  others,  Emerson  said,
Constituted  a  grea,i  arl`ay  of  martyl`s.     In America  the
leaders  of  the  cl.usades  against  war,  Negro  slavery,
intemperance,  goverrment  based  on  fol`ce,  usages  of
trade,   cour.i  an.a  customhouse  oaths,  and  so  on  to  the
agitai;ors  on  the  system  of  education  and  the.laws  ®f
property,  are.the  right  successors  of  Iiuther,  mox,
::::n:::'sF=='n::='±#;:::¥'an=dt.#:i:f::I:igo::;?|0
The  presence  of  bigotrgiv  in  the  reform  impulse
was  one  whicri  worried  Emel`son.    Probably with  this  in
mind,  he  wrote,  in  1844.,  that  "every  project  in  the  his-
tory  of  reform  is  good  when  it  is  i;he  dictate  of  a man.a
genius  and  constitution,  but  very  dull  and  suspicious`
when  adopted  from  another."L]    The  problem  that  this
presented,  Emerson  said,  complicated  the  feelings  of
allegiance  which  the  philosopher,  poet,  or  religious man
might  have  for  the  refo.Im movements.    Ihese  men  would
naturally wish  to  cast  their votes  with  the  Wdemocrat,
for  free  trade,  for  wide  suffrage,  for  the  abolition  of
legal  cruelties  in  the  penal  code,''  and  for giving  every-
one  access  to  the  sources  of  wealth  and  power.    They
9Emerson,  -I:¥8w  England Refomers,''  EEEi  Vol.  Ill  of
p.   260.V'Orks
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could  rarely,  however.,  accept;  ''the  persons  whom  the  so
called  popular  party"  proposed  llas  representatives  of
these  liberalities"  because  the  persons  proposed  did  not
have  at  heart  the  ends  which  gave  to  the  name  of  democ-
racy  its  hope  and  virtue.12    Therefore,  the  reform
movements  or  the  counter-revolution was  still waiting
for  I.its  orgari  arid  I.epresentative,  in  a  loner  and  a man
of  truly  public  and  universal  aims.WL3    yet,  at  times
E.merson  did  point  to  specific  individua,1s  whom  he  regar.dad
as  the  type  of  sincere  reformer  for  whom  he  was  seeking
and,  in  so  doing,   compar.ed  Americans  to  Europeans.     He
wrote,  for  exanple,  that  Theodore  Parker  ''was  our  Savon-
arola  .   .   .  and  the  stout  reformer  to  ul`ge  and  defend
every  cause  of  himanity with  and  for  the  humblest  of
mankind.WL4    Probably,  however,  Emerson  did  not  believe
that  Parker.s  prestige  wa,a  of  such national  or  intema-
tional  scope  as  to  provide  the  leadership  the  reform
movements  needed.
12Emerson,   wpolitics."  EEEsei
±,  VO1.  IV  of  Wol`ks
Vol.  Ill  of  Works
.p.   243.
p.   201.
L3Emerson,   WNapoleon,   or  the  Ii'Ian  of  the-World'"  E±P=9-
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Generally  speaking,  then,  although  he  never  was
vel'y actively  engaged  in  any  specific  specialized  reform
movement  other  than.  abolition,  Einerson  believed  that  the
movements  were  ''on  all  ac`counts  importantl'  for  they  not
only  checked  the  I'special  abuses,"  but  they also  eduoa-
ted  ''the  conscience  and  i;he  intellect  6f  the  people."
How  could  `'such  a  question  as  i;he  slave  trade,"  he  asked,
for  example,  ''be  agitated  for  forty years  by  all  the
Christian nations  wit;bout  throwing great  light  on  ethics
into  the  general  mind,"  or  how  could  the  temperance
question  be  discussed  without  becoming  ''a gymnastic
training  to  the  casuistry  and  conscience  of  the  time.wL5
`At  the  sane  time,  he  saw  certain  dangers  implicit  in
American  reform  movements.    He  feared,  he  iurote  in  1841,
that  our  young men  had  got  only  as  far.  as  rejection  and
not  as  far  as  affirmation.    Because  of  this,  the  whole
generation  of  American  reformers  were  discontented  with
a  tardy  rate  of  growth vyhich  contented  many Euz`opean
refomers.16    Then,  too,  he  recognized  that  all  I.efom
movements  had  the  danger  thai;  ''a  new  `simplicii;y  oar  be
preached  with  equal  emphasis  on  the  simplicity it
L5Emersonz   lIIieoture  on  the  limesi"  E±±±±=±;
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prea.ches.W     Thus,   as  soon  as  we  come  to  ''1ive.  on  the      .
' fruit  of  our  galrdens,W  some  l'audacious  upstal'tw  will
upbraid  us,  for.in  a  society  for  preveflting  the  murder  of
worms,  and  ask,  ''with  indignation,  what  right  have  we  to
tearr  our  small  fellow  citizens  out  of  the  sod .... wL7
From  around  his  nineteenth  bil`thday  on  to  the
. Emancipai;ion  PI.oclamation  of  1863,  Emerson  always  opposed
slavery  and  advocated  its  abolition.    Nevertheless,  as
the  editors  of  his  joul.nals  indicate  and  in  spite  of  his
progressively mol.e  active  role  in  the  abolition movement,
Emerson  considereQ  abolition  temperately  and  revealed
this  attitude  ''even  during the great  conflict,  in his
Proposal  i;o  compensate  the  southerners  for  their  loss.wL8
In  his  condemnation  of  the  instii;ution  of  sla.very
and  in  riis  advocacy  of  abolition,  Emerson  often  thought
of  the  American  situation  fin  terms  of Europe.    In  his
petition  at  a  Iiyceun meeting®in  1845|to  get  Wendell  I'hil-i
'
:
lips  to  speak  on  the  subject  of  slavery,  he  saidt that,  conL
17dournals
18doumals
V,   212.
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sidering  the  state  of  this  country at  that  time,  the  sub-
Sect  of  slavel`y  was  one  which  ought  to  be  heard  in  all
places  in New  England.    Hi.s  reasoning  was  that,  ''as  in
Europe  the  partition  of  Poland  was  an  outrage  so  flagrant"
that  all  Europeans  must  be  willing  to  hecar.  ''the  horrid
story"  over  and  over  again,  so  the  "iniquity  of  slavery
in  this  country"  was  so  great  that  Americans  ''must  con-
sent  to  be  plagued  with  it  from  time  to  time  until  some-
thing  is  done.W]9    In  early  1862,  before  the  Emancipation
Proclanation,  Emerson noted,  apparently with bitterness ,
that  Americans  in  i;he  North  were  moved  by  the  cause  of
slavery only with mere  sentiment;al  sympathy  just  like
that  v/hich ha,d  characterized  their  reaction  to  so  many
European  causes.    Because  of  this  temperament,  during  the
Greek Revolution,  they had  issued  only  a  qualified  declar-
ation  of  sprpathy;  in  the  French  strife  they had  tendered
Iiafayette  only  one  national  ship;  and,  during  the  Irish
famine,  they  finally  sent  out  some  Corn  and money  to
kelp  relieve  the  situation.    Now,  on  the  slavery. issue,
they  did  not  help much  either.2°
19do_als
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The  West  India Emancipation  was  the  abolition
product  of  Europe  to  which  Emerson  most  strongly  reacted
and  to  which  he  most  often  looked  a,a  an  object  lesson  for
America.    The  bill  had,  on  August  1,  1834,  freed  forever
the  slaves  in  the  British  Colony  an.d  provided  for  a  short
apprenticeship  in  order  to  make  the  transition  a  smooth
one.21    The  entire  transaction,  Emerson. wrote  after
reviewing  its  history reflected  an  ''irfinite  honor  on
the  people  and  parligment  of England.M22    |t  had  given
to  the  Negro  a  `'benefit  as  sudden  as  when  a  thermometer
is  brought  out  of  i;he  shade  into  the  sun"  and  had  given
him  Weyes  and  ears.W23    Indeed,  Emerson  said,   ``the  event
was  a moral  revolution  .   .   .  other  revolutions  have  been
the  insul'rection  of  the  oppressed;  this  was  the  rope-ntanoe
of .the  tyrant.M24    Unfortunately,  howevel`,  the  habit  of
oppression  was  not  destroyed  by  the  law,  for  it  soon
became  apparent  that  the  planters  ''were  disposed  to  use
their  old  privileges  and  overwork  the  apprentices.w25
2LEmerson,  .iwest  Iinia  Emancipation,"
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q!hinking  of  America  in  terms  of  all  this,  Emerson
I`enal.ked  that  while  he  had  ''mediated"  on  .lhis  solitary  .
walks  on  the  magrianimity  of  the  English Bench  and  Senate,
reaching  out  the  benefit  of  the  law  to  the  most  helpless
citizen  in  her  world,"  he  had  found  himself  "oppressed
by  other  thoughts."    Images  of  poor  men,  "very  ill-clothed,
very  igriorant  .   .   .  poor  black men  of  obscure  emplomeut
as  mariners,   cooks,  or  si;ewards  in  ships,"  had  come  to
haunt  him  as  he  recalled  that  these  were  freeborn  citi-
zens  of  ''our  Commonwealth  of  Massachusetts   .   .   .  whom  the
slave  laws  of  the  states  of  South Carolina,  Georgia,  and
Iiouisiana"  had  ar.re;ted  and  sold  as  slaves.26    |n  a
country where  this  could  take  place,  i;he  conscience  of
moral  men  had  to  awaken.    If  Americans  could  but  see
the  whip  applied  to  old  slave  men,  then  their  sympai;hy
with  the  poor`  aggrieved  planter  would  quickly  Change  into
anti-slavery feelings  parallel  to  those  of  the  prime
minister  of  England  and  the  King.a  privy  council.27
thinking back upon this  situation  after  the  Civil War




been  to  reconstruct  the  South,  but  first  the  North had
been  reconstructed  by  the  faoi;  that  every  democrat  who
went  south  and  .saw  Slavery  in  practio®  came  back  home
a  I.epublioan. 28
When  he  I.ea.a  the  req.uirements  of  the  Fugitive
Slave  Iiaw,  Emerson  became  furious.    He  wrote  then  that
he  had  lived  all  of  his  life  without` suffering  any ]mown
personal  inconvenience  from American  slavery,  and  had
never  felt  the  check  on his  free  .speech  and  action  until
''the  other  day,  when.ltr.  Webster,  by  his  personal  influ-
ence  brought  the  Fugitive  Slave  I,aw  on  the  count|.y.w29
While  he  still  f elt  that  the  wrong  of  slavery would
eventually be  righted,  his  impatience  burst  foith.    `'Thes®
delays,"  he  exclaimed,   "you  see  them  in  the  temper  of  the
times."    The  national  spirit  in America,  he  said,  was
"dl.owsy,"  "pro-occupied  with  interest,"  and  ''deaf  to
principle."    The  Anglousarcon  I.ace  was  proud,  selfish,
and  believed  only  in Anglo-Saxons.    ghen,  in  a  compari-
son  of  this  delay in abolition to  Eur'opean  situations,
28Emerson,   'lsoldierng  Momunent,  Concord,"
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.he  added:
In  1825,  GI.eece  found  America  deaf ,  Poland  found
America  deaf ,  Italy  and  Hungary  found  her  deaf .    Eng-
land mairitains  trade,  not  liberty;  stands  against
Greeoei  against  Hungaryi  against  Sohleswig  Holsteini
against  the  French Republic,  whilst  it  was  a republic.
Even  those  few  scholars  and  literary men who  pro-
fessed  to  be  lovers  of  liberty  and  had  supported European
oanses  wel`e  largely  indifferent  to  the  cause  of  abolition,
Emerson.said.    They were  ''1overs  of  liberty  im  Greeo®  and
Rome  and  the  English  commonwealth,l'  but  they  were  .'luke-
warm  lovers  of  the  libel.ty  of  America  in  1854."    No
longer  were  the  universities  ''as  in Hobbes  tine,  the
Col`e  of  rebellion .... w31
At  this  time,  in  the  year  of  the  Kansas-Nebras]ca
Act,  Emerson  wroi;e  that  one  of  i;he  chief  obstacles  in
the  path  of  abolition had  been  the  plea  on  the  par't  of
the  North  for  the 'preservation  of  the  Union.32    The  plea
disgusted  Emerson  and  reminded  him  of  Europe  for,  as  he
said,   ''the  most  audacious  cant  of  Europe  was   .*h®  Holy
Alliance.-and `of :America,   .the  extending  the  area  of
3°EE±„  pp.  224-25.
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32EEi£.,  p.   217.
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of  freedom, .  now  .... preservation  of  the  Union. "33
Besides,  he  argued,  there  was  no  union  to  preserve  any-
way,  for  it  was  impossible  for.a  citizen  of MassaohusettB
to  travel  t]rmough Kentucky  and Alabama  and  speak  his
mind.34    |n  addition,  the  lawlessness  of  certain  sections
of  the  country was  like  that  of  some  European  areas.    As
a  result,  the  ''constituted  authorities  were  forc'ed  to
content  thems`elves  with  such  obedience  as  tbey  Could  get.W
One  such  region  in Anel.ica was  South  Carolina.    "turkey
has  its  Algiers  and Moroooo,"  he  said,  "Naples  ltg  Gal-
abria,  Rome  its  Fondi,  London  its  Alsatia  .   .   .  Bristol
County  its  Slab  Bridge."    South  Oal`olina,  too,  ''must  be
Set  down  in  that  infamous  category.«35
When  the  Chief  goal  of  the  abolitionists  beoari®'
'
legally  established wil;h  the  preliminary Emancipation
Proclanation  in  September,  1862,  Emerson  obviously was
delighted.    .IThe  territory  of  the  Union  shines  today,"
he  wrote,  `'with  a  lustre  which  every European  emigrant.
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pemanence.W36    He  compared  this  American  proclamation
with  other  ''moments  of  the  expansion  of  libertyw  in
both  Europe  and  Anerloa.    History  had  soon,  he  gala,
the  confession  of  Augsburg,  the  plantation  of America,
the  English  Commonwealth  of  1648,  the  Declaration  of
Amel`ican  Independen.ce  in  1776 ,  the  British Emancipation
of  slaves  in  the  West  Indies,  the  passage  of  i;he  Reform
Bill,  the  repeal  of  the  Corn  Iiaws,  and  now  thel'e  had  come
at  last  the  Emancipation Proclanation  in America.37    In-
deed,  Emerson.a  faith  in  the  Union was  so  restored  that
he  was  both  disgusted  and  puzzled  that  many Eul.opeans    {.
should  think  that  it  was  impossible  for  the  North  to
Coerce  eight  million  people  to  come  under  1;he  government
and  accept  the  proolanation. -  ''This  was  an  odd  thing  for
and  Englishman,  a Frenchman,  or  an Austrian  to  say,''  he
observed,  when  one  remembered  "Europe  of  the  last  seventy\l,
years"  wii;h  ''i;he  condition  of  Italy,  until  1859-f  Poland
since  1793 ,.-- of France,  of French Algiers,  uhf British
Ireland,  and British India."38
36Efierson ,   MEmamcipation. Proclamation , "
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Iiike  many  reformers  of  his  day,  Emerson  frequently
considered  the  question  of .the  need  for  war.    In  1838,
he  noted  that  many Americans  were  asking,  as  men  through-
out  history had  asked,  if  love  could  not  answer  the  same
end  as  wad  and  if  peace  could  not  be  as  well  as  war'.    In
this  age,  however,  he  observed,  there  were  thousands  of
men  un.der  arms  in  the  ''vast  Colonial  system  of  the  British
empire,  of Russia,  Ausi;ria  and Francew  and,  at  first  glanoo,
it  appeared  that  the  military  establishment would not
yield  in  Centuries  to  the  co feeble  depreca.i;ory voices  of
a  handful  of  friends  of  peace."    Yet,  if  one  looked  further
to  the  omen .of  ''the  universal  Cry for  reform  of  so  many
inveterate  abuses,  with which  society rings,"  then war       ,
had  ''a  short  day,"  was  ''on  its  last  legs,W  and  blood  would
''oea,se  to  flow."    When  he  thought  of  this  in  terms  of  botb
Europe  and  America,  he  was  like  many  other  American  peace
crusaders  who,  as  Merle  Cur.ti  has  pointed  out,  believed
that  it  was  the  duty of  the  United  States  to  lead Europe
tQ  cooperating  in  the  peace  movement.39    Thus,  he  argued
:±:r±£±5;r8#;±fr¥,ffipngCrusade (rmhan:
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that  the  initiative would not  take ..place  in  a  ''feudal
Europew  or  in  an  ar.ea  llwhel'e  no  onward  step  can  be  taken
without  rebellion,"  but  l'in  this  broad America  .   .   .
where  .   .   .  mankind  shall  say what  shall  be."    Her.e  it
would  be  deolded  if  there  would  be  war  or  peace.4°
To  the  extent  implied  above,  Emerson  looked  for-
ward  to  peace,  and  pl`obably  advocated  it,  but  he  was  not
a  pacifist.    He  believed  that  war  was  a method  by which
needed  reforms  could  sometimes  be  achieved  even  though
rgivolutionary war  did not  always  bring  the  golden  age
which  its  advocates  had  predicted.    Evils  like  slavery   ,.
coupled  with  peace  were  far  worse,  he  wrote,. than  a war
which would  bulm  Capitals  and  slaughter  regiments  and
which  would  free  those  held  in  bondage  in  the  South.41
War,  ''when  seen  in  the  remote  past  in  the  infancy  of
society  appears,"  Emerson  wl.ote,  ''a  part  of  the  cormectioh
of  events,  and  in  its  place,  necessary."    The  ancient  Flu-
tarch,  for  example,  considered  the`  invasion  and  conquest
of  the  East  by Alexander  a bl`ight  and  pleasing  page  in
history,  for  it  united  the  Greeks,  gave  them  an  enlang®d
49En®rson,   "War,"
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Public  spirit,  and  Carried  the  Greek  cultur.e  to  Persia.42
0i;her  wars  were  good,  Emerson  gaid,  in  that  they. for-
war.ded  the  cause  of  freedom.    With  this  in  mind,  when  he
. publicly welcomed  the  Hungarian  freedon fighter,  Ko8suth,
to  Concord,  he  spoke  of  Concord  as  a monument  of  freedom
where  ''brave  farmer.s  had  opened  our  Revolution"  im  the
fight  for American  liberty.    tphen,  in  association with
Europe,  he  added:
But  we  think  that  the  graves  of  our  heroes  around
us  thl`ob  today  to  a  footstep  thai;  sounded  like  their
own ....  And  as  the  shores  of  Eur.ope  and  America
approach  every month  and  their  politics  will  one  day
mingle,  where  the  Crisis  ar'rives  it  will  find us  all
Hin±:=;i:dbsf=::e:a:£r::dfh:or:g:i;r=:o:a38S°f
In  thinking  about  the  good  aspects  of  the European
wars,  Emel'son noted. that,  like  all  war.s  in  which  law has
little  force,  they  had  put ` evel'y man  on  trial, . had  denion-  .
strated  the  personal merits  of  all men,  and had  revealed
the  man  of  principle.    In the  civil wars  of France,  for
instance,  the  persona,1  integrity  Of Montaigrie  had  shom
him to  be  ''as  good  at  least as  a 'I.egiment.I;44    |n
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addition,  the  French Revolution  had  been  worthwhile  for
it  had  taught  men  "great  lessons.II    It  taught  them  that
''the  relaxing  of  the  moral  bands  of  Society"  would  be
followed by  cruelty,  that  there  "was  a  limit  beyond whiob
the  terrors  of  a  standing  army  .   .   .  could not  avail,"
and  that  there  was  a  point  beyond  which  the  patieno®  and
fears  ".of  a  dountrodden  people  could  not  go.W45    Emerson
probably would  have  been  the  first  to  admit;,  however,
that  the  lessons  had  not  been very well  leaned  by  i;he
French  themselves,    In  1848,  he  observed  that  the  latest
French Revolution,  which was  socialistic  as  opposed  to
our mere  political  American Revolution,  had  come  as  a
surprise  to  everyone  except  the  Wsinple  wor]men,  porters,
shoeblacks,"  and  a  few  statesmen.46    The  American  Civil
War,  too,  he  wrote  in  1861,  Was  a great  teacher,  ''still
opening  our  eyes  wider  to  some  larger  consideration.w47
A  Consideration  of  the  American  Civil  War  in
terms  of  these  French wars  and  in  terms  of  what  it  could
accomplish  by way  of  the  removal  of.  slavery,  convinced
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recover  the  general  prosperity,  the  destruction  of
slavery  is  worth, so  much."    Fortunai;Sly,  however,  he
observed,  it  did not  ta,ke  so  much  time  to  get  well  again,
for,  as  the  French  had  shown  after  each  of  their  wars,
''a  years  labor,  a  new  harvestw  coul.d  "repair  the  damage
of  ten  years  of  war."48    Ag  a  result;,  Emerson  vyrote  con-
fib.I€ntly thai;  if America  survived  the  war,  it  would  be
the  controlling  world  power  of  the  future.49   After  the
war was  over  he  Called  it  ''a healthful  revolution which
had  achieved  the  abolition  of  slavery and which had given
men  the  hear`t  to  undertake  a whole  new  scope  of  ref om.5°
When thinking  about  the  need for righting  the
conditions  of  the  poor,  he  looked  to  the  example  Europe
had  set  and  concluded  that  reform movements,  especially
in  the  form of  I.evolutions,  did not  Correct  the  situation.
The  French Revolution,  he  wl.ote,  for  exampl,e,  had  attraotod
48ERE.,   434.
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to  it  all  the  hopes  of  the  poor,  but  at  its  end  poverty
`'stood  as. fast  and  fierce  as  ever."    Likewise,  AmerlcanB
put  faith in  democracy,. believing  that  its  republicall
p±inciples  would  permit  reform movements  to  press  their
causes  and  achieve  their  goals  thl.ough  suffrage.    Emerson
anticipated  that  one  day Amel`icans  who  so  lent  themselves
''to  each maligriant  party"  that  assailed  what, was  ''eminentn
worild  learn  that  there  was  a  tldistinction  in  the  natul'o
of  thingsll  which  was  not  removable  and  that  the  "offense
of  superiority  in  persons"  could  not  be  removed.51
In  spite  of  the  belief  that  there was  a natur.al
ar'istocraoy  which  could  hardly  b.e  changed,  Emel'son  did
pay  Close  attention  to  the  social  Condition  of  the  lower
Classes  in  Amel`ica  and  in  Europe  and  condemned  much  of
what  he  saw.    In  June,  1841,  he  wrote  that  the  ''stat®
must  consider  the  poor man  and  all  voices  must  speak  for
him.    Every  child  that  is  bolm must  have  a  just  chance
for  his  bread."    Unfol.i;tmately,  however,  young men  upon
entering  life  found  ''the  way  to  lucrai;ive  employments
blocked  with  abuses."     ''The  ways  of, tl`ade,"  for  exanpl®,
5ha6rs6n,__w4ri±toeT±ey., » . IIeetures  ±=±  Biographical
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had  Mgrown  selfish  to  the  borders  of  theft,  and  supple
to  the  borders  .   .   .  of  fraud.W52    Part  of  the  problem
lay  also,  Emerson noted  that  other  reformers  had  Bald,
with  the  laws  of  pl'operty which  permitted  individual
men  to  fence  in  and  monopolize  land  which  providence  had
given  all  mankind  to  use.53    Emerson  himself  said  that
while  the  rights  of  all  persons  were  equal  ''in virtue  of
their  access  io  reasoii,"  their rights  ln  propel`ty were
very  uneq.ual.    ''One  man  ouns  his  olotheg,  and  another
ouns  a  Country..i54
ghe  effect  of  these  conditions,  Emersori  stated,
was  to  create  a  Wgtanding  aritagonism  between  the  oonserva-
tive  and  the  demooratio  classesn  'and  between  "those  who
have  node  i;heir  fortunes  and  the  yountg  and  poor  who  have
fortunes  to  make.''    the  latter,  who  came  from  the  middle
Classes  as  well  as  from  among  the  poor,   desil`ed  to  "keep   \
open  every  avenue  to  i;he  competition  of  all."    The  Euro-
pean,  Napoleon,  merson  wl`ote,  was  i;he  representative
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of  this  class  in  Franco,  America,  and  throughout  Eur`op®.
He  .lriiew  the  meaning  and  value  of  labor,  and  threw  him-
self  natur.ally  on  that  side.W55    It  was  he  who  had  been
a  ''subverter  of  monopoly  and  abuse"  and  who  had  changed
''feudal  Francew  into  a  "young  ohio  or  New  York.w56    |t
was  true,  Emerson  admitted,  thai;  Napoleon  had  taken  many
liberties  from  the  people,  but  when  one  thoutght  of  Europe
and America,  it  beoane  evident  that  "the  people  don.i
want  liberty,  --they want  bread,  and  though  republicanism
would  give  them more  bread  after  a  year  or  two  it  would
•not  until  then,  and  they want  bread  every  day."    In  a
.later  era  in France,I for  example,  Iiouis  Napoleon  had  said,
'.I  will  give  you work,"  and  the  people  believed  him.
Similarly,  in America,  ''we  hold  out  the  sane  bribe,   Oroagt
beef  and  two  dollars  a  day,"'  and,  as  a result,  Americans  ,
l'will  not  go  for  liberty  of  other  peoplew  but  for  ''what-
ever  promises  new  Chances  for  young  men,  more  money  to
men."57
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When  Emel.son  looked  to  England,  he  found  there
also  conditions  with which  he  could  compar`e  the  Boclal
situation  in America.    In  1848,  he  noted,  for  exanplo,
that  whenever he  got  into  our  first-class  cars  on  the
Fitchbur.y Road  and  saw  working  men  in  their  shirt-sloeve8
taking  their  seats  beside  well-dressed  gentlemen,  he  could
not  help  but  imagine  'the  astonishment  with  which  this
would  strike  the  Englishaen.    In  this  respect,  it  would
not  be  "fit  to  tell  Englishmen  that  America  iB  like
England,"  for j2p  compar.ison  America  wag  the  paradise  of
the fhifd,  class.58   |n this  respect,  then,  in  spite  of
his  usual  admiration  of  things  English,  Emerson  placed
America  on  top.    Yet  it,  too,  like  England,need`od  to  have
some  of. her  social  Conditions  ameliorated.    Phe  question
was  how  this  wa,s  to  be  accomplished.
When Emerson  pondered  American  social  conditions
in  light  of  reform movements,  one  of  his  first  responses
was  to  say  ''1et  the  anelioration`  .   .   .  proceed  from  1;he
concession  of  the  rich,  not  fron  the  grasping  of  the







European Robert  Owen who  said,  in  a  slightly  different
context  but  with ,applicable  implications,  ''You may  depend
.on  it,  thel`e  are  ag  tender  hearts,  and  as  much good  will
to  serve  men,  in  palaces  as  in  Cottages.w6°
Emersonls  willing  acoeptanoe  of  this  idea wag
probably due  in  part  to  his  great  distrust  of mobs  as
the  actol`s  for  reform.     ''The  mob,"  he  wrote,  "1s  man  volun-
tarily descending  to  the  nature  of  the  beast  ..... it®
actions  are  insane.W6L    It  was  also  motivated  by his
• belief  that  ''the  lopposition.  papers,  so  Called,"  were
on  th.e 'sane  side  in  that  they  attacked  the  great  capi-
talist  only wit;h  1;he  '?aim  to  bake  a  oapitallst  of  the
poor man.W62    Indeed,  it  was  almost  inevitable  that  if
the  `'exoluded majority"  revenged  themselves  on  the  "exolu-
ding minority"  and  killed  them,  a new  class  would  find
itself  at  1;he... top,  ''as  Certainly ae  cream rises  in  a  ,
bowl  of  milk.W63    In  addition,  Emerson  did not  see  in
•  60doumals
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the  methods  of  the  European  reform movements,  such  ag
Chartism,   examples  which  he  wanted  Americans  to  emulate.
During  hlg  visit  to  Euz`ope,  in.-April,,1848,  he  noted
that  the English wer.e  then  expecting  "a Chartist  revolu-
tion  on Monday next®W64    In  addition,  he  observed  that
if  one  treated  the  Ohartists  civilly,  they suspected him
and  thought  he  was  Wgoing  to  do \then.M65    |n  a  Clear.er
revelation  of  his  feelings  toward  them,  however,  Emel.son
wrote  that  a  man  of  honor  could  not  5o±m  the  Standard  of
the  Char.tists,  for  they had  ''been  dragged  in  their  igno-
rance  by furious  chiefs  to  the  Red Revblution"  and  are
'\
''full  of murder."    Therefore,  against  their  desire,  men
of  honol'  were  frequently forced. to  5oin with  the  rich.
This  was  bad,  Emerson  believed,  for. instead  of  joining
the  I`ioh,  they  should  have  abhorred  both  the  orimes  of
the  Ohartist  arid  the  selfishness  of  the  rich  and  remained
neutral until,  each  gid®,  through  its  excesses,  learned to
accept  lltriser  Counsels.W66    qhen,  in  thinking  of  what
European  Chartism  said  tb  America,  EnerBon  observed  that
64dourmals .VII,   429-30.
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in  using  this  teohaique  "England.a  six  points  of  Char.tlBnn
were  !'still  postponed."    In  America,  however,  we  had
granted  these  points  to  begin with  and  by a  oontinuatlon
of  this  Bane  spirit  wog"in  the midst  of  a great  I`evolu-
tion;.  would  be  able  to  accomplish  peao6fully what  .lel8e-
where  went  by beheadings,  of massacre,  and  reigns  of
terror."    This  revolution,  he  wrote,  was  ''the  work  of  no
man,  but  the  effervesoence  of nature ....  and not  an
\,
abolitionist,  not. an  idealist,  oan  say without  effrontery,
I  did  it."67
0n  the  other  side  of  the  Coin,  howevel`,  one  must
at  least  note  the  fact  that  on  a few  occasions  Einerson
argued  that  the  lower  olaeses  help  themselve.g.    Once  h®
wrote,  for  example:    "Can  we  not  learn  the  l®ggon  of
8elf-help?    Society  18  full  of  infirm  people,  who  lneoB-
3antly  B`xpmon  others  i;a  serve  them.w68
\'
b reacting  to  European  communitarian8 ,  "Utopiann
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He  wrote,  for  example  in  1844,  that  the  new  movements
in  the  civilized world  such  as  ''the  communism  of  Franco,
Germany,  and  Switzerland,  the  Trades  Unions,  the  English
Iieague  against  the  Com Laws;  and  the  Industl.ial  Statlg-
tics''  were  all  oonsoquences  of  the  I'evolution  in  the
state  of  society wrought  by  trade.    So  also,  he  said,
were  the  communities  which  had  sprung  up  ln  ''this  oormon-
wea|th.W69    Another  time,  he  noted  that  these  ootoperative
associations  wel.e  being  tried  in  both  England  and Amerioa.7°
In most  cases  they were  following,  or  advancing  beyond,
the  idea.s  of  the  Eul`opeans  St.  Simon,  Fourier,  and  Owen.
Three  communistic  communities  following  these  ideas  had
already  been  formed  in Massachusetts,  he  said.    Ihey'aimed
1;o  "give  ovel`y member  a  8har.e  im  the  manual  1abor`,  to
give  an  equal reward  to  labor  and  to  talent,  and  to  unite
a  liberal  oultul`e  with  an  eduoat'ion  to  labor.w7L
Emerson  was  able  to  t'truly honor"  many  of  the
ideas  of  these  sooialistg  and  the  enthusiasm with which
~`   they  were  urged.    The  doctrines  of .Owen,  mel`son  beliov®d
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for  example,  were  reasonable  and  his  teachlnggi  concerning
the  doctrine  of  labor` and  reward  were  preached  with  l'the
fidelity  and  detyotlon  of  a  saint.W72    When  Emerson  visited
Brook Farm,  he  noted  that  its  founders  deserved  praise  in
that  Wthey made  what  all  men  try  to  make--an  agreeable
place  i;o  live  in ....  It  was  a  perpetual  picnic.   .   .   ®w73
He  observed  that  for  such  a  ''oharming Elysium"  Fourler
had  even  solved  the  pl`oblem  of  how  to  get  the  dirty work
done.     W.Nothing  go  delights  the  young  Caucasian  child,OW
Four.ier  had  written,  ''.as  dirt..''    ]h®refore,  'l.the
children  from  six  to  eight,  organized  into  oompanieg  with
flags  and unifoms  shall  do  this  last function of  Civili-
zation. . ii 74
In  spite  of  the  fact  that  he  admired  some  of  the
ohaz'actel'isticg  of  these` Communities  and  even  considered
helping  to  form  one  himself g  Emerson  did not  feel  that       \\
they would  be  guocossful.    In g±g P±±±,  he  wl.ote,  in  1842,i
\
that  the  l'increasing zeal  and mmbers  of  the  disciples
of Fourier  in America  and Eul'ope,"  entitled  then  to  an
attention  by the  rest  of  society.    WheL  one  gave  them
Vol.  X  of 'Works
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this  attention,  however,  he  would  discover  that  .'Fourier
had  skipped  no  fact  but  one,  nanely,  life.W75    |t  wag
`  easy,  Emerson  ©aid,  to  gee  what  would  be  the  effect  of
this  system  if  it  were  developed  on  any largo  scale  in
America.    As.  soon  as  people  got  wind  of  the  doctrine  of
mar'riage  which  it  advocated,  it  Wwould  fall  at  once  into
the.hands  of  a  lawless  crew  who  would  flock  in  troops  to
so  fair  a game"  and,  as  a  resul.t,  all  of  the  dreams  of
its  sincere  advocates  would  disappear,  ''like  the  dreams
of  poetic `people  on  the  first  outbreaJf  of  the  Old French
Revolution,W  in  a  ''slime  of  mire  and  blood.W76    WEvery
experiment,W  he  wrote,  ''that  has  a  sensual  and  selfish
end will  fail.    The  pacific Fouri®r will  be  as  ineffloient
as  the  pemioioug  Napoleon.W77    When  he  wrote  of  the
Harvard  Shakers  in  1842,  Emerson noted  that  theil`  exper-
iment might  have  "great  value  in the  heart  of  the  country
as  a model  farm,"  but  when  he  visited  them  a  second  time
in  1844,  he  became  disgusted  with  some  of  their  practio®s.
75R&|ph  Waldo  Emerson,   WFourierism  and  i;he  Socialists,"
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When  he  saw  their  "family worship,"  he  said  in  agBocia-
tion with  Europe,  that  he  could  "remenber  nothing  but
the  SDedale £±± p=:i=z±  at  Palermo;  this  shaking  of  their
hands  like  the  paws  of  dogs;  before  them  ag  they  Bhuffl®d
in  this  dunce-dano®  seemed  the  last  deliration."    Such
foolishness  would  hardly make  for  a  suooessful  experiment.78
Neither  did Emerson  here  any mol`e  faith  in Brook Farm®
He  believed  that  "Mr.  and Mrs.  Ripley"  were  the  only  ones
who  had  identified  themselves  with  the  community and  that
all  the  others  were  experimenters  who  would  stay only lf
it  thrived.    It  would hardly thrive,  however,  for most
of  the  membeI`s  were  adventul.erg  who  would  Wshirk  work.079
What  value  did  these  cormthities  have,  then,
whether  in Europe  or  in ,America?    Theil'.lasting value,
Einerson  Concluded, ` in.` 1844,  was  that  they  indicated  that
a revolui;ion was  on  the  way in which  the  govemmont  had
to  educate  the  poor man.8°
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Emerson  also  responded  ln  a moderate  way  to  thoB®
reformers  who  advooated  women.a  rights.    The  role  women
played  in  society was,  he  believed,  very  important.
''Whai;  is  Civilization,"  he  wl.ote  in  1862,  but  the  "power
of  good  women."    Ag  he .thought  of  both Europe  and  America
in relation  to  this,  he  added  that  thel.e  was  no  better
way  to  account  for  `'the  gulf  between  the  best  interoourso
of men  in  old  Athena,  in  Iiondon,  or  in  our American  cap-
itals"  and  the  lowly existeno®  of  lesser  8ooi6ties  than
by the  influence  of women  in  the  higher  civilizations.81
The  English  "heroine,"  Mrs.  Iiucy Hutchinson,  for  example,
-had  enhanced  and  forwarded  her  husband.s  career  and,  thug,
the  good  of English gooiety,  by reflecting  ''hig  oun
glories  upon him"  to  the  extent  that  ''all  that  she was,
was  him,  while  he  was  her.a .... M82    Right  position  of
women  in  the  state  then  was  a  Wgufficierit  measure  of
oivilizatlon|'  for  woman.a  proper  position,  En®rson  eiald
I`ather  conservatively,  Should  "place  the  sexes  in fight
8hierson,"'Wonant"
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positions  of  mutual  respectl'  and  should  breed  Wcoul.tesy
and  learning,  conversation  an.a  wit,  1n  her  rough mate
.... "83
When'he  looked  at  America  in  light  of  this,
Emerson  believed  that  the  ''new  claim  of  woman  to  a  pol-
itical  status"  Was  ''itself  am  honorable  testimony"  to  the
civilization which had given  ''her  a  civil  status  new  in
history."    Now  that  A]nerican  law  pemltted  woman  to  control
her  property,  it  was  lnevitabl6  that  she  should  take  ''th®
next  Step  to  her  share  in  power.W84    Th®I.efore,  he  Said,
certainly Americans  should  let  her  be  better  placed  Wln
the  laws  and  in  social  forms«  than  she  ourrent|.y w;a.85
It  was  her.e  in America  that  her  futul.e  lay,  for  her
advance  had  begun  in  Eul`ope  and  moved  to  America.     It
had  been  initiated  by  the  lldeificatlon  of  womanU  by
European  Catholicism  in  the  sixteenth  and  Beventoenth
Centuries.    gh`en,  it `had  moved  into  a  second  epoch  in
France  where  woman  had  Changed  from  a  I'ude  to  a  polite
oharaoter  in the  age  of Louis XIV..,   Eventually,  it  had
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shifted  to  America  during  Emerson.8  age  where  woman.g
enlistment  in  the  anti-slavery movements  gave  her  .la
feeling  of  public  duty  and  an  added  Eielf-respect."    Now,
Emerson  said,  there  was  a  new  attitude  tower.ds  women  which
urged  their  "rights  to  e`duoation,  to  avenues  of  employ-
ment,  to  equal  rights  oft property,  to  equal  rlghtg  in
marriage,  to  the  exercise  of  the  professions,  and  of
suffrage."    ghen,  he  added,  in  a  surmary  of  his. personal
view,  "I  do. not  thinl=  it  yet  appears  that  women  wish  this
equal  shar`e  in  public , affa|igdw86
/v
ELerson  practiood  ''temperance"  in  regar.d  to  the.
temperance  ref om movement.     Sometimes,  however,  he
responded negat`1vely  to  it,  and  as  with  other  I.eforms,
he  thought  of  it  in  terms  of  America  and  Europe.    In
November,  1834,  for  exanple,  he  asked  saI'castically,  llls  \!
the  question  of  temperance  pledges  a  question  whether  w®   i
will,  in  a pestilence  go  into  quarantine?"87    Several
yea,rs  late.I  he  declared  that  he  would not  pledge  himself
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•lnot  to  drink wine,  not;  to  drink  ink  ....  lest  I  hanker
tomorrow  to  do  these  very  things  by reason  of  my having
tied  my  hands.W88    After  the  temperance  movement  had
` been  successful  in  some  areas,  Emerson  lamented  on  his
travels  that  the  temperance  society had `''emptied  the
bar-room"  and  made  it  a  ''cold  place.W89    His  criticisms
and,laments  did  not  mean,  howeverO  that  ELerson  advooated
heavy  drinking  and  drutermegg.    "Wine,"  he  once  wrote,
''is  properly drunk as  a salutation;  it  is  a liquid  oompli-
ment."9°   A  better  solution  to  the  entire  problem,  Emerson
wrote,  would  be  to  follow  the  example  of  the  European,
Napoleon  Bonaparte,  who  said  that  he  l'found  vices  very
good  patriots"  and  that  ''he  got  five  millions  from  the
love  of  brandy  and  he  should  be  glad  to  ]mow  which  of
the  virtues  would 'pay  him  that  much.''`    In  America,  then,
we  could  also  harm.ess  our  evil  agents  and  "force  them  to
i serve  against  their  will  the( ends  of  wisdom  and  virtue"i
by,  for  exanple,  t`axing  "whi,skey  and  rum  almost.to  the
joint  of  prohibition.w91      1
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Emerson,  then,  throughout  his  life  responded  to
many  refoin movements  in  America  and  thought  of  them  in
tens  of European  precedents,  conditions,  men,  and  ref om
activity.    If|in his  reaction,  he  appeared  to  be  a mod-
erate  who,  as  Frederio  Eves  Carpenter  has  pointed  out,
"distrusted  the   d3ommunegp ,  and  praised  peace  and  temp-
erance  with quallfioations,  and  urged women.a  rights
only to  rectify  injustices,  he  did  progrosslvely become
an  enthusiastic  abo||t'ionist. w92
thinking  of  all  the  reform movements  Collectively,
including  abolition,  arid  of America  in relationship  to.
Europe,  Emerson  wrote:
Shall  it .be  said  of  America,  as  of  Russia,  ''It  was
a fine  fruit  spoiled  befol.e  it  had  ripened?"    Don.i
undel`estimate  the  wish  t.o  make  out  a  presentable
cause  before  foreign  nations.    We  wish  to  come  into
the  Court  with  clean hands,  and,  looking  at  our.  affair
through  the  eyes  of France  or  England  or  Germany,
through  the  eyes  of  liberal fore
helps  our  common  sense  to  rally. §Fers  Wonderfully
Finally,  one  should note  that  for Emerson  i;h®
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movements  as  such  oi  in  a  trust  of  numbers.    Instead,
it  lay in  .'reliance  on  the  sentiment"  of  each  individual
man who  should  have  a feeling  that  he  is  the  "strongest
when most  private  and  alone."`94    Yet,  in  the  latter
part  of  his  life,  begirming  about  the  time  of  the  Strong
thrust  of  the  abolition movement  in  the  1850.8  and  increa-
sing  after  the  omanoipatlon  of  the  slaves  in  the  early`
1860.a,  Emerson  stressed  this  less  and  leaned  toward  a
greater .pragratism in his  assertions  for ref om.
~  .`   t!#:,
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qHE  BREsslAVG  OF  A  BENEFICIAL  GEOGRAPH]r
As  a  yoimg marl  of  twenty,  Emersoa  wrote  percep-
tively that  the  members  of  each  proud new generation  of  I
mankind boasted  of  their  dominion  over nature,  but  for-
got  that  it  was  the  Secret  powers  of  natur.e  and  their
natural  envirormont  which had made  them  all they were.1
Many  years  later,   in  a  poem  entitled  WNatur®,n  h®  ®xpr®Bs®d
the  3ane  idea  when  ho  wrote  that  natul`e  ''ma]=es  and moldg''
men  into  «what  they  are.''2    Although Em®r8on  &1go  oon-
Bidered Dan.OB  effect  upon nature,  generally ho  Continued
1Jotmalg I,  299.
2Emerson,  "Nature ip Poems VO1.
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throughout  his  life  to  emphagizo  nature.a  Control  over
men. .   In  so  doing,  he  made  frequent  oompar'igonB  between
European  and American  geogl.aphies  and .between  the  influ-
• enc®  which  googl'aphy  had  exel`ted  upon  European  develop-
i
Dent  and  its  potential  influence  upon Americazi  Society;
An  illustration  of  one  way  in  which Emerson
associated Europe  and America  in  this  respect  may b®
found  in his  Comparison  of  the  inspirational  qu?lltieg
posseBged  by European  regions  to  those  of  the  Boston  area.
H®  observed  that  inany `dlgc±ininating  persona  Claimed
that  the  European  city  of  Rome  was  ''endowed  with  the
enchanting  property .of  inspiring  a longing  in men  th®r®   ,
to  live,  there  to  die."    As  he  Considered. the  Claim,  h®
noted  that  the  climate  of  Boston  also  inspired men,  for
it  Stimulated  them  to  become versatile  ae  they adapted   .
to  it.    then,  in  a  closer  Comparison with Europe, .ho
- added :
What .'VaBari  says,  thl'ee  hundred  years  ago,  of
tne  Republican  city  of  Florence  might  be  said  of
BostonS  llthat  the  desire  for  glory and  honor  is'powerfully generated  by the  air  of  that  place,  in
the.,   men  of  every  profe_ssion;  whereby  all  who  posse8g
are  impelled  to  stl.uggle  that` they may not  remain
in  the  sane  grade  with  tho'se  whom  they' perceive  to
be  only men  like  thems®1veg ....    W®.find  no  1®ee
gtinulus  ln  our native  air.  .   .L  ®    Now England  i.
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a  sort  of  Scotland.     .I  hard  to  gay why.    01inato
ig  much ,..,
In  addition  to  the  inspil.ational  aspects  of geog-
raphical  influences,  Emerson  also  wrote  about  the  supply
of natural  resour.cos  which  a beneficial  geography Should
possess.    The  relationship  between  these  and  marl  Should
be  the  same,  he  said,  as  the  "oorrespondano®  that  iB
between  thil`st  ln' the  stonaoh  and  water  in  the  Spring."
the  elements  of  nature  offered  their  sel'vices  to  meet
the  need  of  man.    the  sea,  for  example,  offered  its  aid   `
''as  the  key to  all  lands"  1n `the  building  of  empires. if
man would  but  "hold"  it.    In  similar  manner,  rock,lead,
quicksilver,  tin,  gold,  forests  of woods,  fruits,  animals,
and many  other  products  of man' 8  geographical  envlroment
were  his  ''natural  pla]pates."    If man,  then,  used  all  of
the  beneficial  aspects  of  his  geography,  he  could  Control
or  be` master  of  that  geograptry.4
When  h®  thought  of  Europe  and  Am®I..1ca  ln  this
light,  Emerson  observed  that  the  victory of Buropean3
over nature  brought  to  mind  such  things  as  the  ''gword
3Emerson ,   "Bostoni ':.E±±±±==± !=±g±9=][ ££
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of  Caesar,mtho  "boat  of  Coltmbug,"  and  the  "telogcop®
of  Galileo.W    Iriese  were  signs  of  the  advance  of  civil-
1zation  and  of  an  inol`eaged  Control  by man  of  his  geog-
raphioal  environment.    Now,`. `Emergon  said,  America  poe-
g®gsed  all wealth.    It  had  put  tinber,  mines,  and  the
sea  into  the  possession  of  a  "people  who  wield  all  thog®
wonderful  machines,  have  the  secret  of  steam,  of  ®1eo-
tricity;  and have  the  power  and  habit  of  lnvontion."    Ag
a result  of  these  gifts  fron the  American geography and
of  man'8  reooption  of  them,  Americans  were  rapidly  Con-
quol'ing  their  ezivironment.    In  the  decades  of  the  slxtiee
and  Seventies,  for  exinple,  they had used  the  railroad
and  telegraph  to  Subdue  their  'l®nomoug  geogr&phyw  and
had made  the  unsettled  regions  of  the  Northwest  bocom®
linda  of  promise.    then,  when  the  people  had  Swarmed  to
.the 'West  and  had found  arid  land,  ''ae  if  to  stimulate
our  energy,"  gold,  Silver,  and  oo'al  were  found  in  the
midst  of  the  sterile wasteland.    In  addition,  American.
had  proved  true  the  fable  froin gaurida,  in Pergla,  which
said th?t  one  Could  stick an  iron tube  in  any earth
which 8prapg of  petioletm,  apply a light  to  its  upper
®hd,:and  thus  mak.  it  burn  for  a number  of  y®arg.    A
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g`aurida  had  boon  found  ln  PermBylvania  and  Ohio,  Eneroon
wrote,  and  ''if  they  have.not  the  lamp  of Aladdin,  they
have  the  Aladdin  oil.    R®sources  of America,  why  one
thin]=B  of  St.   Simon.a  a,aying  i;hat  .Bh®  Golden  Ago  ig  Lot
behind,  but  before  you. "5
Never  before,  Emerson  concluded,  had  ally  country
pogsesged  ''guch  a  fortune,  ag  men  call  fortune,  as  this,
in  its  geogl.aphy,  its  history,  and  in  its majestic  pos-
sibilities."6    q}h®rofor®,  the  .'hom®  of  manw  was  h®r®  in
America  and  it  wag  here  that  a  «n®w  ord®rd  would  enenge..7
When Emerson  Commented  on  geographic  determinism,
h-e  ral`ely mentioned  an.y European  country  except  England.
H®  mentioned  the  old motherland  frequently,  however,  and
&ssooiat®d  the  blessing  which  its  geography  oongtitut®d    i]
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published  in  1856,
Emerson  said  that  the  climate  and  g®ogr&phy  of  England
had.been  a  prize  for  the  boot  race.8    Indeed,  natul.a
acting  through  the  Climate  and  geography  of  the  land
had  detemined  that  only a  "rude  rac®''  with  the  llbost
will  and  ginew«  Should  inhabit  it.    ghen,  once  it  had
chosen  that  race,  nature  continued  acting  through  clipat®
and geography to  keep"that  will  alive  and alert."    One
of  the most  important  aspects  of  the  geography through
which  it  acted,  Emel`son  said,  was  .the  goo.    It  disjoined
the  people  from  others  alid  kindled  them  to  a  fierce
nationality.    It.gave  them markets  on  every  Side.    Perhap.
it  even  served  as  a  'tgalvanic  battery"  to  ''di8tributo.':
. acids  at  one  pole  and  alkali®B  at  the  othel`,"  for  lt
seemed  that  England  tended  to  accunulat®  her  liberalg  in
America  and  her  conservatives  ai;  London.    Phig  zneant,
< inerson  said,  that  the  Scandim&viang  ln  the Engllgh race
had  rem&inod  at  home  where  they  Could  still 'hear  in  "®v®ry
age  the murmurs  of `th.ir mother,  the  oceans."    As  a result
of  the  effect  of  guoh`a  sea  ae  this,  Em®rgon  wrote,  ono®
the  land had  gotten a har'dy people  iuto  it®  "they  Could
8Epe.'  p`.  76.  ,
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not  help  boooming  the  sailors  and  factor.a  of  the  glob®r
for  from  childhood,  they  dabbled  in water,  they  swam
like  fishes,"  and  ''their  playthings  were  boats.W9    At
the  sane  tine,  the  climate  of. the  land  itself ,  acting in
eon5unction with  the  sea,  had  conspired  to  bring  out  the
best  traits  in  a noble  race  and  to  help make  them  a hard-
working  people.    The  result  of  this,  Emerson  said,  was
that  in his  age  the  landscape  aspect;  of England'g  geogre-
phy,  appeared  as  a  garden.  . ''Under  an  ash-colored  Bky,
the  fields"  had  been  ''combed  and  rolled"  until  they
!!app®ared  to  have  been  finished  with  a  p®noil ,instead  of
a  plough." .   WNothing,"  he  oonoluded,  was  ''1eft  as  it  wac
madew  for  all  of  the  beneficial gifts  of  its  g®ograptry
stLoh  &s. an  ''arable  soil"  and  a  "quaribl®  rock"  had  been
tinod to  its  best use.1o
Thin]£ing .of  America  wit;h  such  thoughts  ae  back-
ground,  Emerson  recalled  that  he  had  ono®  s®en  a  ohari;
which  had  been  designed  to  ghow  that  the  City  of I Phila-
delphia  lay  "1n  the  sane  thermio  belt  and  by  infereno®
in  the-gan®  belt  of` empire'ag `the  cities  of  Athens,  Rome,
:¥®;a:n66'.'Landr EEEH
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and  Iiondon.''    Emerson  observed  that  the  idea  had  been
well  received  by the  City  of  Philadelphia  and  f.ailed  to
oonvino®  the  goholars  ln  other  major  Amerloan  oitieg,
but  he  failed  to  say  specifically whether  he  was  impr®sged
by  the  Chart  or  not.LL   He  did,  however,  note  on  his  first
trip  to  England,  in  1833,  that  the  "botany of England  and
Americaw  were  Wallk®.«L2    ghen,  in  a  later  wl.icing  about
i;he  city  of  Boston  and  in  a` probable  referon.ce  to  the
concern  exhibited for  the  conditions  of workingren  in
New  England  by  the  mid-nineteenth  o®ntul.y  d®oades,  he
noted  that  the  ''power  of  labo.r  which  b®long8  to  the  Eng-
lish race  fell  her.e  into  a  Climate  which  befriended  it.wL3
Given his  ooncoption  that  the  English.could  Survive  only
in  a'.climate  like  that  of England  and his  prior  statement
•that  ''the  American  is  only  the  continuation  of  the  English
into  new  conditions,  more  or  legs  propitious,"  Emerson
probably would have  agreed  not  only thai;  the  Uhit®d  States
lay in  the  game  themio  bolt  ae  England but  algo  that,
]]ERE„  p®  43.
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given  the  even more  superior  geography  of  Am®rlca,  Am®r-
ioa  would  em®ztgo  aB  a  power  even  greater  than England
had  I)®en  in' the  past.14
the geography of  the Boston  area,  like  that  of
England,  was,  Einergon  said,  a  ''maritimo  country znad®  for
trade  where  there  was  no  rival  and  no  envious  lawgivel..d
Th®reforo,  the  sailors  and  mel`ohantg  ha.d  been  able  to
make  the  law  to  suit  themselves,  and  there  had  emerged
an  expression  "3m  po|)ulation,  wealth,  and  all  the  elenente
of  power"  more  rapid,  Emerson  believed,  than  any before
it.L5    |n  another  place  in  the  essay,  Emerson  pointed
out  other  benefits  which  the MagsaohusettB  geography gave
to  the  city of Boston.    Boston,  h®  said,  wad  built  «th®r.
it  ought  to  stand.W    It  had ,a beautiful  baytwith  `'its
shores  trending  steadily from  the  two  arms  which  the
capes  of  Massaohusotts  gtr®tch  out  1;o  sea.U    ghi8,  when.    ``
properly  implem®nted  with  lighthouses ,. buoye,  and  be&-
marks  which  it  inspired men  to  plao®`th®re,  made  it  very
]4Emerson,   WLand,W  English
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easy for  any good  boatman  to  find  his  way  into  the
port.16                     ,
Not  all  the  a8peots  of  the  geography  and  olimat®
in New  England,  however,  Emerson  believed,  were  either
pleasing  of  similar  to  thoBe'  of  the  English googr'8Lphy.
The  winters  in  Boston,  he  «/I`Qte,  for  example,  were  ®gpo-
cial|y  gov®r®.17   By  Contrast,  in England,  there  was  no
wintel`.    Ihel'e  wore  only  a  few  days  .''guoh  ag  w®  have  ln
Mas8achusetis  |n November.«L8 `  In  spite  of  his  dig|ik®
for  the  Cold  New  England  wint®rs  Emerson  did  goo  advan-
tages  in  them,  for  as  ho  wrote:    ''It  i8  out  of  the  ob-
stacles  to  be  onoountered, that  i.hey make  the  means  of
destroying  them."    qhe  deepest  waters  of  the  s®ag,  ho
said,  had  caused nan.to  build  boats  and  sails  and make
a  ford  of  them.    Pho  falling  snow  Came  and nad®  the  environ-
ment  of  the  soldier  cold,  but  it  had  inspired him to  lie
down,  to  wrap  up  in  one  blanket,  and  to  gain  added. warmth
from  the  extra  blanket  ''which  h®  did zLot  have  to  bring
in  his  ]mapgaok.WL9    oort`aiply the  civilization which
'1?,,.-.,-1.
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the  New  England  climate  and  geography had  inspired  wag
one  which Emerson  admired  and  which  he  believed  was  best
for  Americans.     Ag  he  wl'ote:
Why  should  these  words,  Athenian,  Ro`man,  Asia
and  England,  so  tingle  in  the  ear?    Where  the  heart
ig,  there  the  muses,  there  the  gods  8o5ourn,  and  not
in  any geography  of  fare.    Massachusetts,  Corm®otiout
River,  and  Bog.ton Bay  you  think  paltry  places,  and
the  ear  loves  the  names  of  foreign  an.d  classic  topog-
I:::I: , ::tin:;r:o:: t=eie= ::a¥eh:::LL:u:e:t=58 a
In  Spite  of  his  praise  for  the  whole  of American
goegraphy,  and  ®speciaily'New  England,  as  Compared  to  the
English,  Emerson `readily  admitted  that  America,  in  Con-
trast  to  England,  had.not  yet  developed  the  full  potential
of her geographical  blessings.    In English' IraitB he
recalled  tha,tton his  trip  to  England  in  1848,  his  English
friends  had  asked  on  the  way  i;o  Winch®Bter  many  questions
in  regard  to  Amel.ican geography.    The  thought  occurred
to  him,  he  said,  that  "in America  lies  natul'e  Sleeping,
overgrowing"  and  on  it  man  had  not  yet  made  much  impr®geiozi.
America wag  a  "great  sloven  Continent"  and  within  its
' "high  alleghany pastul`es"  and within  "its  sky-gHrted
1
praisow  there  still .Slept,  murmured|and hid  I'the  groat
mother  who  had  been  long .Binc®  driven  away from  the  trim
2qinerson,   WH®roigm,"  EEEE.  VO1.11  of  Works p.   242.
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hedgerows  and  overTcultivated  garden  of  England."    "And
in England,"  he  added, 1 111  an  quite  too  sensible  of  this.w.21
Whom  America  did  awaken,  however,   she  would  surpagB
England.    Even  the  dimensions  of  America  oondtltuted  by
Comparison  tp  England  such a  "largo  fraction  of  the
planetw  that  they  Could riot  suesest  dwarfish  and  stunted
nermerg  arid  bolicy."    Instead-,  everything  in  America
suggested,  Emel`son  beli©v©d,  "large  and  prospe.otive
action"  which meant  opportunity,  freedom,  and  power.    It
was  true,  h®  admitted,  that  wo  were  still  "approaohod
with vaporing by people  of  small  home  territory,  like
the English .... : ,"  but  w®  should not  let  this  bother
us,  for  ours  was  "only the  gait  and bearing  of  a tall
boy,  a  little  too  large  for his  trousers  by the  8ido  of
small  boys.    They  ar`e  jealous,. quickBighted  about  their
inches.W22    Probably  the  English  would  have  done  better,
Emerson  b®lievod,  to  have  been  as  honest  with  themB®1v®s
as  he  had  been  with himself  when  he  was  in  England  in
1848.    At  that  tirie,  he  had been greatly  impressed with
the  geograptry  of  England.    Y®i;,  h®  anticipat®a  thatjae
2LEm®rson,   W ston®h.ng®. '.'  E=£±=±±
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Soon  as  he  I`eturned  homefhe  would
lapse  into  the  feeling  which  the  geogl'aphy  of America
inevitably  inspires,  that -we  play  the  gape  with
immense  advantage,  that  thel`e  and  not  here  is  the
Beat  end  o®ntro  of  the  British  r&oei  and  that  no
skill  or  activity  can  long  compete  with  the  pro-
digious  advantages  of  that  country,  in  the  hands  of
i;he  8ano  race;  and  that  England,  an  old  and  oxhaustod
island must  one  day  be  contented,  ±±ke  other  par'ontg,
to  be  strong  only in  her  children.
It.seemed  to  Emerson  that  the  greatest.of  these
Amerioan geographi`oal  advanl;ages  for  potential  develop-
ment  lay  in  the  W®st.    Thinking  of  its  unoccupied  land
and  resources  in  association with Europe,  he  wrote  in his
journal,,.  on April  21,  1841,  that  "America,  and not  Europe
is  the  rich man.W    Then  he  noted,  with  approval,  that  D®
Tocquevillo  had  observed  ''the  column  of  our  population
on  our western  frontier  from Iiako  Superior  to  the  Gulf
of mexico"  advancing  seventeen miles  every  year  and  con-
oluded  that  lrthis  gr`adual  and  continuous  progress  of  the
European  race  towards  the  Rocky Mountains  hag  the  8olem-
nity of  a providential  event .... "24
Beliefs  such  as  this  Caused  Emol-gob  to  adrir®
anyone  who, had  the  opportunity  of  trav®11ng  in  the  West
23Emerson,   Wstonehong®. "  E=g±±±± g=±±±±.
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and  8eei]ng  its  activity  and  potential.    He  wrote,  for
exainple,  1n  a  letter  to Margaret  Fuller,  whllo  gh®  was
tr6Lv®1ing  in  the  W®gt  in  1843,  that  he  envied  her  in
'Ii;his  large  dose  of  America .....    We  have  all  been  East
too  long.    Now  for  the  West.W25    When  his  personal  oppor-
tunity  Came  to  go  there  on  speaking  tours,  he  was  I.ein-
forced  in his  faith in  the  potential  of  the region.
It was  in the latter  light  that  he voiced his
happiness  about  the  I`ailroads  which by  the  end  of  the
1840.a  were  opening  up  the  West.    In  1849,  he  wrote,  for
instance,  that  "peinaps  one  of  the  most  reaLl  advantag®g
of railroads,  and now  of  California,  to  the  people  of
New  England  will  be  the  lmowlodge  of  goog`raphy which
they  diffuse.n26    Such  ]mowledge  would  teach  Americanb
about  the  ''boundlegs  resources  o-f  their  orm  soil."    In
association witb Eul.ope,  he  add`ed  that  the  I.ailroadB  not  `
only were  bringing  the  American  people  Closer  together,     I
5ust  as  they had united  the  English,  but  also  wore  showing
Americans  the  na,tural  advantages  of  the West  as  well.
With 1;he  help  of  the railroad and with the  beneficial
geography of  the West,  mergon  Bald,  thlg  "bountiful
25Letters Ill,  177.
26Totmals `VIII,'  4.
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Continent  iB  our.8,  state  on  state,  and  torrltory on  terri-
tory to  the  waves  of  the  Paoifio  Bea .... "27
Emerson  also  wl.ol;e  about  the  beauty  of  the  topog-
raphy which  he  Saw  in  the  West.    The  clouds, I the  inland
mountains,  and  the  "tranquil  etermal"  meadows  had made
him,  Emerson  said,  clap  his  "hands  in  infantile  joy and
amazement"  before  their  magnificence.    They w®ro  like  the
"'sunlight Mecca  of  the  desert'''  and.through  a  keen  obg®r-
vation  of  them,  one  could  look  at  the West  and  ®aslly.
say,  ''thd what  a future  it  opens!"    Ag  for  him  personally,
merson wrote:    "I  am ready to  die  out  of nature  and  be
born  again  into  this  new  yet  unapproachable America  I
have  found  in  the  west.w28
mel.son  believed  that  the  geography  of  the  W®st,
like  all. g®ographies,  conspired  for  its  own  dovolopr®nt.
In  1849,  he  observed,  for  example,  that  -it  was  very            I
"Strange"  that,  when  i.i  came  i;ime  to  build  a  road  aorogs   :
• to  the  Pacific,  opportunely the  t'Califomia  soil"  w&s
"spangled with  a little goldndust  here  and  there  in  a
27Emerson,   .lThe  Young  Amel`icani"
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mill-race  in  a mountain  cleft.U    Oho  gold-dust  attract;®d
the  people  and  they  instantly  proceeded  to  make  the  road.29
Iho  same  procedure  applied  to  the  entire  intema,tion&1
scene,  Enel.son  intimated  in  an  association  of  this  with
Europe.    When  oolrmerce  becane  "vastly  enlarged"  and  de-
manded in.ore  gold,  California  and Australia  h?d  exposed
the'gold  it  needed.    In  like  marmer,  wh®n  Europe  was
overpopulated,  America  and Australia  Craved  to  be  poopled.3°
When  the  geography  Conspired  to  aStraot  people,
to  moot  the  needs  of  society,  and  to  help  itself ,  however,
it  still left  the  final  choices  up  to  the  individuals`,
oven  though  i;heir  decisions  would  b®  gI`eatly  influenced
by  the `g®ography.31    The  designs  and  doings  of  the  people
who  went  to  California,  in  184.9,  revealed  this,  m®r8on
believed.    q}hes®  people  had  freedom  of  Choice  and,  unfor-
tunate|y,  did not  make  wise  deeigions.    Even  in granting
the  option  of  sometines  making `the  wl.one  decisions,  how-
ever.,  1;he  geography still watched  out  for  itself ,  for,
in  spite  of  the  ill  behavior  of the rowdies,  Oalifomla
29]ourmals . Vrll ; I .
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did  get  l`peoplod  and  subduedw  and  endowed  with  a-''real
Prosperity.w32
One  of  the  reasons,  at  first,  eBpeolally,  that
Emerson  looked  so  much  to  the  West  for  1;h®  hope  of  future
America was  that  it  was  a  I.ural  area,  not  yet  taken  over
by the  European  industrialism  of  the  cities  in  the East.
It  was  for  this  reason,  Oharl®s  Ii.  Sanford  says,  that
Emerson  wrote  in  the  1830.a  that  WEurope  ext®ndod  to  th®
Alleghenies;  America  lay  beyond.W33    Man  had  to  be  able
to  get  out  alone  into  his  geogr&phical  surrounding89
ELerson  believ'od,  in  order  to  have  characteristics  such
as  freedom  and  self-I`eliance  developed  im  him.    In  the
city,  it  was  often difficult  to  do  this,  but  in the  soli-
tudes  of  the Wast  it  would naturally  emerge,  for  bore  ''a
man  is  made  a  hero  by  the  varied  emergencies  of  his
lonely farm.W    Thus,  the  land  educated  the  people,  pro-
pared  them for  any  energenoy,  and  developed  those  Ohar-
acteristios  which  made  for  prosperity.34    Among  the
32EEig„  pp.   242-43.
33char|es  I,.  Sarford,
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characteristics  developed  was  that  of  patience.    One
could  hardly  escape  learning  ii;  if  he,  for  example,
fished,  hunted,  or.planted,  Emerson  said,  for  the  delays
of  the  wind  and  gun,  the  delays  of  the  soasonB,  and  bad
weather  all  taught  nan  to  ''time  hinself  with nature"  and
to  acquire  ''that  lifelong  patience  which  belongs  to  her.w35
In  a more  idealistic  s®n9e,  Einerson  ob8erv®d  that
the  country  as  opposed  to  the  cii;y,  which  could  be  found
more  readily  in .the West  than  ±n  the  East,  was  the  ''sohool
of  reason."    The  city,`he  said,  delight;ed  in  understanding
for  it  was  made  up  of  finit®s  or mathematical  lines  which
could  be  measul'ed.     The  country,  however,  possessed  no
such finii;6s  for,  with  its  ''endless  I.oad,"  ''vast  uniform
plains,"  '`distant  mountains,"  ''infinite vegetation,"  and
lack  of  di8traoting  objects  on  the  road,  the  eye  was
''invited  ever  to  the.hol.izon  and  the  clouds.36    H®  who
froquent®d  such  scenesi  especially  those  in  the  depth  of
the  forest,  would find his  visits .not  to  be  in vain,  for
it  was  here 'that  things  "asguLed  their natur`al  proportione,
before  distorted  by  preg.udic®."37    In  this  light,  Emerson
35Emerson,   "Farming."  E2±±±±Z ±±±
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wrote  in  his  poem,   '`Waldeinsamkeit'' :
The  forest  is  my  loyal  friend.
Like  God  it  useth me.
®,,,®,,®,
Cities  of  mortals  woe-begone
Fantastic  care-derides ,
3:tenL:e:::i:e:::¥eg:3§dsoapoLon®
/
The  geography  of  the  West,  then,  Emerson  beliov.d,
offered Americans  this  raw material  for  the  growth  of
the  spirit.
Finally  and  I.eturning  to  a more  practical  view,
the  count;ry  scenes,  such  as  those  in  the West,  should
inspire  American.a  to  become  good  gardeners  who  would
"bring out  ty  art  the native  but  hidden graces  of  the
landsoap®."    Thinking  of  America  in  relation  to  Europe
on  this  aspect,  Emerson  observed  that  ln Europe  the  people
had  created model  landscapes  on  the  gro`mds  of  their
country  estates.    Americans  had  not ` done  this,  however,
because  the  Cities  in  the East  constantly  drained  the
Country of  the  best  part  of  its  population,  i;hat  is,  of
those  who  would  undertake  such  landsoaping  pl`o3ectg.
Now  with  i;he  opening  of .`the -West,   a  chief  aspect  of  geog-
raphy,  the  land  itself ,  was  available  in  such  abundance
that  it  could  be  bought  cheaply.    Given  this  fact  and
38rmerBon,  wwaldoinsackeit ' "
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the  potential  productivity  of  the  soil,  no  longer  should
®asterm  cities  lure  the  ''flower  of  youth"  to  them.    In-
stead,  they  Could  fa]m  the  wegtern  lands  and  develop
on  theri  beautiful  gardens  such  as  the  onoB  found  in
Europe.39
In view  of  all  those  aspects  of  the  geography
of  the  West,  ELerson  concluded,  in  the  1840.a,  that  wo
would  Wyet  have  an  American  geniu;."40    In  addition,  he
said  in his  latter  years,  with  a  pride  which was  ironic
Considering his  earlier  criticism of  cities,  the West
would  give  to  the  United  States  such  an  ''immense  material
prosperity"  that  one  would  be  able  to  find  ''Oalifornia
quartzmountains  dumped  dovm  in New  York  to  be  I.opiled
ar`chiteoturally  along  the  shore  from  CancLda  to  Cuba,
and  thence  westward  to  oalifomia  again.I;`4L
Throughout  his  life,  then,  Emerson  Compared  the
benef icial geogl.aphy  of  America with  that  which had made
39EmerBon,   .lqhe  Young  Anericani"
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England  prosperous  and  believed  that  America,  given  her
even  mol.e  bountiful  gifts  from natur.e,  would  one  day
surpass  the  accomplishment  of  England.     ''It  seems  go
easy,"  he  wl`ote  in  1844,  ''for  America  to  inspire  and
express  the  most  ,expansive  and  humane  gpil`it ....    It
is  the  country  of  the  future."42    When  in  1867  h®  ask.d,
''Was  ever  such  Coincidence  of  advantages  ln  time  an.d
place  as  im Am®rioa  today?,"  Emerson was  still  considering
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gHE  AOHIEVERENTS  OF  IilpERARY,   ARIISIIC, .
AND  ARcrmEcgtmAI,  ExpREssloH
Throughout  his  life,  Emerson  lamented  the  Soar-
City of  cultural  achievement  ln Am®rlo&,  compared  lt  to
the  accomplishment  of Europe,  and  deplored  our un.qualified
iznitation  of European  culture.    Ag  early aB  1837,  h®
observed  in  an  address,  l'Literary Ethlos,''  that men  in.     t
Europe  and America freely  commented  on  the  ''historlcal
failure"  of Amorlca because  this  Country had  "not  ful-
filled  what  Seemed  the  re&soh&bl®  expectation  of  mankizLd.II
Hen  had  thought;,  h®  g&1d,  that  whch America  became  fr®®,
nature  would,  1n  the  midst  of  the  continent  and  the
mount&1n.  of  the West,  Create  a new  cultul.al  genlue.
Ipetead,  how®v®r,  the  greatest n.rlt  which Am.rlca
(167)
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possoss®d  t'in  painting,  in  Sculpture,  in  poetry,  in
fiction  ..., "  Seemed  "to  be  a  certain  grace  without
grandeur ,.... in.  itself not  new  but  d®rivative,  a
vase  of  fair  outline .... "1   A  year  earlier h®  had
asked,  "Why ig  there no  genius  of  the  fine  arts  in  thi.
century?q    H®  observed  that  in  sculpture  America had
Gr®enough,  "in  painting Allston;  in  poetry,  Bryant  .   .  .
in  arohitectur®L-;  in fiction  Irving,  Coop©r,"  but  all
of-these  wore  ''feminlnet'  and  lacked  ''oharact®r.''
Ih®  first  I.®ason for  our  failure  to  produoo  a
cultural genius,  he  said,  was  that  instead  of  developing
our genius  in  a new  enviroment,  we  Copied  too  heavily
from Europe,  especially from England.    Our  painting,  for
example,  was  an  imitation  of  the  »Bitiane8que"  and  our
poetry patt®med  its  style  after  that  of Pope  and  Shake-
sp®aro.    Ihe  Second  reason,  h®  believed,  was  that  the
arts  in America  were  not  called  out  by what  h®  t®rm®d
the  "neoe8gity  of  the  people."    In Europe,  poetry,
painting,  sculpture,  and  other  arts  wel`e  advanced  in the
g®rvic®  of  patriotism  and  religion.    Phus,  the  8tatuo
had  been  Created  to  b®  worshipped,  the  poem  Contained
a  confes81on  of faith,  and a religious  faith had  cau!.d
hmorson,  "Literary Ethics,"
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the  oonstructlon  of  the  oathedralg.    In America,  1n  com-
parison  to  Europe,  Emerson  Bald,  patriotism  &s  expregg®d
in the  arts  was  absent  while  religion  lacked  enthuglaen.?
In  9plte  of  this  rather  pessimistic  oritlci8m of
the  American  arts,  Emerson  expressed  hope  and  fl]mly
believed  i;hat  ln  the  future ,America would  excel  1n  cultural
oxpr®ggion.    H®  ub®lieved,  in  1837,  that  the  long  Am®rioan
apprentic®8hip  to  other  lands  would  goon  end.    When  it
did,  we  would  emerge  as  a  oultuml  leader.3    Many  year..
later  toward  the  end  of 'his  life,  however,  Eberson  implied
that  our  apprenticeship  still  had not  ended.    He wrote
• then  that  the  alitagonisn between  the  Anorican middle-
class  busin®gsm®n  and  the  American  iutell®ctual8  was  made
even more. viol®irt  by  the  fact  that,  while  the  busin®sanon
responded  to America' a  wealth  ln material  r®sourcee,  the
intellectuals  Still  oopi®d the  traditional  oultur®  of
Europe. 4                                                                                                                         {
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When  one  looks  at  the  gp®oifio  fields  of  &®Bth®tlo
and  intellectual  achievement  about  which Emerson was  oon-
cerned,  one  finds  that Emerson was  not  pesginigtic,  but
optimls`tic;   A,1though  our flourishing period  in art  had
not  yet  arrived,  it would,  and fairly soon.    In  an  essay,
"Art,"  which wag  Published  in  1870,  he  insisted  that
while  the  paintings  of .the Europeans,  Raph&®1  and Pltlan,
''w®re  made  to  b®  worshipped,I'  paintings  now,  especially
in An®rica,  were  used  merely for  exhibition.     ''Who  ]mowg,O
h®  wrote,  ''wh&t  works  of  art  our  ggivez"ent  has  ordered
to  b® made  for  the  capital?"    Probably,  they would  just
be  oreatlon8  to  please  the  eyes  of  those  persona  who
visited  the  gallel`ie8  and not  works  expr®s8ing  deep feelings
Works
of  patriotism or religion from which most  greatnare  8prng.
In.America,  Emerson  Said,  religion  and  pall.iotlem were
not  then the  predoriinant  interests  of  society,  and,  thus,
their.painting,  for  example,  did not  flourish.    InBt®ad,
6o.clety dlrect®d  itg®1f  toward  Creating  popular  institu-
tions  8uoh. a8  the  School,  the  post  office,  or  the  insurance
company.    ghia  wac  not  all  bad,  however,  Emerson  obs®rv.a,
for  in  11&g  far  a3  they accelorat®  the  end  of  polltlcal
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freedom and national  education,  they are  preparing  th.
Soil  of man for fairer flowers  and fruits  in  another  age.
For  beauty,  truth,  and  goodness  are  not  obsolete;  they
spring  eternal  ln  the  bl'east  of  man."    Ph®n,  he  added,
in his  usual  agso61atlon  of America with Europe,  they
ar.e  ''&s  indigenous  in Haggachugetts  ae  in Pu9cany  or  the
Isles  of  Gro®o®.o5
Emerson  believed  that  whenov®r  real  art|stlo
achievement  emerged  in  the  United  States,  Amerlcane  would
digcov®r  that  real  art  and real  beauty  cane  from wlthln
manls  lrmor  self.    If  one  studied Greek  and Gothic  art
from Europe,  for  oxanpl®,  ho  would  8®e  that  'tall  beauty
must  be  organic;  that  outside  ®mbelliehment  i3  deformity.n6
This  meant,  then,  that  an  artist  must  h&v®  a  deep  insight
into  the  ob5eot  which he  contenplated  if  ho w®r®  going
to  ''exhibit  in  colorn  even a  presentable  imitation  of
the  "momentary  eninency"  of  his  subject.7    In  painting
a portrait,  for  ®xanple,  the  artlgt  Should chiefly strive
to  oompreh®nd  and  reveal  the  character  of  hi.  3ub3®ct
5Einerson,  "Art." g9ffi ±
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and not  the  nero  physical  features.    Indeed,  he  had  to
r®cognlze  that  the  nan  Sitting for  him was  "hing®lf  only
an  lmperf®ot  ploture  or  likeness  of  the  aspil.ing  orlglnal
within."8
In  his  wl.itizig  about  this,  Emerson  expregB®d  hiqi-
self  &s  a Romantic  who  held  a high regard  for  the  poteatl&1
moral  instructive value  of  art.    H®  said  that  if  the  artist
would  comprehend  the  Character  of  his  gub5eot,  h®  would
reveal  a small  part  of  ''the universal grace,W  imperfect
though  the  revelation might  bo.    The  object  which  h®
p&int®d would  b®  beautiful  only  in  so  far  ae  it  did  reveal
this  "universal grace.W9   All  the great  works  of  art,
then,  m®rson  believed  ln  agreement with  the  spirit  of
Am®rioan Romanticism which  get  in  especially  during  th.
period  of. J&cksonian  individualism,  had. boon  ''attuned
to  moral  natulie.«    Ih®I'efore,  analogies  exlst®d  b®tw®.a
all  the  arts,  for  they were  oil  the  expreggion  of  one
mind  l'working  ln `mny  differoLt  materials  to  many tenpo-
rary  ends.W    Wisdom,  to  Cite  all  oxanple  using  both
European  and  Am®rioan  revelations,  was  painted  by R&ph&ol,'
was  sung  by Handel,  was  carved  by Phidlae,. was  written
9Eb®r8on,   `'Beautyi "
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by  Shakespeare,  was  built  by Wren,  wag  saLiled  by  Columbus,
was  preached  by  Iiuther,  wag  gLmed  by \'/ashington,  and  wac
mechanized  by Watt.    In  like manner,  painting,  he  wrote
in 1870,  Could  be  called  ''silent  poetry,"  and  poetry
d®Bcribed  ae  Wspealcing  painting. wlo
the  universal  quality  of  which Emor©on  Spoke  wag
vividly impressed upon his  mind  on his  trips  to  Europe.
Hel'e,  like  any other  tourist,  he  was,  at  times,  enthralled
by tbe  paintings  h®  viewed.    On his  first  trip  in  1833,
for  example,  ho  gaid  thai;  few  pictures  pleagod  him  `'mor®
than  the  Vision  of  St.  Ronvaldo  by Andrea  Sacohi  in  the
Vatican."    He  was  particularly moved  by  the  l'fom"  of
one  of  the figures  in  the  picture,  for  it  tended to  por-
tray a  deep  irmel`  perception  on  the  part  of  the  artist.LL
On his  Second  trip  to  Eul.op®,  in  1848,  after  a  visit  to
the  Spanish gallery  in  the  IIouvro,  he  wrote  that  it  wac    ~
«easy  to  see  that  Velaequ®z  and  Spagrol®tto  w®r®  paint®rB
who  understood  their  business."    Ag  he  observed  other
paintings  of great masters  ln  the  collection,  he  ®xpreeeed
L9Emel.son,   `±4r±±"  E9£±±±E ±±±
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his  belief  that  in  them  ''the  art  of  oxpresoion by drawing
and  color has  been  perfectly  Satisfied;  that  on  that  sld®,
at  least,  humanity has  obt&in®d  a  Complete  transforonoe
Of  its  thought  into  the  symbol...12
0n  his  trips  to  Europe,  ELereon  w&B  also  conBcioue
that  the great  pictures  were really not  strangers  to  him.
Before  he.had  gone  to  Eur`ope,  h®  had  heard  much  about
the  wonders  of  Italian  painting.  and had  expected  to  find
il;  oharaot®rized  by  some  Shocking  combination  of  color
and form.    Instead,  however,  he  found  that  great  painters
left  ''to  novices  the  gay  and  fantastic  and  ostentation,W
(
and  Wpierced  direcl;1y  to  the  simple  and  true."    To
Emerson,  this  represented  a  sinoerii;y with which  ho  had
not  previously in  other  forms  in America.    H®  Could  identi-
fy  it  with  the  "`plain  you  and m®"  that  he  ]mew  8o  well
and  which  he  had  .lleft  at  home  in  so  many, oonvel.8ationB.n I
1,
In Naples,  he  had  the  Sane  ®xperienoe  and  was  moved  to
Say  to  himself :
Ihou foolish  child,  hast  thou  come  out  hither,        '
over  four.  thousand miles  out  of  salt  water,  to  find
what  was  perfect  to  thee  at  home?    That  which  I
fancied  I  had  left  in Boston was `here  in  the  Vatican,
and  again  at  Milan  and  Par
ridiculous  as  a treadmill.
12dournals VI,   455.
i3.  and mere all travemng
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the  problem  dul`ing  his  om  day,  Emerson  said,
was  that  the  typical  artist  in  both Europe  and America,
but  especially  in  America,  worked  here  and  thel`e  and
gradually  added more  and  more  until  h®  f inighod  the
picture  instead  of  "unfolding the  unit  of  his  heart.w]4
there  was  still hope  for  the  future,  however,  because  ia
nature  evor]rthing was  useful  and  everything was  beautiful.
Ob3ects  which were  nat merely  economically useful,  Such
as  I'the  railroads  .  .  .  the  insurance  office  .  .  .  our
law  .   .   .  our  commero®''  then  would  be  raised  to  a  divine
use  when  beauty  came.    The  question  was  when  would  it
oom®.     It  was  impossible  to  gay,  EneI'sonilobserv®d,  for
the  events  preceding  its  emergence  would not  be  identloal
to  those  which had  come  before  its  iBsul.ng  forth  in
European  Countries.15 .'  Phere  iB  gom®  indication,  however,
that Emel`son  believed  that  already America had  seen  the
begiming8  of  a trend` toward  the .revelation  of universal
natul'e  in  painting.    Writing  about  the  death  of the
American  painter,  Allston,  in  a `1etter  on July 11,  1843,
and  thinELng  of  both Europe  and Am;rice,  m®r8on  gaid
Lfumergon,  wNominallgt  and Realist,"  EEE¥9  Vol.  Ill
of  Works p.  227.
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that  Allston was  the  "solitary link,  it  8oem®d,  between
America and  Italy,"  for,  from hiB  first  masterly Btrokeg
onward,  ..a little  gunghin®  of  his  om haB  this  man  of
beauty made  1n  the  Am®rioan  for®gt .... «16
In his  considel`ation  of  the  sub5ect  of  architeotur®,
Emerson  again  thought  of America  in  comparison  to  Europe,
and,  although he  admired European  buildings ,  Complained
about  our  imi-tatlon of  the  European Styles,  which  to  hit
meant  a failure  on  the  part  of  the Anel.ioans  to  express
the  spirit  of  their  orm  land.    In his  1838  e83ay,  '.S®1f-
Rellance,"  for  example,  he  noted  with  disgust  that  ''our
homes  are  built  with foreign  taste;  our  shelves  are
garnished with foreign  omanentg;  our  opinions,  our  tasto8,
our faculties,  lean,  and follow  the  Past  and Distant."
there  was  no  need  for  Amerioan8  to  b®  cop]ring  such  ''moldg"
as  the  Doric  or  Gothic,  he  said.    If  we  would  but  look
around  us  we  would  See  that  "beauty,  grandouz`  of  thought,
and  quaint  oxpreggion''  w®I'o  ae  near  to  us  ae  to  Europe;.
and  if  the  architect  hi[pe®1f would  oonsid®r  our  climai®,
16E±. Ill, 182.
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oul`  soil,  and  the  wants  of  the  people,  he  would  be  able
to  oreat®  houses  which  would  satisfy  our  taste  and
eentineut.17    sino®  we  had  not  yet  done  this,  however,
our  archit®ctur®  looked  ''new  and  recent,''  gave  the  appear-
ance  of  being  the  ''make-ghiftg  of  emigrants,"  and  was
"tent-like  when  compared  with  the  monumental  solidity
of medieval  and  primeval  remains  in Europe  and A8ia.«L8
0n his  visits  to  Europe,  ELergon  admired many
of  the  structures  which he  viewed  there  and  compared  them
to  those  in America.    On  his  first  trip  in  1833,  h®  wrote
from IIa Vallotta `that  he  enjoyed  an  advantage  in  that  h®
was  entering Eul`ope  at  the  little  end vthich would  pemit
him  to  ''admire  by  5ust  degrees  from  the  Maltese  arohl-
tecture  up  to  St.  Peter.a."    After  a visit  to  St.  Johals
church there,  he  remarked about  its  nobility,  with  its
marble,  mosaic,  and  pictures  gliding  and with  its  ®1oqu®nt
walls.    Ae  he  did  8o,  he  thought  of  America  and  exproge®d
his  hope  that,  before  .the  hin®teenth  Century  ended,  Now
England  would  see  many granite  pil®B  erooted  and  that
L7Emerson,   "S®1f-Reliance,"  E£±±Egt .VO1.   11
p.   81.
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She  would  also  ingcrlbe  and  decorate  the  walls  of  her
ohuroh®s.    He  did  not  desire,  however,  that  the  AmericanB
Copy  the  European  Styles.    He  req.uegted,  instead,  that
they follow  the  inspiration given  by Europe  and  create
for  themselves,  in  their  own  oondi`i;ions,  by  their  orm
architects,  and wii;h their  own materials,  their  distinctive
impressive  American  oathedralg.19    0n  the  same  trip,  he
observed  the  furmiBhingB  of  a restaurant  and  decided  that
it  was  furmished with  a  "beauty  and  taste  which  could not
b®  rivalled  in America.W2°   Iiater,  in Venice,  he  thought
that  the  ohurch®g  of  Venice  surpassed  all  the  churoheg    -
h©  had  goen  before  then.    Ho  gingled  out  especially  the
Cniesa  doi  Cameliti  and  the  ohiosa  dei  Gesuiti.21   oa
a  visit  to  Santa  Oroce,  he  was  so  9ur.prl3ed  that  h®  wl`ot®
that he  did not  feel  that  it was  a Florentine  or  even a
European  church.    Instead,  it  seemed  like  a  church which
had  been built  for the  entire htman race  and which po8-
Bessed  guoh universal qualities  that  in it he  could f®el
as' much  at  home  &s  the  Grand Duke;22
19aournalg Ill,  30.
2°EE¥„  p.  96.
21E¥.,  p.133.
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While  Emerson  Criticized  the  az'chitecture  in
Amel`io&  for  its  imitativenegB,  he  happily  admitted  with
other Romantlclstg  that  all good  architecture  was  a mere
imitation  of  a mol`e  perfect,  metaphysical  idea: and,  ae
such,  'oontained  a moral  didactic  value.    He  often viewed
E`uropean  aLrchitecture,  then,  in  this  light  and  Compared
it  to  that  in America.    In  another  instance  on his  first
trip  to  Europe,  for  example,  he  observed  that  h®  had
grov`m  so  accustomed. to  thin]rfung  of  American  churches  ag
imitations,  poor`though  they were,  that  when he  got  to
Europe,  he  could -only view  those  there  as  ''more  splendid
and  successful  imitations."    Architecture,  like  the  other
arts,  he  said`,  existed  in  the  soul.23   Furthermore,  it
w&sL in  this  light  that  Do  Sta61  and Goethe  had  Called
architecture  "fl`ozen music"  and  that  Coleridge  had  Said
that  a Gothic  church was  a  »pet|.ified  religion.w24
Again,  like  oth:r Romanticists ,  Emerson  believed
that  the  inspiration for  architectural  expression which
the  Soul  received  largely derived  from  the  beauties  of
nature.    thus,  the  architecture  which man  Created not
23Epe.,  p.  i46:
24rim;r@on,   «Discipline ,"
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only was  an  imitation  of nature.a  beauty,  but  that  beauty,
in  turn,  was  dust  one  embodiment  of nature.a  universal
beauty..   Even  the  best  architecture,  then,  was  only a
poor  and  fractional  embodiment  of  the  universal  beauty.
Yet,   even  this  could  be.  very  impressive  and move  man.
Thinking  thus,  Emerson wl.ote,  in  an  essay  published  in
1865,  that  one  could  walk  in  The  woods  on  a  winter  after-
noon  and  easily be  able  to  gee  the  origin  of  the  Stained
glass  windows  which  were  used  in Gothic  oathedralg.    The
Colors  in  the  windows  were  the  sane  as  those  which  one
observed  l'in  the  colors  of  the  western  sky  seen  thro]]gh
the  bare  and  crossing  branches  of  the  for.eat.N25    on  th®
other has.d,  neither  could  any lover  oi nature  enter  the
English  oathedralg  which  Contained  these  windows  llwith-
out  f eeling that  the  forest  overpowered  the mind  of  the
builder .... W26    Herein  lay  an  example  for America
for,  having witnessed how  the  English had  embedi®d  their
nature  into  apchite'oture,  Anerioans ,  Emerson  probably
was  implying,  with  their  beautiful geographioal  surroundinge
should  take  note  and  Create  their  own  exemplary Structureg. .
25EmerBon  WHistoryi''  EEEE.  Vol.
26Ibid.
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In  addition  to  this  influonoo  of nature,  Emerson
noted  that  natul.e  also  in  its  outward nanif®stationg  of
such  things  ag  olinato  and weather affected  architoctuz.a.
Because  of  this,  h®  g&id,  marl  could  not  build  his  hougeg
as  he  would,  but  as  nature  dictated.    Ih®  Shape  of  one.g
roof,  for  example,  w@9  `'determined  by  the  weight  of
snow.".   Other  faotor8  such  ag  "gravity,  wind,  sun,  rain,
the  size  of men  and  animals  and  such  like''  also  defined
the  limits  within which man had  to  work.27   This  was  not
upsetting  to  m6rson`,  however,  and  did  not  seem  to  him
to  contradict  his  other  observations  about  the  Soul  beizig
embodied  in  architecture  for ho  apparently agreed with
Paul  Martin H`611er,  whom he  quoted  on  the  sub5ect.
"M611or,W  he  said,  'ltaught  that  the  building  which wac
fitted  accul.ately to  answer  its  end would  turn out  to
be  beautiful  though  beauty had not  been  intended,28
In  his  mental  search  for  an Am®rlcan whose  arohl-
tecture  would  express  the American  Soul  as  well  ag  the
ar'chitecture  of Eul.ope  revealed  the European  spirit,  h®
27ELer8on,  t'Art." E± ±
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thought  of  Horatio  Greenough,  the  Amel'ican  sculptor  of
"George  Washington."    Groenou8li  had  asked  Americans  to
study the  European  classical forms  of  arohiteotur'®  in
order  to  find  principles,  not  forms,  which  could  be  applied
to  a distinctive  and functional American architecture.
He  believed  that  American  industry,  for  example,  pro-
vided  the material  basis  for  Such  an  adaptation.    Emerson
observed  that  Greenough,  like  he,  wanted  to  redeem  this
country  from  its  imitation  of  European  forms..which  did
not `necoggarily  oxpregs  the  American  spirit.    The  biggest
problem,  however,  lay in  the  fact  that  h®  did not  ]mow
if  Greenough was  enougiv  of  an  architect  ''to  give  a wor]=ing
plan  of  an. edifice."    Y®t,  1f he  personally had  something
to  build,  he  would have  faith  enough  in Greenough  to,  .
after  counseling,  let  him  do  the  Sob.    If  he  failed,  how-
ever,  Emel.Son  probably would  not  have  been very upset
for,  ae  in the  other  arts,  Anericang  eventually would b®
8o  inspired  by their  land  and by their  achiev®m®nt8  that
they would  produce  their  own  az'ohitecture.
Of  all  the modes  of  oultur&1  and  intellectual
expresalon,  Emerson  probably gevo Dost  thought  to  lit®ratur®.
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In  1834,  he  wrote  in  his  5ourmals  1;hat  ''1itel'atur®  i8
the  conversion  of  action  into  thought  for  the  delight
of  the  iateiloot.    It  iB  the  turning  into  thought what
was  done without  thought."    Iilke  other  Cultural  expres-
slonB,  literature,  he  believed with  the  Romanl;ice,  aimed
at  ideal  truth,  but  5ust  as  painting was  the mere  imita-
tion of  the  tiniversal nature  8o  also wag  literature  only
an  approximation  of  ideal  truth.    ''ghe  word,I.  he  explaln®d,
''can ne+er  cover  the  thing.    You  don.i  expect  to  describe
a  sunrise.W29    |n  a work  published many  years  later,  in
1875,  h®  wag  gtlll  pronoi;1ng  the I®xpI.egoion  of  a  unlvez`8al
ideal truth in literatur`e.    Writing,  then,  about  poetry
&s  a form  of  literature  arLd  in  a relation  of Europe  to
America,  h®  said  that  the  true  test  of  the  Success  of  a
poet  was  his  ability to  take  the  circumstances  of his
ov\m  day within  individual nations  and  fuse  them  into
universal  9ynbola.    It  would  be  an  eagy  job  to  ta]ce  the
European Catholic  church,  Eul'opean  feudal  c&gtle8 ,  European
orugades,  or  the  "antique  Buperstitlons"  of European
wl`itel's  like  Scott  and  Shakespeare  and  `'repaint"  them
to  apply un.ivel.sally  to 'the modem world,  but  to  b®  &bl.
29Jotrmals Ill,  286.
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to  point  out  the  same  Creative  forces  in  the  American
energies  acting  in New  York,  Chicago,  or  Sam  Francisoo
and  to  oonv6rt  them  into  universal  symbols  required  a
''subtle  and  commanding  thought."    ELerson  lamented  that
American  life  in  his  day was  ''slow  to  find  a  tongue"  izL
spite  of  the  fact  that  it  stoned  about  them daily.    ±h®
test  of  a  poet  such  ae  America needed  and  Such  &s  Europe
had  posgegsed  in  the  past  lay,  Emerson  bellev®d,  in  his
•'power  to  take  the  passing  day,  with  its  news,  its  cares,
its  fears  .  .  .  and hold it up to  a divine reason,  till
he  Boos  it  to  have  a  purpose  and,beauty ....„30
One  of  the  reasons  why the  United  States  had not
yet  foimd a literary figure  to  express  hop activity ]n
universal  t®mg ,  ELerson  contended,  was  that  American
writers  were  too  easily satisfied.    If  they ag  gohdlar8,
~.
were  congiderod  as  good  as  the  Englis]rmen  or  if  they had
written  a book which  otbers  read,  thpy desired  to  do  no
more.    Too  easily they accepted  the  false  assumption  that
all  thought  had  already long  ago  been adequately set
1-I
down  in  European  books.    Instead  of` assuming  this,
Emerson wrote,  they should  "gay rather that  all  literature
3qEm6rson,  copoetry  and  Iaegination, "
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is  yet  to  be written"  for the  latter was  the  "perpetual
admonitionw  witri  which  the  American virgin  country  con-
fronted writers.3L   Ag  he  wrote more  pointedly  in  rela-
tion  to  Eul.ope:
We  ha;ve  listened  too  long  to  the  courtly muses
of Europe.    The  spirit  of  the  American  freeman  is
already  suspected  to `be  timid,  imitative,  tan®.    Pub-
lie  and  private  avarice  mal=e  the  air  we  breathe  thick
and  fat.    The  scholar  is  decent,  indolent,  complaisant.
See  already  the  tragic  consequence  in  the  mind  of
this  oountl.y,  taught  to  aim  at  low  objects,  eats
::::r::eL:a a::;:a:=::3¥Ork for any but the
In  spite  of  the  fact  that  Emerson  lamented Amer-
ic&'g  literary and  cultural  depepdence  on Europe,  he  did
•not,  as  Frederic  Ives  Carpenter relates,  attack European
literature negatively.  . Instead,  he wrote  about  its
influence  on America,  sometimes  praised  it,  and  deolarod
the  new  opportufiity for  independent  creative  writing  and
\
thinking  which  a new America  offered.W33    |n  one  place
inFngELh Iraits for  example,  Emerson merely wl.ate  about
the  influence  of European  literature  on Americans  by
observing  thai;  Wevery  book wo  read,  every  biogr.aphy,  play,,
3LFinerson,   .lLit®rary  Ethics a "  H±±]2±=9.
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romance,  in whatever  form is  still English history and
manners.«    Then,  ho  continued  by  quoting  an  Engli8hnan
who  had  said  that,  until  the  United States  granted a
copyl.ight  law,  the  English would  ''have  the  teachingw  of
Americans.    Izl no  instance  here,  however,  did  he  either
Condemn  the  literature  or  claim  that  it  possessed  Bpeciflo
qualities  which would  affect  AnericanB  adversely.34
In  discussing  sp®cifio  European  writers ,  Emerson
revealed  even more  Clearly the  high  estimation  in which
he  held  the  masters  of  Old World  speech  and writing.
When he  thought  of Milton,  for  example,  he  wrote  that
llno  man.  can  be  named  whose  mind  Still  acts  on  the  Culti-
vated  intellect  of England  and America. with  an  energy
comparable  to  tbat  of rililton.I'    Perhaps,  Shakespeare  as
a poet,  surpassed him in his  popularity with foreign na-
tions,  but  Shakespeare,  he  Said,  was  ..a  voice  merely.W35
"Miltonls  prose  wl'itingg,"  Eherson  wrote,  Wesp®cially
the  .I)efense  of  the  English  People, "'  were  ''remarkable
compositiong''  and were  .'oarnest,` spiritual,  rich with
allusion,  sparkling with  irmunerable  ol.nanents."    He  did
34Eherson,  «Land."  EEse
35Emerson,  "Hiltoni "
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Say,  however,  1n  an  association  of  Europe  with America,
that Milton.a  prose  works  were  not  as  effective  in gaining
practical  points  as  were  those  of  the Englishaen,  Swift
and  Burke,  or  even  as  were  Several  masterly  speeoh®g
which had  been  made  in  the  American  Congress.36
Similarly,  Emerson wrote  about  the  influence  of
Shakespear.e,  did not  criticize  his  works,  and  thought
of  him  in  association with America.    He  observed  ln
Representative 9gg±,  for  example, ` that  Shakespeare  "wrote
the  alrs  for  all  our noderm music,"  "drew  the man  of
\
England  and Europe,"  and  was  '"the  father  of  The  man  in
America.W37    Emerson  also  noted  that  the  worl[s  of  Shake-
speare  had  created  an  indirect  influence  on America when
they had  &oted  to  call  out  the  genius  of  the  Germans
into  poetic,  scientific,  philosophical,  and religious
achievenents.     In  so  doing,  they  had  znad®  Germany  the         `
"paramount  intellectual  influence  of  the  world"  which,
in  turn,  had  a` great  influence  on Amerio&.38   the  writings
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were  able  to  accomplish  this,  in  part,  Emerson  gaid,
b®oaus®  they revealed  to  a  large  extent  Shakespeare.a
superior  ability to  portray  character.    Ho  wag  so  good
at  it,  Energon  had  v\rritten  ae  ear.1y  as  1834,  that  Scott.a
acclaimed  ability to  ''take  kings  and nobles  off  their
stiltsw  and  to  give  Wthem  simple  dignity"  was  ''all  turgid
ae  Compared  with  Shakespeal`e.a.''    In  addition,  Shakespeare..
works  portrayed  an  immortal  style  of  writing which made
his  plays,  for  example,  as  fresh  then  ag  when  they had
been  published.     ''q}he  remarkable  sentences  of  Iiear',  Ham-
let,  Othello,  macbeth,"  Emerson wrote,  "might  ae  naturally
have  been  composed  in  1834  as  in  1600."    In  spite  of  the
relev'anc®  of  Shakegpear®I®  works  fol`  the  mod®m  period
in  b6i;h Europe  and  America,  however,  Einerson.a  plea  still
remained  that  of  a  Call  for Americans  to  breat=  from  the
1nflueno®  of men  like  Shakespeare  and  to  produce  `mlv®rBal
immortal  works  of  their  own.39
the  German writer  and  philosophel`,  Goethe,  also
drew  a non-orltioal  response  and  a  comparison with  Amer-
ican writers  from Emerson.    go  merson,  he  appeared  to
bd  the  king  of  all-scholars.    No  set  of  writings  could
39Toumalg Ill,  327.
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more  Safely  be  put  in  the  hands  of  A]nericang,  he  wl'ot®,
then  the  letters  of  Goethe  for  1;he  A]nerican.a  them8elv®s
produced  iittlo  worth  reading.4°    Probably Einerson. g
admiration  for  Goethe  would  have  been no  less  even  if
A]nerica  had  possessed  an  outstanding  writel`.    Goethe.e
ideas  had  influenced Emerson  in his  decision  to  quit  the
church  and  ln  the  development  of  his  id®ag  on  self-reliance.
It  wag.  true  that  their works  embodied  adventure,  but  thor
did not  reveal  a  talent worthy  of  appreciation unless
they  supported  some  party.    Goethe,  however,  made  a
''habitual  reference  to  interior  truth''  in his  works  and
posg®ssed,  in` respongo  to' Geman  demands,  a  "controlling
Sincerity.w4l
Among  the ,European  romantic  wri±el.a  to  whom
Emerson  responded,  one  who  frequently  came  to  mind  was
Rob.®rt  Bums.    Bums,  Emerson  believed,  represented  the
mind  of  the middle  class  in  their  uprisings  against  the
privileged minorities.    He  expressed. the  game  spirit,
49Emerson,  WThot]ghts  on  Modern  Literature,"  Natural
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Emerson  said  in  a  comparison  using  both European  and
American  events,  ae  had  been  revealed  in  the  American
and  Fronoh  Revolutions,   the  Ooz)f®gglon  of  AugBburg,  the
Declaration  of  Independence;  and  the  French Rights  of
Man.42   mergon  also  noted  that  the  "prorfuenoe  of  iutel-
lectual  power  in  Bulwel..a  romances"  was  providing  a  "main
Stimulus  to  nental  cultur.e  in i;housands  of  young men  in
England  and America."43    It  was  with  The  advent  of  another
European  romantic  writer,  Wordsworth,  however,  Emerson
wrote,  that  the  whole  spirit  of  literature  began to  b®
revolutionized by the utilization  of  the  teachings  of
-  nature.    This  influence  soon  Cane  to  be  felt  in  poetry
.everywh.ere  in  both  Englarid  and  America.    Phe  problem wac
that  it  had not  yet  bl`oduc®d  its  genius  in America.44
Emerson  also  responded  to  the  gI'eat  classical
writers  and tho`drt  of  them  in  association with America.
Chief  among  these  was  Plato  who,  m®rson  said,  was  "pl&1n
a8  a  Quaker"  and  had  a  ''Franklin-like  wisdom."    A8  ,`.
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a  result,   5ust  as  the  ideas  expressed  in  the  Bible  had
implanted  themselves  in  the  every-day oonversatlon .of .
every  person  in Europe  and America,  so  also  had  the
writings  of  Plato  come  to  preoccupy  every EuropearL  and
American  thinking man.    His  writings  had  such universal
appeal  and  were  debated  so  much  that,  to  the  reader  in
New  England,  he  appeared  to  be  an American  genius.     ..His
broad  humanity,"  ELer86n  concluded,  'l{trangcendB  all
S®ctional  lines.I.45
0f  HS  contemporary literary  and  philosophical
European  figures,  Emerson  corresponded  with  Car|yl®  more
than  any  other.    Because  Carlyle's  work  had  not  yet  had
time  to  make  its  full  impact  on Americans,  however,
Emerson  dotemined  to  say nothing  of  Carlyle  in his  work,
"thoughts  on Modern  Literature."    Yet,  he  did  express
his  belief  that  the  influence  of Carlyl®  on i;h®  youth  in
the  United  States  would  be  8o  strong  that  within  a  few
years  Americans  would  have  to  aclmowledge  that  his  work
did  have  strength.46    H®  did not  feel,  however,  that
Carlyle  was  a  univers`al  writer  or  that  h®  would  be  able   ,
45Emerson,   uplato,  or±' Vol.  IV  of  Works the  Philosopher,"  Representativepp.   71,  46,  4143.
46Emerson,   WThouBhts  on  Modern  Iiitel.ature,"
History ofLL-
.,`




to  satisfy  the  questions  which Americans  asked.    To
Emerson,  generally he  was  a  "very national  figul.a"  who
Could  not  .'bear  transplantionw  to  America.47
Apart  for  his  asso6iai;ion  of  individual  European
literary figures  and  works  with Americai and  American
writings,  Eznerson  also  thought  of  them  Collectively in
comparison  to  American  achievements.    When  doing  8o,  h®
observed  throughout  his  life  that,  by  comparison,  Ameri-
cans  were  Wpuny  and  fickle,I.  tbat  they  wore  diseaLsed  with
''hesitation  and following,"  and  that  their  books  were
U.tents,  not  pyI.anid8.W48    As  he  wrote  in  llThe  Poetw  in
18563
I  look  in  vain  for  the  poet  whom  I  describe.    W®
do  not  with  sufficient  plairm.ess  or  sufficient  pro-
foundness  address  ourselves  to  life,  nor  dare  we
chaunt  our.  own  times  and  social  circumstance ....
Time  and  nature  givield  as  many gifts,  but  not  yet  the
€5P3±¥t8aEig.aat6bi3g¥:3igpi:a
into  universality.    We  have  yet  no  genius  in America,
with  tyrarmous  eye,  which  lmew  the  +alue  of  our
incomparable  materials,  and  saw,  in  the  barbarism
and materialign  of  the  times  another  carnival  of  the
sane  gods  whose  pictures  he  so  much  admires.    Ho¥§r,
then  in  the Middle  Age;  then  in  Calvinism ....
-p. -456 .---
Vol.  X  of  Works
ise  is  that  he  dared
colossal  cippel`?  or
47Emerson,   Moarlyle,in  I,-Otters  and  Biogl.aphical
_I
48dourials V,   529.
49Emerson,  ''Th®  Po®ti"  ZEE.  Vol.
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In  Spite  of  this  attitude,  however,  Emerson  did
see  hope  for  America  in  the  futur.e  for,  as  h®  observed,
''America  ig  a  poem  in  our  eyes;  its  ample  geography
dazzles  the. imagination,  and  it  will  not  wail;  long for
metros."5°    Therofor®,  he  added  later,   ''ho  who  doubts
whether  this  age  or  co`un.try  can  yield  any  oontrlbutioa
to  the  literature  of .the  world  only betrays  his  own
blindness  to  the  neoeBgiti®B  of  the  human  Soul.«5L
Begirming,  then,  ar.ound  1837  and  oontlrming  into
the  1860.s  and  1870..a,  Emerson  constantly  Complained
that American  art,  literature,  and  al.chitecture were
mere  imitations  of `European  forms,  especially English
ones,  and  that,  as  a result,  they  did not  yet  oonstitut®
the  outstanding  contributions  which  could  be  expected  of  `:
`Americans  in  these  areas.    therefore;  he  called  for  an
American  cultul.al  nationalism.    Although jThL, erson  probably
would  have  admitted  that  Americans  of  his  era were
becomihg  progressi+ely zDore  responsive  in native  cultural
50E±.'  p.  41.
ifeoE Vol.  XII  of  Worksts  on Modern IIiteratur®,U  NaturalI   bp.i---199-zoo.
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expression,  h;  felt  they had  not  yet  achieved  praiseworttry
results.    Until  Americans  r®d®emed  themgelv®s  from  imi-
tation  of  Europ®erL  culture,  Emerson  Said  in  1842,  and
many times  thereafter,  they would  have  to  be  Content
with  having  a Europeanized  oultur`e.     IZLdeed,  he  observed
somewhat  sternly  in  1842,  there  would  be  no  "great
Yankee.Tt  ih  achievement  tintll  in  the  un.folding  of  our
population  and  power,  England  and  other  European  oountri®s
Hck®d  ''th®  bean.w52
52do_ale
.V=,   '264.
CHApqER  VIII
gHE  FuruRE  oF  AnmRloA
Begirming ve.ry noticeably  in  the  1830.a  and
conti]aning  to  the  late  1870.8,  Ralph Waldo  Emerson  con-
stantly  thought  of America  in  relation  to  Europe,  pleaded
with  her  to  cease  her mere  imi-tation  of European  culture,
called  for  her  1;o  use  the  exanpleg  of European .achieve-
ment  as  an  inspiratiori  to  develop. her  own  potential,  and
predicted  that  if  She  would  d6  these  i;hingg,  given  her
natural  advantages ,  She  would  exceed  the  European  accom-
plislrment  and  assume  the  cultural  leadership  of  the
future world.
Emersonl a  thought  about  America  in  relation  to
Europe  was  shaped  by  the  image .or  inpres8ions  of  Europe
(195)
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he  gleaned  from his  travels  there,  his  associations  with
trang-Atlantio  friends,  his  reading  of European authors,
and  contemporary  opinion  about  Eul`op®  and  its  people.
Iiiko  many  other Americans  of  his  day,  he  frequezitly
expressed  the  idea  that  old Europe  was  corrupt.    In  this
resp®ot,  he  exemplified  Gushing  Strout.a  belief  that,
for  Am®rioans,  Europe  has  meant  ''not  so  much  a  specific
geogl`aphical  place  as  it  has  a projected  contrast  in
ideas,  values,  and  institut'iors"  to  their  own new  land
of  opportunity.I    Phu8,  Emerson was  disappointed  to  see
that  many aspects  of  American  Culture  were  more  imitations
of European  fol'ms  and  called  for  his  countl.ymen  to  shed
the  oorrupl;ness  of  old  Europe  and  to  begin  anew.    However,
unlike  strict American  Cultural nationalists  of his  day,
Emerson  did not  call  for  an American  cultural  nationalism
exclusive  of Europe.    He  believed  that  Eur.ope,  especially
England,  had  set  many  good  examples  for  America  to  Copy.
Even  fn  the  Case  of  examples  which  he  had no  desire  for
America  to  imitate,  he  frequently saw virtue,  for Europeans.
1see  Cushing  Strout,
(New
The  American____   _       _____T_T=                   :____
York:  Harper  & Row,  Pilblighers,r 6#,thei- Old  World___pp.  xii-xiii.
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Thug,  Emerson.a  was  a  cosmopolitan  inind,  not  less  so  at
the  end  than  at  the  begirming  of  the  mid-nineteenth  con-
bury  deoadeg.    If  there  was  any narrowness  in  his  irpreg-
sions  of  Eul`opo  as  he  related  them to  the  American  Bitua-
tion,  it  lair  chiefly ±n his  Outspoken f&voritigm for
Saxon  traits  a8  opposed  to  the  ohar&oteristiog  of  other
European nationalities.
Even  though  the  American  Civil  War  and  the  irm®d-
9 iate  events  leading  up  to  it  Cane  in  the  midst  of  Emereon'e
career,  they  did not  much alter  the  application  of his
image  of  Europe  to  American  affairs.    There  thus  was
distinct  continuity in Emerson's  thought  from  the  1830.a
through the  1870.a.    I)uring  this  period,  he  rarely  i;alked
about  Amel'ioa. a  great  m®n,  or  about  American  nationality,
institutions ,  reform movements ,  geography,  art,  archi-
teoture,  or  literature  except  in  terms  of  his  impressions
of Europe.    Similarly,  he  continued  to  proclaim  his  Con-
damnation  of American unoriginality in  cultural  Creativity.
Just  as  he  exclaimed,  on February  7,  1844,  that  iritation
was  a  .lfalse  state  of  affairs,"  so,  likewise,  he  insiBt®d,
on  Har'oa  30,  1878,  that  any wise `man  would  b®  alarmed  at
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the  "European  influences  on  this  Country.tt2
Ih®  ohi®f  exception  to  this  continuity lay ill
Emerson. a  8oooptanoo  of  institutions  and  I.eform Dovementg
over  the  deoad®g.    One  zm8t  partially  agree  with. Geong®
M.  Fr®derickson  that  the  Self-reliant  Emerson  of  the
1830.a,  an  idealist  with liti;l® faith in institutions
and upholder  of  individual  ref om,  began  to  express  Con-
fid®nce  in  institutions  and  combined  efforts  after  the
slavery  controversy and  the  Civil War  demonstrated  to  him
the  need  for  organization  to  end  81&very and  preserve  the
union.3    0n  the  other  hand,  it may be moI.e  appropriately
argued;i;hat,  oven  in  tF.i8  instance,  there  was  a general
continuity  in Emerson. a  i;hinking  about  Europe  and America.
There  ig  no  one  point  at  which  he  abruptly  Changed  fran
a philosophical anti-ihstitutional view  to  a practical
pro-institutional view.    Rather,  beginning in  the  late
1830's,  he  gradually  expressed  an  inoreaslng  confidence
im  institutions  and  organizations  until  the  resul.ts  of
the  Civil War made  him believe  that  Such  trust  was  fully
2Emerson,   'lThe  Young  American,"
Lectul.es
Nature Aadr®sses '±
Vol.   I  of  Works,   p.   343;  Emerson,   ''The  Fortune
of. the  Republic,'' Mi-S-.col-1-aries
3s®e  George  M.  Frederickson9  !±9
Intellectuals  and
&  Row,   1965   ,  55:58-£_i
the  Origis  of
_  _I_     I  __    ___    __  __        _  _     _
Vol.  XI  of  Works p.   415.
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5ustified.    Th®roafter,  he  continued his  practical
acceptance  of  institutions.
Although Emerson,  throughout,  believed  that
Europe.a  influence  on Aperica was  excessive,  he  predicted
that  in the future  the  direction  of  influence would be
reversed.    He  felt  confident  that America.s  material
leadership  of  the  world would  lead to  cultural  leader-
ship.    As  Europe  was .now  shaping  America,  so  America
would  later  shape  Eur`ope.    Phig  did not  indicate,  however,
that  Emerson was  not  &1go  aware  of America's  Cultural
influeno®  on Europe  (and,  thus,  of  a  i;wo-way European-
American  cultural  interaction)  in  his  o`n/n  age.    Declal.in8
that  the  initiative  in the future would and must  be  taken
by America,  he  was  optimistic  and wanted  to  speed  the  day.
Even  in  th,e  1840ls  &s  \he  beoane  increasingly  ooncemod
about  the  impedinents. slaveiir  Created  in  the  progress  of
the  Saxon  race  on Am®I.ican  soil,  he  wrote  that  America
would give  an  «asp®ot  of greatness"  to  the  future  and
that  it  wag  l'th®  future  hone  of  man."4   -Af.tor  the  Civil
V/ar  and  emancipation,  his  faith  blossomed  fully.    On
4Emersoni
Iiectures
''gh®  Yourig  American, "
Vol.  I  of .Works
Nature
p.   369.
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July  18,  1867,  h®  proclaimed:
Brothers,  I  draw  new  hope  fl'om  the  atmosphere  we
breathe  today,  from  the  healthy  Sentiment  of  the
Amerioam  people,  an.a  from  the  avowed 'aims  and  tendencies
of  the  educated  Class.    The  age  has  new  convictions.
We  ]mow  that  in  col.tain historic  periods  there  have
been  timog  of  negation--a  decay  of  thought,  and  a
consequent  national  decline;  that  in France,  at  one
time,  thel`e  was  almost  a  repudiation  of  the  noI`al
sentiment  in what  is  called,  by distinction,  society-
not  a believer  withi]i  the  church,  and  almost  not  a
theist  out  of  it.    In Engcrland  the  like  Spiritual  dig-
ease  affected  the  upper  class  in  the  time  of  Char.lea
11  and  down  into  the  reign  of  the  Geol`ges.    But  it
honorably  distinguishes  the  educated  class  here,  that
they believe  in  the  succor  which  the  heart  yields  to
the  intellect,  and  dI'aw gr®atnesg  from its  inspirations
....  I  think  their  hands  are  strong  enough to  hol?
up  the Republic.    I  read  the  promise  of  better  times
and  of greater men.
Writing  on  '']he  Fortune  of  the  Republic"  a  docad®
later,  Emerson would  conclude:    ''Never  Country had  such
fortune,  as  men  call  fortune,  ae  this,  in  its  g®ogr&phy,
its  history,  and  its  ria5e8tic  pos@ibilitiee.6
5rmerson,  Wprogresg  of  Culture,"
Vol. . VIII  of  Wol.ks pp.  221-22.
Iietterg  and  Social
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